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Adie-sta,thi of citizen fall from-grace? At what point in our.
,
hist* cl. PeoPle cease to be proud of being a citizen? it was not
alwayS"so. At time people believed'that to be a citizen of a 'republic.
was a special blessing, in`contrast,.pbjects were to.be pitied!becaute
"they had no opportunity to Overt\ themselves nr- to:determine the

''roles by Which they lived. Who debased the concept of citizenship?
kiat events led ' many ,Arneritans to Pnclucle.that being.a citizen was ,.

,- no onger an honor arid; a,: \ . .

. Fp Th onias jeffersort and his peers,\ ta be citizens of a rekMlic was ,

-one-of- respriVileges:available-to\human beings. The right, to;
title one los worth 'risking life and Property, Moreover, they be-
lieved that thecliallenge of citizenship, appealing to the noblest in-

, stints of ttiankricl, would draw from ace populace bidden and hith-
erto unsusp,..cte qualities of -altruism and intellectual talent: How- , t-

-:=--tvericitizenship:y lOtmerelyaijght-to be enjoyed; it also carried
responsibility.. Chin must educate themselves; theyoriust be aware
of public issues;-they must avoid petty, personal interests and seek the

.

,

.common good' and, above,all, they Mustparticipate. - .
Do we take citizenship too Much for granted. today, and hal our '

bgeneral_economic prosperity made us lazy and complacent? Or have
ewe-becorne -disillusioned with political life'? Have political icaridal
bred apathy and alienatiOn? Or.have nationalistic, chauvinistic inter-
'pretations Of citizenship tyiornVindividu*iurned others away from
its practice? , . . , . ;d

HPive,Ver one answers theskquestionshit seems clear that a majority
of AmeriC.:ans no longer feel the.clegree of.pride and responsibility in
being ciuiens. Thug, we niust wonder, as our nation's founders' did:,
Can theiepublic survive unless:00*ns arewilling to'shoulder willing; ,

ly and -respon'sibly Ile tasks of goveinment?
The founders Were -undermtrilltisjon that the cultivation of citizen-

.- _ship would he easyPeofile wouldhave to be educated for citizenship.
; In a letter to'Edward Everett,Jelferionivrote: "The qualifications for

self-gPvernment are not innate. They are the result habit.and long
,.. . train i ',' . . \. .. . v " . -

. , - . -/

In :1910 the Report on t Reorganization of Secondary EducatiOn .,

ptodainit.0 citizenship educa n to be one Ofothe "seven cardinal
, Hi-



nciples" of education... Subsequent Studies, reports, commissions,
an proclamadons have reconfirmed theprimacy of cidzenship edu-
ca solioofing. It is-not that the kask of citizenship education is
exdTivelrthat of the schools; other agencies family, church,
'volu tarfassociations., etc.also contribute importantly; 14t citizen-
Ship i a central purse of format education, although, recently we

ve forgotten -,

Withn) schools, social studies has a,major role to play. Social studies
has no monopoly over citizenship- echication; other subjects, the xtra-
cutrieular program, and theostructuie of school,governance itself also
play th,eit parts. Nor are social studies teachers interested exclusively
in citizenship education. Nevertheless, a social studies proOnWith-
out citizenship education at its core is like yards of thread witlionta

,

spoblall tangle and confusion.
.

Just as the need for,alert, committed, and capable citizens will con-,
dime so long as there is a republic, so too citizenship educatiOkinust
persist so, long as new generations matt. be taught the kriowledge, , .

andyalues off ffective citizenship. But the nature of cidienshie
educatiOn changes over time, just:as the demands upon citizens alter ,

-under the press of new circumstances.Bach generation must redefine
for itseffwhat it means to be a citizen, and whpt education is required
to Play the.role of citizen successfully.

Through 'the leadership of recent NCSS officers, BoardS,of.Direc-
tors, the Advisory Committee on Citizenship, and, the Executive Di-
rectors the National Council for the Social Studies has attempteCto.,,,
rekindle an irlterelt in citizenship .education. In 1976, tic .spon.

"sated a conference in Indianapolis to explore the obstacles whiCh lay
in chF path of promoting more effective citizenshipzeducation. Con-
structing a new and more powerful rationale for citizenship education
was identified as one of the most important ks-before ui:In
gust, 1977, NCSS coAponsored a. conference' at Chautauqua;New
York on the theme "Education fin National citizenship Thrchigh a -

Global Lens:" This conference, attended byapproximately. 0-0 eddea- -
tors from all-parts of the nation, devoted a full .week to exploring
elements of a new rationale for citizenship education, The theme for
the 1977 Annual Meeting in CinCinnati is "The Citizen in Society:
The Role of the Social Studies Teacher." This 'Conference Will.focus
on the needs and priorities of pitizenship education today and for the
future. NCSS committees--especially,the Citizenship Committee; the
Iriternational Relations Committee, andlthe Ad Hoc COmmittee on
the pcmocratization of Schoolshave concentrated their efforts one
strengthening citizenship educatiOn. NCSS publications and speeches, .

by offiters,,Boarci menibters, and the Executive Director have further
articulated the importance of citizenship education.. ,c'

This bulletin contribtites substantially to the ,IsitSS effort to f er
.
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isCtiiiiOnand 'debate on the' priorities' nd need's of citizenship edu-
.

-.9tion,its,ptincipal foetts;is the searciLfiir an 'appropriate i itionale
fOr:eitfienitipeditiation rOday, The 13ulletin will not bring end 19

.E.. the on whatv:Ust besd4ne in. this field, but it should help clari,
F'.'.,..: Plithe.aritmeinti :' :

, . ,

:
:14/e can be gOtefithat Jai es Shiver agreed to accept the task of

...`editing this bulletin. He is not only known to NCSS imembers as our I . ,
. ..-*lost retentPast-President, but-he is also widely recognize casone of '.

onOiailitig.OtizetiShip educatois. He has spoken and written el,
, qUentlyinthe,pas..st about the rim,' to clarify our,piirposes and to i-ei- ,

ognize the ceiural place of citizenship edueatitln in the social studies. I ,
also.,:wish toi thank. the authors Gr. their contrihutions and to con-' ..
gratulate therPublications;Board, the Director ofRuhlicitions, Dan
Roselle,: and all those. !NZ, assik. him' for' anOther-spletididijob.

S c ..
, -, -..

N -4. .4 .. . . ..Howard Mehtinger, Prisicknf
National Council for the social Studre s. . o.
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This fitilletinon.citiierishi education, as its title suggests, does not
'PropOse 'It philosophy -for_ ifizenshipccedkation nor a-set of pre -

ii scriptions fora citizenship ucation proiTani. Inite*Atinte_ t,.has
been, to,involyesociai studie .educators-teachers and supe 'Art.,,,

. partictilar, lit te-examining ihe assumptions pnderlying the- cut:
titular and:teaching decisions, and in looking at the citizenship On-
plicationi of what actually haippens in, their 'clasirooins and schools.:

Obvionsly, teachers'ir curriculum areas other than -social- studies_
are

,
concerned with cifizenshil,and'the total school curriculumCould-

be considered citizenship education in the broadest sense of the term
as preparation, for lifer Obviously, too, the "hidden ctirriculurn" of the
classroom and the schoblthe innuriferable interactions that educate'
stirints it\ .often uninrended waysis part of citizenship education.
A d, so are the many nonscitool educatignat influences, such as the
media, that may or may not be utilized in the khooft formalcitizen,1 ., ,.snip education efforts. 1 . 1`

gibe examination of assumptions, a basic,rationale-buildingthivity;
is i portant for'personsiinthese other areas as well. For example,
Silt rman's call to eradicate! "mindlessness" lack 9f thought about

iPpf se and how content and methods affect pniposetin education
.vitis directed not only at' teachers and administrators but atlournal-

ists, lmmakers, .directoris, et al."' The French teacher, the coach,Tr
the, rincipal, the policeman -or policewoman, the storeowner, the
tole ision piodticer, the neWspaperreporter=all tend coact ion fre-
quently without fecogniiing how their unreflecttd biase.i.a'nd whims
nraytiimpact the 4citizens-inzprocels_ (young -people) wr.,th whom they
con ct., 7. ,

, ,t, i '
H *ever, this bulletin ig'faddressed to social strOes educator*, be-

-cau *Mal studies is the one curricular area for which the stated
cent /al focus is citizenship. Addressing this more limited-audience
does rot imply unimportant task. Increased thoughtfitiness among
those wItaserconstiously kecepted role is citizenship education could
havehiglily significant corrieeprences.

4

nits btillehri,reljecti a concern that,Aespite the conscientious of
ries/ E. Sillier's:an. C 'in the Almon. New Yorks Random House, 1970, Pp

$7
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forts ofmartir. educators, citiienship'cducation is in disarray. There is
little evidence to indicate -that the school's citizenship education ef-

<> forts have affected generally the quantity or quality of adult citizen
participation, and social studies programs add school environrhents
often appear to ,belinconsistem with the demands of "adult citizen -'

r

CitizenshipOne Outcome of an NCSS-sponsored Cohferetri on Citizenship
Edgeation in March of 1976 'was the conclusion ,that the recon-
ceptualization of citizenship educatfon is a'major need.3 F red New:

, mann was commissioned ',prepare, a paper delineating the issues
that should be ,addressed by persons developing definitions or phi-
ioiophies of citizenship -education. That paper was revised for this
-bulletin; and it-is presented as Chapter 1.3 The questions raised Li'

, Newmann setthe tone for the rest'of the bulletin.
`The-e is lip, pretense that this.bulletin treats- all of the issues -raised

\ ' in Chapter 1. Invitations to write Chapters 2, and 4 were extended
\ to persons who have been working on often overlooked, but:porn-\

daily, productive elements of citizenship education. Those -chapters
illostlate the kinds cif questions that need to be raised and dealt.with.
Each chapter examines some assumptions relevant to an aspect of

;,,rationale-building-and deals with practical implications for practice.
-`14,;44-,..phapter 2, Harold Berlak provides a radical critique of the

pur t9f4itizenship education -in a democratic society. He pro-
poses ihe taisilito,f, human .consciousness, ,the basis fOr social Criti-
cism, as the prirni ktiof. citizenship education; and elementary
schoal curriculum materiallAchity- that aim pre described.-

Despite the call by social studienhAlsti4Or.the eitension of citi-
zenship education efforts beyond the Classic:Vila° nd tht school, many
social studies prcigramg are still bound by the Sificifilhouse walls. In
Chapter 3, Dart Conrad and Thane Hedin explore- the Ogjection:s to
and the reasons for social participation as a part of schooling. TM,
also discuss the forms that participatory educationmight,take, and
throtighout propose practical suggestiobs for,implementing worth-
while.and manageable programs. _

Then, In Chapter 4, Charles Curtis examines assumptions about
the so-called' "slo*learners" and citizenship that impact programs for
them. Affid, he proposes the study of controversial community prob-
lems as a practicable and viable approach to citizenship education for
an often neglected segment of-the School population.

v
*See Helen Roberts and Brian Larkin. Toward a retonceptualization of citizenship

education,: Preliminary report of a conference on citizenship education. Washington,'
\D.C.: National Council for the Social Studies, 1976.- ,

'Newmann usp the tit "civic education" in his chapter title. Some woti1d argue that
at term is narrower than "citizenship education." See, e.g., Conrad and Hedin's com-

ts in Chapter 2.,
\ .

!. vii \8: \
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Cbapter 5 returns to the subject of rationale-buildifig itself.. The
impottalace and the legitimacy ,of teachers and, supervisors "doing
philosophy" about citizenship ,education are discussed, and some;
conditions for .`fruitfill involvement in rationale-building are- ext_
plored. Sonie current central issues in rationale- building for citizen-
ship- educatibn arovised, too.

Obviously, the bulletin. was not conceived nor prepared as a source
of final answers as tothe rationalelor or tilt content of social studies

eduCation,Ot is meant as ,a preliminary step toward' tjte reeoncep-
tualization of citizenship eduCationidentified,a,s the majbr tieedtdur-
ingl.he 1976 Conference on Citizen,shipIdacation. A primary pur-
pose has been to make more clear the dimension's of the problem that
the profession faces in providing the sound intellectual justifications

makeake social studies programs more responsive to the VI:711 Q. a ,
democratic society and inoreihretesting andbeneficial,to t ung
citizens who inhabit it. If we have failed to deal with on issue you
deem important, wecan only restate the impossibility of cohfronting
all of the pertinent, issues in a bulletin. If Wepaile failed to impress (or
re-iMpress).you with the importance of ratior.tate;,bpild.MA and to:
stimulate your thinkit g about the assumptions underlying what is
happening in, social studies education, theii the central object4<lias
not beeo met,

The authors and the editor are grateful to the National-Council for
the Social Studies and the NESS Ptiblicttions Board for, the oppor-
tunity to prepare this bulletin. We appreciate the many critiques,of
the manuscript; Vt, of course, we must take responsibility for any'
inadequacies that remain.

James P; Shaver
1,

Utah State Up,ivenity, -

;«,
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dhaptr One
i ., .

Build-ing a Rationale
for Civic Edjkation
Fred M. New .
. . .

/tic Need for Comprehensive Rationales
. ,

What. is wrong with civic education? Our troubles might be 'traced
to any or all of three kinds of failures: technical incompetence (not
.knowing how to teach what we wish to teach), lack of consensus on
goals (so 'many approaches and such disagreement over the proper

ra aim of civic education- -quit no cleakpUrpose emerges), or inadequate
rationales (assumptions 'underlying pals Rnd methods, which have
not been clarified or jUstifieileyen to their Opponentsin ways that
provide thorough conceptual bases for civic.education)e The prob..,
lems of technical competence, social and conceptual ode=
quicy are related, and civic education probabl sufferskom all three.
The aim of this chapter (is not to offer technical 4.clvice NI pedagogicalIxnatters,.nor to present a n w unifying philosopby, but to focusnn the
conceptual pfoblem by o lining major 9uestio s tolvhichany ratio-
nale ought t'.'kipeak if it is t be coniidered intel ectually adequate or
cOmptite.1 The need for r lore systematic ratio les should become
evident as we consider the social disillusionnierit'w ich plagues educa-.
tic* :the nature of currebt approaches, /and th process through
which Civic education pr ms are devised.

Social:DisilliCsionment . \f,
-'" In spite of heated disagreement on many isiu s, 4iverse sectors in
the Unitedttates share something in common a prdtound social dis-

I .

FRED M, NEWMANNis Pro'fessor of arriculum and Instruction,,University of Wis-it
consin (Madison), where he teaches courses in curriculum and social tudies education.
His experience includes social studies teaching at the secondary kvel, deveropment of
curriculum in public controversy, citizen action, the formation of an al mative school,
and directing of an experimental Ji.D. prograth emphasizing action r institutional
change.

to rationale for civic education is defined Here as a statement that atte ts to articu-
late and to justify a iarticular approach to civic education. \P

1.
_
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ilturonment. FOr many persons at all points on tb htical spectrum,
the-Bicentennial gave no occasion to celebrate, but pointed ivith de-
pressing 'clarity to abysmal gaps between textbook 4eals and the'ac-
tual historical record' of constitutional democracy in this Society. Cdn-
sider a few of the ways in which the has ri shaken:-

A key objective of this country's to ding litical philosophy was.
to prevent centialization.prpower, ch mechanisms as a constitu-
tional system?f its and balances,. paration of,powers, ay ,Bill of

. Rights and:a judicial system based on dueprocess 'were designed, in
part, to restrain the' influence of centralized national gOvelrunetitin
citizen's' lives. Today, however, centralized institutions:natidnal,and .
international, public and private, depend for their existence on influ-
encing the'niasses--they dominate our lives.

The electoral sysiem,,hased on equal representation, majority inie,
freedom of speeCh and assembly, and a system of mass public educa, °
lion should encourage widespread citizen participation in public af-
fairs and should thereby assure a measure of trust by the governed ih
their government. The record, however,, shciwk-pervasive citizen mis-,
trust and apathy, based oftenon flagrant abuse oft17blic tinst by
Public

The bountiful resources, of ghe country, along with ant, qconomie "

system that -originally respected individual initiative and tp\roperty
nights, should lead, presumably, to equitable *hough perhaps\ not
equal) distribution of wealth. Instead, we have seen how free enter-
prise can itself destroy the opportunity for free enterprise; and that in
spite of a moth of economic mobility, certain groups have remained in
the economic cellar for generations,

ihe goal Of abundance, prosperity, an enhanced standst d of
living has been pursued with such vigor that the economy depends on
continually increasing consumption. But we have recendi learned
that the planet's resources will soon be exhausted and that' our niter
vendor!, disrupts biological and geological processes crucial tolife it-
self. Must the dream ofabundance and prosperis for all be aban-.
cloned?,

The country was founded allegedly on the pripciple of ui4iversal4
human rights, not only political-legal rights to self-government and
due process; but the m_ore fundamental right to equal 'reipect", which
implies _toleration of differencis in religion, life styles, and_ideolot
giesin short, a commitment trAultural pluralism. United' Statss his-
tory at home and abroad, however, reveals' dramatic violations of this
principle in the pursui of "Americanization" or "national interest".

The point is not to-flagellate the nation or to dismiss the "experi-
ment in democracy" as a proverkfailure. Theextent to which 4emo-
cratic ideals have been or can be achieved should be continuous] in-

'vestigated. Ouepurptie tide &only to nor possible sources of n
s 2'

12
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ful disillirsionment'for.large numbers' of citizens across all categories
of age, sex, race, ethnicity income, social class, and political. fIllia-
n
.. .

on; Asthe'Y perceive huge gaps between democratic ideals and real,
Ay, Their'perteptions are eJident in complaints alkuroutrageous be-

, ,

. lAvkir, by citizens (they iee too apathetic, they don't obey the law, they. k

A
.

doif show respect for,' each 'other); outrageous behavior.. by public
,,I, ofpcihls (they are corrupt, they -don't enforce the law, they ,clarimi-

\''' nate, they are 'gnorant); outrageous public policies:(they hurt
fargnerAhe brisinessnian, th5velfare recipient,.theConsumer t i in-
nocen*Wietriari* or African):outrageous systemic ch teristics
(big goyFrnMent°dphtimanyes people, capitalism exploits' people,
te'cbnology rapes the erivironinent). ,-.. ,

Am<rng-,nations, America has djstinguisted itself in the expects -'
,,, tions k places on-.a system of compulso.-1 formal edu&aiion to -s-olve
.

'',::., c-, problems tif Oda! disillutlIonment. Recently nationally visible, _

, organizigeonsitive! expressed renewed concern, a sense of-urgency
over civieRducatkin; the American Bar Association through its Com-
mittee `ori Youth Education for Citiienship, the DanfatIr and Ketter-

.

? ink, Foundations sponsoring the Stational Task FOrCe on Citizenship,
4,' the U:S. Office of Education's recent conferences on citizenship, and

a the NatiOnal Council, for tre Social Studies, whose special ,meeting
;'calreil f the writing of this paper, We may be at one of dthose points
I.*characte lied 1%y butts (1977): - .

.
, ). i ;general it:may be said that tile

)

Urge to,..promote civic education
through the sthoOls accelerates in *times.of crisis or rapid socialChange. It
jakes/on special urgency in to quite different kinds of 'social situations in
whieh the need for social cohesion and unity are seen,tot be particularly

,b acute: (a) When liberal refOrruers see the needle. Mobilizedisparategroups
: t' to achieve (in Robert Wiebe's words) "a new ,social integration, a higher

form of social harmony, ,'as in the Revolutionary era;-`eie Progressive era,
the New Deal,"and the Great Society; or (b) when conservative forces see

, the need for sociaI cohesion to rally round'their version of the American

t way of life and to stave off threats to it from alien sources, as in periods of
.. .. massive. iThatigratiOn, `MilitInt. radical Movements, World War, or cold .

, ,..k -4,, ,
W . . y. ,.

1
r , , . . , , .' App rently th "liberal reformers" and "Conservative forces" now

see q nee ruction in civic education. We Should ask whtlher alter-
',hativ'e;,pitoptisals might be-inspired by potentially contradictory,pellti-

' 'cal forces, and might, therefore, be destined only for destructive coil-
Sion, or Ikhether cfincerns ft.xchange and cohesion can be harnessed
to .deal cOstruCtively with common sOurceslof diSillusioneent.:

Before rushing' headlong into /educational treform, however, we ..
'must examine Ole Vety assumption tbatc.imProved civic education
could he;p-, for the faith in formal education itself has in some.circles, °

4 been Weal:riled. In spite of this society's massive.investnieriti hi public t- .-/ - ' 1. ' , i ts.

../,.
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vtdence suggests that achievement in school
')'!ni A':(lie veylit0 OntriBution to economic mobility, that corn-

r sOr9q1' 411 integration ifredUcation does not necessarily lead tofe- -", s 4, -.- .
,' (3 ' inter-racialrinony, thA .major tv,hite-collar crimes and serious viola-

tions of he law are committed by the most "educated" of citizens, and
1 thaisChoOli'ilieniselVes are, to nanxplaces, sanctuaries for deliqd .

'''"-",." " cinencottil crins'ip. It is', therefore, altogether appropriate to question-,

sylrethEr our efforts to solve social ills through-education have had the
effictOt reducing or increasing the ills themselves. It has been per-

1-1

*lamely argued (Oliver, 1976) that the expansion and professional-
i- zation ofsehooling creates a whole new range of social problems.

,.,

These are, in turn, attacked by 'further expansion and professional-
.

4.atioix which generate even more novel-social problems, and so the -*...

proceiVeontinues in a downward spiral,
This-chapter-does-not-develop-afull-position-on-the,extent-to-which- t

- civic education should be pursued through forfiralzpublic education;
but under a heading, "Schools and Other-Social/Agencies," (p. N), it
urges that each specific rationale address th&problem. For the n t o -

m e n t , it is assumed that,what occurs i n s ychoOls is imporitant and that
proposed programs for civic educatio in schools must, be carefully
examined rather than summarily missed _because of their associa-
tion with allegedly dysfunctioh nstitutions. . .

Alternative Approaches2 \ ,,

There areat least eight g nerally istinguishable approaches to civ-.
ic education: the academic Aliscipli es of history and thee social sci-' encestlaw-related educl(ion, 'social Rroblems, critieal thinking, values
clarification mot .:.1 development, community involveirient, and insti-
tutional school reform. Instructional programs or curriculum prof
ects may manifest more 'than one orthe general approaches, so in
practice they are not mutually exclusive. But it is.1,isually possible to
identify one or 2 few of these, themes as most salient-in .a teacher's
philosophy or in a particular curriculum...1

', I., Academic Disciplines (History anal the Social Sciences). This ap-
proach tries to teach, facts, concepts, and generalizations about social
phenomena, past and present and across cultures, as such knowledge
has been generated through university-based scholarThip in the aca-
demic,disciplines, especially.tiistory and the social sciences. In the last
fitt'ea years special attempts have been made to teach -not only the
findings and generaliza,tions of these disciplines, but also the methods
of inquiry used by the practicing scholar: Rather than focusing on
specific problems that the citizen might face, the approach assumes
that mastery of developed scholarly material will help the citizen un-
derstand unforeseeable civic problems as they arise.

-=Material in this section is taken from Newmann, 1977."
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Teaching of the disciplines is not usually advocated for its direct
relevante to the exercise of active citizenship. Instead, it is argued that.

disciplined scholarship reveals the best thinking we have.to offer in
the human search for truth, and this has its own intrinsic value. In
spite of a plethora of proposals to alter the dominanceof history and
social -science in citizenship education, the disciplines remain the
staple, prevailing approach in secondary cuvriculum -and in the prep-
aration of teachers.3-
- 2. Law-Related Education: Th6earliest foams of law-related educa,
tion emphasized the Constitution, the Bill' of Rights, thestructure of -
Federal, state and local governmeftoften in a ninth - grade civics
course or a latercOurse in Aniericanoiernmem. (Nfagruder'sAmeri--
ctm Government has exemplihecf-thisorientatimi.) More recently a ma-

jor national effort has been made by suchgroupsas the American Bar
.As;ociatimi- and the GonstitutionalRights_Eourt'datian_to_revitalize_
and expand theteaching of fundlneinah of legal process.' The
movement offers diverse projects on legal concepts, particu;ar con-
troversiesarising out of the Bill of Rights, the system of juvenile jus-

94 tine, techniques of legislative lobbying, judicial reasoning in case law,
laws that apply particularly to youth, problems of law enforcement,
agencies, and other topics. The projects proglgtematerials that can be
i intonto existing courses as well as curricula for separate courses
in legal process. In contrast tc; the discipIinevpmoach,.the goal .of

-law-related education would be chafacterized noraTthe -general
search for truth-and understaixting, but to preierve and make more
just the rule of law in a democratii society.

3; Social Probkires.%This approach towentrateson.particulai- axial
issues of current or prpdicted importance in the students' lives; war,-

=-crime, discrimination, poverty, pollution, drugs, energy, etc. Knot:a-
edge from the disciplines and about legal-process may be used to
study the problems; but undemanding the problem, not the dis-
cipline orthe legal material &the_ main goal. The assumption-here is

3The case for discipline:oriented citizenship education is_snadeby Lewenstein (1963)' and Schwab,(1964). The rationale is based largely ina conception of 'liberal" educatibn
as articulated, for example, in the Report of the Harvard Committee (1946) andreac-

; tionstheretoiHira, 1965). The influence of the flisciplines in the training and certifica-
tion of teachers is overwhelming. At the college and university level, Qne majors in one
of the ruciplines in order to be ctrtifled to teach that discipline insecondary schools. In

' the universitypreparation cf secondary, teachers, typically 80-85%ofthepurse work
is in the disciplines, with only 15-20% in education (includingstude.ht wading). When
asked what one ought to teach?it is not surprising that beginningsecondary teachers
have virivally no alternative to teachingthe disciplines, for they have experienced no\ eother approath. . t.
....4For-fflithei information, contact Committee on Voids Education fin' Citizenship;
merican Bar Association, 1155 East 60th Street, Chicago, IL 60637, and gie.Constitu%

n al Rights Foundation, 6310 San Vicente Blvd., 1ps Angeles, CA 90048,

-



that to ,deliberate adequately on social problems, the citizen needs .
practic4 in grappling, with the specifics of actual socidal issues. (HOW

* should ;consumers be. protected? What alternatives to welfare are
°available? What are the effects of racial bussingn The approach has

been adopted in "problems of democracy courses," and more recently
in separatecourses with issue-oriented titles. We would include in_ the -
social problems approach generalefforts at "consciousness raising," as
in the anti-racism, anti-sexism, global education, or futurology move-
ments.5

-4. Critical-Thinking. Like democracy and motherhood, critical
thinking is endorsed,by almcist ftveryone as fundamental to civic corn-
petencei The ideal citizen-is portrayed-as someone who cannot be
deCeived or manipulated by leaders and jhe media, but wbo reaches
informed, autonomous conclusions and can rationally justify them to .
others. He or she is aware of basic assumptions,, the possibility of bias

. UT-selective perception; and incomplete ;aux inationTo-arrive-at-this
point' the citizen needs to learn a thinking process that helps to distin7

,guish among different types of issues, that offers a method for testing
'"..-c;, and evaluating emloiricat Claims, logical inferences, definitional state-

-1 ,thents,value judgatents, and so 01/..6
Separate courses on critical thinking are rare, for the skills, if

taught at all, are usually taught in connection with aparticular subject
such as history' economics,for social problems. The teaching of in-

---ciiiikilrs-nithesogial,sciences is often equated with critical thinking,
ut some scholars have "suggested that specific intellectual operations

required c for critical thinkiqg about civic problems differ in important
ways from other *kinds of critical thinking.? Like other approaches,
the critical thinking, approach itself-embraces diverse schools.

5. Values Clarification. To the extent that civic problems- result
from confusion over value's, we might relieve personal bnd social
Stress I/ helping- individuals .clarify.their own values. The goal ofval-
ues clarification is to help people become "'purposeful, enthusiastic,
and positive," and to direct their lives autonomously, through a proc-
ess of deliberate "choosing, prizing, and acting."8 Students try to dis-
cover4wriat they *value by making their ownirelcisions on various di-
lemmas and by trying to determine whether their decisions were ac-

. r
;'Often the case for social problems is made in conjunction. with an argument far

' Critical thinking in Hunt and _Metcalf (1968) by Oliver and Shaver (1974). Groups
r concerned with specific-social issues such as the env1roninent, world peace, orracial
discrimThation tend to develop special curricula on those topics.

°conceptions of critical thinking for citizenship ate provided in Fair and Shaftel
(1967), Hunt and Metcalf (1968), Oliver and Shaver (1974),,Pbillips (1974`,.

?For illustrative.typologies of various thinking skills, see Berlak (1965), Coleman
(1972), Oliver 8c Shaver (1974), Newmann (1975).

'The major spokesmen are RAthS, Hatpin, and Simon (1966). See also Simorrt
Howe, and Kirschenbaurn (1970 and. Simon and Clark (1975); _

6
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tually lively, chosen, with due consideration of alternatives, whether
they prize their decisions, whether they rSuld proclaim them publicly-
and act on them consistently. The issues called up for scrutiny in this
approach can-include, but do not concentrate upon, problems of civic
responsibility. Rather than teaaling any particular subject matter, the
point, is to help the student, through nonjudgmental questioning,
search for'the central values he or she supports. Values clarification
exercises may be addei to eorigting coursesr taught in special courses
on values..

6 Moral Development. Kohlberg and his associates see moral devel-
qpmerie as progress along a- naturally occurring psychological path,
leading from lovier "preconVentionar," Ao "conventional,- to higher
"piincipled" forms of moral reasoning. Itisalleged,for example, that,
the principles-enunciated in the Declaration of Independence, the
constitution, and the Bill of Rights caste understood only by people
vlo_have_attainetithe_higherstagesincognitivedevelop_ment. Kohl-

berg argues that the higher, principled-types of reasonintare ethical-
ly and epistemologically more adequate than the lower stages'. The
higher stages signify a concern for social contract, equal liberty; and
More generally the principles of justice that a democracy aspires. to at-
tain.° In contrast-to values clarification, which suggests,a relativistic,

.non-judgmental philosophy where all student responses are support-
,

ed by the teacher, moral development recognizes certain types area--
soning as universally better 'or mo:e.preferable than others.- The ap-
proach` seeks to advance students from the lower to the higher levels

.1'
135Aelping tltin resolve conflicts and ambiguities in their reasoning
on Moral dil etas. . ,

' 7. Community InvoIrment. The above six approaches all call.forin-
struction in the school and a style'of learning based largely on abitract
analysis and zerbal communication. Concerned with the isolation of

! students froni experience in the "real timid," advocates of commu-
nity involvement\cry to move students into the community to observe
social process, to make surveys on community needs and problems, to,
rend, ryolunteer service to socialagencies, to create new youth -oper-
ate prilgrarns; to participate in electoral politics, community organi-
zation and other forms of direct citizenaction. Involvement and par--- ..
ructpation are emphasized noi as substitutes for study and reflection,

' 1. 13 ii t 7 a s insurance that study and reflection will be directed toward so;
. cial realidei andithe building of participation skills. . - ..

COmmunityinvolvement curricula can reflect different ideologies.
Volunteer service in social agencies might be promoted, for example,

- ,as an attempt to build 'altruistic behavior, as a way tq give students a
. .

°A broad collection of writings on the Moral development approach is found in Kohl-
berg (197$) and 4hlberg (1975a). For summary pr,esentations see Kohlberg (197512),
and Fenton (1976)i: . ,,

., '-I '- 7 .
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sense of worth and enhance self-esteem, as a technique for,4raiiing
student consciousness about contradictions and injustice in society, or
as a methOd for pacifying andco-optiog youth rebellion. ' What all the
ideologies have in 'coMmon is a belief in "learning by doing," "expe-
riential learning," or dealing with concrete "here and now" realities."

8. institUtional School Reform. The general structure and quality of
life in school, may have more impact on citizen education than doh

r official curriculum or course content.,,critics who agree that'civic edu-
cation can be improved only through changes in the "hidden curricu-
lum" differ -as to the appropriate direction for institutional reform.
"Liberal" critics claim that tou cannot teach,democracy in an autocrat-e,
ic institution, and' that the school should, therefore, be reformed to
give studentS full rights of citizenship. This would include a meaning-
ful/role (not necessarily unilateral power) in the' gOvernance of the
institution 'and the right to the, constitutional protections afforded
adult citizens. In exercising responsibility fo: their own education and

resolving,t e itievitan go iehiing a public institution,
they would learn better how to function responsibly in the society."

"Conservative" critics, on the other hand, claim that formal educa-
, _ tion recess) ily implies an inthoritariii structure. Students are 're-,

*fed ,to Att nd school precisely because they, are judged in-
competent to perforrrif the role, -Of responsible adult citizens. One-
should not mislead students into bilieying they have full rights of
citizenship, but teach them,twoby and to respect the authority that
legitimately gqerns them until they gain citizenship, ights, either 14
earning a diploma Or by reaching the age at wllich the society judges
theni "mature" ough participate. Both liberal and conservatives
critiques call our a tention to the prospect thatifoproaches to citizen
ship educationdare not limit their efforts to,the design gf new courses
of' instruction, but must als'o take into account the more general insti-
tutional environment in which instruction occurs.

Summary Imagel of Citizenship. As a -Montage of the above
proaches, the ideal American citizen.would.appear to 1* A scientist, a
jurist, in objective, introSpectivc social,critic, a moral philosopher,, an
activist. Anothr, perhaps mote popular., image also comes mind:
the civic-minded, socially responsible. good Samaritan or g SeoutA.
For many adults; the goal of civic education is to produce youth who,,

to -

ifrrhe NationI Commission on Resources 'for Yokb (36 W. 4,ith Street, 'New York,
NY 10436)s a national cleaiinghotiie for youth participation and cornmtunity'in;
vulvement projects, Its book, New Roles for Youth in the School and the Community (Npw

$` r''''..--"" York: Citationft474 ), offers illustrations Of different..projects. See also Newmatir?
. (1975), Appendix A, fOr a list of organizations supporting community invb1;emeng

curriculum. , - i
"Perhapthe most sophisticated statement of this philosophy is found in. Dewey

(191.6). Fora morezeient inlergretatiovh, See Apple (1975).. , . ....0 4,,
8 c
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male or female, embody virtues such as those listed in the Boy Scout
Law: 7s. Scout is trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous, kind,
obedient, cheerftil, thrifty, brave, clean, and reverent," Phrased nega-
tively, the good citizen does not take drugs, vandalize, insult, fight, lie,
or litter., While the approaches summarized above often avoid stating .

their_ goals in_ these terms, much of the public at large probably
equates good .citi7enship with these qualities, suggesting a general
conformity -to prevailing social,,norms, rather than assertivenen toi.question or depart from them. 4, :'

' / .

Obstacles t):Rationale Buildifig
I ..- -1. '. ..

6
Our tourtour through alternative approaches reveals, conflicting prior- -

ities in civic .educationitan'd, as preiciously indicated, one might view
the lack of consensus itself as the baiic problem. Our (ask here, how.:.

- .ever, is not necessarily to eliminate onfliceamong alternatives., In-
stead, we are concerned that none of t e approaches has yet offered a'

, complete rationale. Ifwe are i choose mong coaicting alternattves,
1.

let each of them at least presenian intel ettually comprehensive case..
This is notto accuse all atotal negle in justifying their work. Each

. alternative has ariticulateoadvocates, an , thanksjo their explanations,
each appioack may, sew good or re sonable. Their _positive argu-
ments even lead to the familiar suggeition that-all approaches be in-

.- . cluded in the curriculum. This would be advis.1able only if (a) the ap-
prOaches contained anrong themselves no self-defeating contra-.
dictions and (b) schools vastly expdnded the resources and student
time devoted to civic eduCation.Since (a) does not seem to hold, and t .S
since (b) is unlikely, it is necessary to make choices; to set, priorities as tb
which approaches are preferable to others, or io PrOpose 'a new, inter- .
nally cdnsistent synthesis responsive to the constraintsof school re-

v . sources and student time. ,
,

-

A hierarchy of prioritkeior an integration of many approaches can-
__ not be defended withoitt a cOmprehensive rationale. Unfortunately,

separate approaches have not argued th ir cases in this form. Instead,
each has made narrow a ents for i4 particular cause, and this has
had .the effect' of d mg the c rat Isue as critical th:hking, moral
development, or ommunity invo em pt, rather than as civic educa-
tion, A pr of a few has from t e nextsection'will illustrate the
sense in whit existing rationaqs ar lacking. .\

The most eneral -problem is the absence of comparative justifica-
tion. Each a r proach (e.g., the diseirpes) should try to explain why it
makes a e ftkhdamental contribution to ,civic education. than an-
other ., social problems). In doing sp, the rationale should reveal
positions on the nature of social reality, the nature of valties, the pa-
ture of knowledge, the nature'of learning. To be sure, advocates fox
separate approaches have taken a stand on some of these, matters, and
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these positions can contribute, to a comprehensive rationale. The so-
cial problems approach, for example,,gives careful attention to the

., nature of social reality, but tends to ignore, the role of systematic
knowledge and theories of learning...The moral development school
offers scholarship on the nature of values and nature of:learning, but
neglects other.areas, such as the nature of knowledge or social reality.

1 Why have individual approaches addressed only SOITII. of the issues,
.

.
required in-a complete rationale? . -

We could answer'the question with-the incisive,-though hopelessly
depVessing, obseryation that the public 'schobling, process must re-
main an essentially mindless, nonsensical enterprise; for some of its
central assumptions require that inost students, teachers and adminis-
trators be subjecjed to absurd expectations. In such a context, -com-
plicated; systematic thought about goals only makesctrouble. Seafch-
ing for a defensible philosophy can be stressful, by "disclosing in-
adequacies in one's own thought and identifying (often exacerbating)
conflicts between groups tied Ito opposing views. In the short rtuirit is

idequacy.and to escap stress lasing from intergroup co Met, : '
more comfortable to avoid facing one's sense, of intell ctual in-

One way to work on turriculum without, confronting these 'prob-
'erns is.to develop increasingly.isolated specialtiey.' Mehlinger (1977
describes how this happened in thesocial studiOs reforni movement
a the late '1960s. Funding guidelines, for example, often demajd

, evidence of unique, focus. Thatis, to avoid "duplication," projects m st
. demonstrate that they differ from previ6us and currently funded ef:
forts. To demonstrpte visible -impact, organizations (public-and pri4.
vale) and individuals thus aim toward special and narrow, rather than
hblistic andsomprehensive, approaches to education. In this way they
reinforce such distinctions as social sciences versus humanities,kareei
education versus college preparatory, moral development versjus bas-

ic literacy. Specialization is not always undesirable, but, as applied to
education, it has had the effect of distracting us from the challenge of
building comprehensive rationales.
, As noted hy.Olii-;fr (1976), the lack of a cOterent ideology in public

,

:

schools can also be explained by the modern value of individual
choice. According to the rhetoric, individuals in a pluralistic democra-
cymiust be able to choose for, themielve:what,ideologies they wish to
support and what styles of citizenship they wish to exercise. This IT-.

quires that the school function as a neutral supermarket, stocked with'
a continuously expanding range of diverse offerings. To support any
give products as "good for all people" would run contrAry to the
ethi of tolerance and respest for autonomous chdice. This hs9sition
has en interpretedto mean.that the school Must remain politically .

/

neutral and cannpt, therefore, prornote any comprehensive conccp-
tion o citizenship prescribd as gootl for all students.
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.4e lack of comprehenswe 'rationales can Also be attribined to par-
ilar voles in the educational enterprise. Virtually no one is ex-

pected as part of his or her daily work to articulate and defend a
. bidad conception of civic edutalion..Teachers must teach particular, .subject., they learned (front academicians specializing is 'academic dis-,

. __ciplines,. not citizenship). Curric'ulum developers' must invent; new
i

packages to fit into a fragmented netwo'rk of existing sthool coturs:
4n d publishers must sell those prOdtiCts,"fftgardless of their relevance

:'to a general philosdPhy of rit4enship. Schooradminiitiatot's (espe- .
.# dally principals:and superintendents) are, expected perhaps more

. . , than -anyone -else to consider the' entire schooling procesit Yet they -
must demonstrate their competence to the public notby btuldingean:
cat:mai rationales, ,tut by manigingTersonnel and bUdOts toavoidk"nstinitional difficulties. In short,, the particular rikis 'required

N:aChers, academicians, curriculum dove operi; publishers, and ad-
niinistraufirs tend to divert attention away fro the task of creating a
general integrated philosophy of civic education. L. . / a .

, .

enormous intellectual challenge that confrcints -eVen the mqseserioui : ..
In recognizing these -Obstacles,. we must not;lyinder,eitirnate die A;

efforts in `rationale building. Those who hai,,e, strUgglEd with 'these s!,
ilroblems know that our troubles cannot bi bianied exclusively dn. - 4

':mindless school personnel, outdated approachet toleacher edula-,, .
ikon; profit-hungry publishers, opportnnistiC adthinistraters, narrow-
minded parents, or,broad'sociatforces.'We Must acknowledge and..

, communicate the nat/tre of an intillectuatchaflinge which mfly wed be
as difficult as explaining the eyolutidn of thelviverse. The first step

in facing that challenge is to develop guidelines or al:sketth of what a
comprehensive rationale would look likeille next section noes thal . .

by posing central qUestioni that a rationale 'ought to answer The 4',
problems posed will, cif course, eiqiose my own values With regard to
the task of rationale building:Theise maybe aisputed,°6vi at least the , .:

- .

, ,.articulation offer starting poilif-.7
.7.

. 4:
.

,, , ,,,,Elements o a Coinwhensive-Rationale, -,
e recommend f6 F. afiljnopcpal for civic education. ave a fade- ip,

. hatstatelits:PoSition with regard to seven problem areas: cut lc} ,,, '`,
4.ul goals, nature l community,definition of comunity, citizenship k

7. A m

and other goals otsschooling,/schoois and other social agenciii, au- , .
,

thenticity, and div ity.,Theireas sometimes includeoVerlapping is-
sues, and it would be unreasonable to expect eery rationale to answer *.

each of the problems ,With convincing, conclusive finality. Never-
e *theless, the more these elements are addressed in a rationale., themore

intellectually complete it it. The elements can .servrili set of cities-
:tions fOr curriculum prod ..;:cers to answer and as a checklistby, which.
consumers might compare atternative rationale& - 4

Cs
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Curricutum-
A. Articulation \ .

"What do you prbp'nse to teach and why?" is the main cliwstion of
this element Goals .,.-..i civic education usually fall into four area of
student learningi attl es (e.g., respect for law or commitment to
rational thinking); s stantrve knowledge (e.g., understanding

,,
United States history or egal-political decisirrnaking,; intellectual^

. .skills {e.g., knoWing ho to challenge, and verify factual_ general.'
- . .. _

izations or tb engage in napledethical reasoning); participation
skills (e.g., knowing how t work in gioups or to lobby in elegisla- ..

titre)." Statements of ed cational goals, however, are ofteh in- .

adequate in at least three ways. They. ar*stated in such -general Ian- '
gtiage-that they fail to give.a s specific indication of \shwas to be to t.
They usually include more or ewer goals. than are actually pursued in
the applied curriculum. Final! once g6als_are translateil into precise
objectives and once the goals a tually pursued in practice are discoy7
Bred, we usually find conttadic ons.vnd inconsistencies that are not

- resolvea in a rationale statement .
.

The overarching 'goal of "rei nsiblg citizenship" illustrates the, .

first problemthat of ambiguity* TiAs might' be-61efineci as "under-
standing till: Anserican heritage," b yet IS equally vagite, for Ameri-

. can -history can be understood t rough several con inter-
. pretationS. One curriculum might phasize the theme of conflict i;

among groups or exploitation by the, powerful; another might focus '
=on individual initiative, inventiOna 'mobility; and stilVanbthei ap- .,
proach ipight introduce students to si ral conflicting interpretations
to show that no single view seems adeciliate. TO know what a c.urricu- .

lum is about, we need to learn the-spe4ific types,pif "understandings"
that would differentiate it from others. i ,,.. - 4

In staling objectiye,s, it is helpful to ak"Wha t are,all the' iffetent 9

ways in which our general statements might tie translited into specific
learnitig outcomes? WhiCh of those outcotes do w intend and do we
not intend?" After taking inventory of the konceivab diffeientinter-
pretations of goals, one can select those that are mos (preferred.

tven precise statements of goals often fail to okno ledge all the
intended objectives. It is common, for example, to emph ize 'skins of
critical thinking. Imagine that we were successful enough tz. teach all 1

,, citizens to perceive profound complexities in most social ass es-and-to-
analyze fallacies in arguments, but suppose they remained i el nt in
participation skills such as how to challenge a parking tic r ow to-
,obtairian absentee ballot. Or, imagine that students lea d pa cipa-
don skills and mastered vast information related to affew local oh-
)ems, but teamed nothing.about th, Aiied States COnstitution or

irrhisfourpart taxonomy is Itsft1 by Patricl (1975).

N



national legislativrprocess..In a self-consCious effort to articulte all
the goals in a preferred approachto civic education, we must realize°
that because of limited resources, we can't do everything, and wer must, therefore, assign relative priority to different goals; We must be

/- willing, however unhappily, to exclude or place at low priorityssome
cobjeetives in contrast to others. Educators are notoriously relata t to
state that 'among several worthy objectivesrsOrne of the good O es

.,:7"--Lnitist-be sacrificed in order to serve others (considered "betterl,
; The need to set priorities is most apparent when inconsistent obje-

"'" tales are proposed: Some educators claim, for example, that students .

should 'not be, taught to believe in any particular values, but only to
examine alternatives and to reach their own conclusions. That posi-.;
Lion contradicts itself, becabse it implicitly advocates the teaching of a
value: that` examining alternatives and reaching one' own on-
elusions is good. In the teaching of international affairs, the value of
national self - determination' is often asserted, but we are also urged
with increasing frequency to reagect the fact of international inter-
dependence and to resist the tendency to view anytproblem'solely asp
the concern of a single nation. Finally, consider the goal "knowledge
of and respect f9, the American Constitutional system." Perhaps a
thorough knowledge will breed disillusionment and disresPect, or a

\ high level of respect.may so bias the. scticlint that a thorough knowl- .
edge cannot be attained.

It may be irnpossiye to eliminate all inconsistencies among goals for
Civic' education: So:ime:may be resolved btrefinitig key definitions,
others by making a choice toOliminate one of the contradictory goals;
still others may be recognized as unavoidable or perhaps even fruitful
to maintain. flecaust inconsistent goals will confuse observers and stu-
dents, they must be recognizedatl explicitly addressed.
B. Astificatiote , 1.

It is not sufficient to state goals in a precise, complete, and relatively
consis4ent manner :An addition, they must be justified through expla-
nations or reasons as to why proposed goals are considered good,'why
they-ought to be purs4d: The justification for Kertain educational

,goals (e.g., understanding the Constitution] is often taken as self-evi-do
dent, but a complete rationale takes no such matters for granted. In-
stead, it probes deeply into conventional, unquestioned assumptions

Jr
about the purposes of education. In justifyinga set of goals, the ratio?
nale will reveal commitments and beliefs in three controversial areas;
the nature of values, the nature ofmsocial reality, id the nature of
kriewledge itself. Rarely, however, do we find a rationale that has ac-.
tts4 discussed such problems in detail_

Nature Of Values. Every approach is grounded in some value(s), even
the ,preference for a "value-free" approach. A rationale should ex-
plain what particular values its approach is intended to serve. Among,



, ,
the More frequently mentioned values are- democracy, freedom; ,..
equality, justice,. peace, happiness, survival, rationality,' efficiency,
-truth, self-determination, human, dignity. Each rationale should at-
tempt to justify its values, and to indicate which of its most fundamen-

y

tat commitments must ultimately'be accepted on "faith.KI3' : -

In taking a 'position on values; it is essential tcc face the question of
ethical relativism ,versus universally, valid ethical principles: Are all ,
value judgmenit merely the result of subjeCtive personal-opinion de-
termined by arbitrary-cultural-factors, or can sovie'values be

demonstrated
objec-

1 . -.,
objec-

tively and rationally demonstrated to h i universal validity? Several
factors seem to encourage a preference Aar ethical relativism: the in-
tellectual difilculty of verifying 'prescriptive claims, the disCovery-Of
diverse value systeriii among worldcultures, he realization that. per-
sonal biai carfaffect one's interpietatiot of reality,, and the desire of
educators to respect the iniellectual autonomy Of Students. Howeier,
the discovery- of cornmonalitiesacross'Cultures, the intellectual' drive
l'o find underlying order in humaniaffairs, especially ,,the desire to
resolve; painful value conflicfS through- a universally'coriiistent logic,
'and the effort to avoid moral driftlessness'all lead us away from rela- I..,,.

,.' tivism toward affirmation of some universally justified values.
The, issue, is posed in the Classroom if .a.concern for students' in-,

,, tellectual autonomy communic:ates the relativisticjudgmenAthat "any-
thing goes," that no stanclaias of goolineSs or excellence can be estab.: ^,A.

virshed for everyone. OK the other hand, the effort to. prove the uni;
versal validity of a value can takesa dogmatic tone and violate a spirit
of open inquiry. Since a relativistic or-universalistic orientation has
.such fundamental imPact.on '?vhat a student learns, eacti iationale:
should.explain its position on this issue.1 - ,.'

Closely related to ihe,relativisin problem is-the "indoctrination" ',
probleni: To what extent should the c'urridulum attempt to:influence -, ..

student support or rejection of particular'valueSITour general posi-
tions have been taken. The "censorship" position objects to eny at-
tempt by educators to discuss or to influence student values. The lais-
.sez-faire" position allows discCission and study of value issues-SO th0-7
students maybecorrie aware of their owncommitments, but it prohib-
its the teacher from trying to influence student. conclusiong as to ..fwhich values might be pre rred ovetotkeri. The laissez-faire and
censorship views tend to agree that influencing-student values is in-
approptiateeither_ because teachers are allegedly incompetent in
this area '(they are not more knowledgeable than anyone else as to the
right values) and/or because the attempt,to influence Ancient values 0

4' . ' ,.

I sSlaer and Strong (1976) offet'a helpful analysis or values inedu tional rationales,71
"Examples of rationales that do address the question art Oliver aid Shaver (1974), "

Newmann and Oliver (1970), Kohlberg (1971), Kohlberg ;nct Mayer (1972] All reject a
relativistic-orientation. _

. -
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considered a Violation of student privacy and intellectual autonomy.
The laissez-faire view recog4tes that value issues may be of great
concern to students and should, therefore, be studied with cars in a
toially.neutral fashion. Thecensorship view, however, doe's not trust
the school to. handle such sensitive questions. It contends that since
teacher bias cannot be avotded, all discussion of values should be pro.
hibited:

A third positionis the "intellectually.open, rational persdasion" ap-
- proach: Here the,A teacher may influence student values. bydemon-

strating inan open, honest, rational process that some values are pre&
erable to.others. One might, for example, explain why the principle
ot "consent of the govekned,", in spite of itslimitations, is more con.
ststat with justice &ban the Principle "might makes right.". To be hon-
est and open, opposing argritnents,must be welcothe and seriously
discussed, -anti there must' be no effort to coerce student agreement
with the favored value (e.g., through grades and subtle forms of
teacher approval). Ttie "intellectually open, rational persuasidn" ap-
proach gives botkitedc er and -student the right to be intellectually.
honest. If the teacher a tually believes certain values are more just&
able than others, it'would be dishonest to hide.that. At the 'saIne time,
the student Should. haVe the right to Bonder these questions in an
ripen fashion. No evidence argument shoqld be withheldbecause of
teacher concern thai the student mightreach the wrong conclusion.

The final. approach is "inculcation." It alio endorses the teacher's
tight to influence student, yalues, but does not require a process of
opin inquiry. Any pedagogical device that is effectivermightie used
to inculcate commitmentto the right values. Myth, folklore, hero wort
ship, peer group pre'ssure, subtle forms of intellectual inquiti in
which the evidence is stacked Might all be used to generate emotional
attachment.,According to'the inculcation approach_ a society has the -
right to ins111 in iw youth whatever values it cherishes. Rationales for
civic edutation should-Make explicit the extent to which they endorsi
any of the approaches and why." )'

Nature of Social Reality. Recommendations awn what ought to be
taught are giounded in-assumptions aboqt the nature of reality: The
mandate to teach constitutional rights, for example, may be based on
the prediction that certain rightssarelikelfi to be violated in the future
unless the Citizen ever-mindful of the need for their vigilant protec-
tion. The recommendation to-teach...rational' decision- making restkon
the assumption that persons are actually capable Ot objective consid-
eration of alternatives.,To. urge participation in electoral politics is
usually to assume that the electoral system provides an avenue
citizens to gain control over their lives. /

;
IsSuperica et at, (1976) offera comprehensive review of approaches to valiesseluca-

iiorTheiitaxonomy of approaches differs slightly from mine:; .

1
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'Since we could make aninfinite number of claims abott how the'
able to `,

Nev:
1

s

world functions, efen the most thoughtful educatorswill.
ditclose only a small portion of their Beliefs about social realit
ertheless;',a rationale for civic education should disclose- tife-ce
societal concerns .to be addressed and be salient fact,ual assumptio
6t1 predictilins regarding those concerns. One rationale 'inigh,t.de-
'fine the fundamental problem of our age as rapid social clAnge acid
di to cultivate coping skills based on specific predictions/9n the

*changing nature of work, interpersonal relations,. or information
promising. Another approach might see the central issueas potential
destruction of life on thetplan'ekthrough Nar or excess.constinption.
A third might view the pFdblern as preservation of the American way;
of life iq a shrinking world of,"alien" cultures. Once the presumed/ '
fundainental societal problem is identified, it can b9 examined and` .

challenged.
Factual assumptions related to resolving the problem'sitould also be

disclosed. Suppose ive agree that destruction of life on the planet is '
the-cetaQlissue, and that formal eductition ought to try toprevent it:.
What strategies are most likely to save us? Is the fist step to
particular public policies (e.g., those on arms control or trade)? If 'scs,

. what organizations must be involved? Perhaps the first itermust aim
at changes- in individual beh;ivior (e.g., reducing consumption or in-,
terpersonal violence). connectibns must ke dratvn in the rationale be-
tween soirafproblet4sancl proposed educational soltitions. Educators
may, speak of consciousness- raising, changing attitudes, Conveying
critical information, teaching the skills of thinkipg, of copipg.with
personal stress, of public participation; but it is often debatable as to
whether a given educationalistrategy is likely to deal adequately with
the designated social issues.

A rationale for' civic education would begin to)dentifrifs-important
assumptions about social reality if it answered questions like the Tol-
lowing:

r.

0-f ;": v, ,,.A. ' - ., ri, ! 1. !

1. What are the most.fu9damentathuman needs? . , . -. d-i _

2. What arc the effectillOrarious political, legal, 4nd economiestruc-
, tures on the attainment of human needs? . " .

3. In what ways.has the human species progressed, 'and regressed
'throughout its history? , .

fl. Jo what extent can human .beirigs* tolerate diversity within and
between cultural groups? A

,- ,- s
5. To what extent arc human acti8is voluntary and ratibnal vs. in-., . voluntary and irrational?
6.. What areas of. human Airs arc, susceptible to modification

through deliberate human intervention and what rem cannot be'.4 intentionally controlled ?.
. , ... - . -. .

,-P 16
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n ,"
,i 'X. What are the.. possible and ,n194 pro for world his- t

tor); in the nexCcentury?: .. 0,-, f, i ., ' A '

ei
.vk. -

..,-"--- The.questions are complex, none can answ red conclusively,,
',. . and'educators maybe honesilyconfusedbout their own beliefs. Nev-

eillieless, we cannot intelligently deckle on whether we agre,e with any 'ts
.:-- given approach to cileducation,,,unless we,ai.e told aboirt some of

the constructions of soqakreality on which it is based. Edurtotors prob-r- 4

ably do have positions'ori such questions, usually unarticulated and ..
isCernible perhaps only- through inference. Sound judgments abOut

i, the.'adequacy of anY approach, howe4er, can be made °nix with
awareness of the appioak.h7s assumptions on the morekosmic ques- .

4: dons. .., . , , . " ,, , , . k
I .

4' Nature of Knowle,dge. Analysis of social reality canturn to the analysis
. .

,,,, ogskflowledgeltsel£: What constructs do vie use to describe the world,
,, .

. how are they createcr,' how are they to be 'evaluated? Here we .touch t.

such herds as sociology of knowledge, philosophy,of science,, analytic
philpsophy. As a curriCultfn recommends ,what' students should

I now, it,incplicitly takes a stand on, such questions'as: What,. theories,

..:.%*':. -, ,,
. generalizationt, concept's, fiis are moscuseful for deOnirmand un-

-,,
. : derAtandmg certain proble e What:methods of inquiry are pre-

`% . ferred'in seeking or creating knowledge?,WhaOs the ultimate pur-
pose of roltat is the nature of truth?

the firsi question pose se problem of selection of content. Appar-
ent Competition among history', the social sciences, and thsocial stud-

- lesand vithin each area, competition among various. fieldshas
-,

produCed little agreeMent on; What knowledge is most itriportant for
a cnizens.,Should.students learn theiniiftip.e causes of reyolutione, the

I
bAtic 41einen4 of due proceis'oflaW, the ways in which public opinion
can be manipulated, the cortc4s of socialization and, class structure,

, tpe,rist and "decline of various "cultures?' , -

We tend to approach the problem of selectkn of content in one of '
three Ways: (a) 4ssume that no critical choices need be made, because
all iwportantknowledge can he talight., (b) Agree that critical Choices'
must be made, but' since/it is imp4sible to defend them rationally, we

,..
A rpu,st accept their non-rational, whimsical character. (c) Agree that

critical, chokes must be 'made, and ,attempt to justify them through, q
:Various criteria; fOr example, the self-evident value of knowledge, the
fact that teachers and/or students are interestectin the knowledge, the

, i alleged supertorityof conceptual theoretical knowledge to concrete --,.\.._

, ,
r ctualiknowledge, the relevance of particular knowledge to the study

*Of a giVenproblern. Unforturiately, these criteria, alone or in com- .

binatrori, cannot completely resesly'e problems in selection'ofcontent.
What is seiriiiident'Or interesting to some may not beso taothers. In
I ..

_some Cases
e.

certain facts may be intellectually more useful than con-,

..: ,, 11,
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cepts or. theories; nd even if conceptual, theoretical knopledge is
recognized as more werful, the problem remains as to which con-
cepts' and theories should, be taught. Finally, selecting problems to
study or selecting particular knowledge on the basis of its relevance to l'
a given piobTem veryat-a entails wide latitude in the choice of content. y

As we teach content, we also teach preferred methods for acquiring
lonc-Iledge. Options here are rarely examined, but a few alternative.
pathways to knowledge include: .

.
,

. .
.

(4 Acceptance of messages from persons who have status as in-
formed authorities (i.e., students should read texts, biography, social

,, interpretation). . .

(b) Independent rational inquiry based on formal logic andeempir-
ical research techniques (i.e., students should gather and interpret

. original data, and analyze the logic or argtiments).
(c) Spontaneous brainstorming and intuitive expression (i.e., stu-

.

dents should engage in creative, divergent thinking without depen-
dence-on authoritative knowledge or 'scientific proof).,,

(d) Private experience not 'subject to public rational verification,
such as mysticism, meditation, religious revelation. -

prevailing approaches, to the quest for truth Tall in the first two
categories, acceptance of authority and scientific methodNote, ho'w-
ever; that these can imply serious contradictions. Acceptance of
authority suggests a relatively passive role for students (the experts
will study the problem and tell us the results), while scientific method
can suggest an active, unrelenting questioning where the student, as
an independent observer, -helps to create knowledge. On the other
hand, important questions have been raised about miclue reverence
for scientific rationality: Does it discourage unconventional thought?
Does it aim excessiveTiat discovery of order and methods of control?
Amioaches to civic education have not communicated an awareness
of alternative paths to knowing, nor have they explained which paths
should be pursued, in what relative degree. The authoritative and
scientific paths seem to dominate; but they have been adopted uncriti-
cally. s

Finally; what is the nature of truth and why seek it? Scientific ratio-
nality seerns to imply that the ultimate purpose is to discover order
and lawfulness in human affairs, to eliminate contradiction and un-

certainty so that human beings ,c,an exert more.control in' their exis-
tence. another viewpoint asserts self-knowledge as the ultimate pur-
pose, awareness of one's innermost nature in relatiozeto one's envi-
ronment. Another conception emphasizes the discovery and
processing of an endless set of contradictions and ambiguities, not to.
eliminate them, but to grow from them. There is also The problem of

',knowledge as a "two-edged sword." When we discover that some

28



knowledge may be used. to estructive ends (I2iological warfare or ge-
netic tavipering), we are co fro-ne4) with the question of whether lim-
its should be plged on -the\ pursuik of knowledge itself. Our con-
clusion will depend upon wheher we view the purpose of kribwledge

human1
its own sake is seen an ultimat good, regardless of its uses.
as serving pktn a was' or whether knowledge for,

To articulate major curriculum goals in a civic education rationale,
and to juitify them with referenc to assumptions aboUt the nature of

_values, social reality, and knowledge arc obviously enormous chal-
lenges. Pos'itiOns taken on these isues will result from and/or influ-
ence the positions taken on the six ther elements.'

. .-. .
..Nature of Leaking:

_ ..

.: 24

How tit, humans learn? A cempr titi.sive rationale,discusses the * ,
process as well as th goals-cif-education. Alternative theories arn-
ing are still in.dNipe, but two genera. rieotations occupy the ten-
tion rn.tion of researchers-and seem to be atued by teachers:*social lea-
. \

i ingt theory and organismic- Jlevelopmetual theory. .An emerging
framework, which I call dialectical synergism, also deserves attention.

.
. The orientations are compatible op some issues, contradictory on oth-

ers..1 his chapter is too brief to present their complexity, but the -a--.4#"..
_

sketches Of alteffiative conceptualizations f learning can help f-
.TerentiateCimOng'approaches to civic educa on.

A. Social Learn ing . . - . .
.

.. .
According to sociOarning theory, humans are influence' d cii.

_taught to behave by erewards or reinforcers in. the nvironmett. If
. rewards such as praise, economic benefits, stains, and ;hive are given

for ctrtaln behaviors (e.g., writing; Viking hard, obeying authorities,
`.athleticlkilis, aesthetic pursuits), then people will "learn" to behave in

these ways. C.onveRely, when certain behaviors (e.g., lying, stealing,
bad grammar, smtfliing) elicit punishinent such as social disapproval.

_ economic ex =inn, withdrawal of love, physical abuse. decline i
= status, then t havioriwill disappear.

Persons who. share the social learning orientation differ' on some
crucial issues: (1) To what extent is learning under the exclusive con-

, trol of external 'stimuli In the environntent as opposed to internal
mechanisms itL the learner such as drives, notiVatioAs, or cognitive

. mediation? (2) To what extent ,does the learner voluntarily or in-
ten nally select thole environmental stimuli that' serve as rein-
f cep's or are the reinforcers preeeitedrynined by external or internal
conditions beyond the learner's voluntary control? One extreme posi-
tion views the learner as a highly malleable, passive creature, limited
by biotogical'factors, but otherwise completely under the control of
external influences. The otherisees the learifer as having some auton-
omous motivations

\
an esses tdcognitive procliat, through interaction

t. . .19..
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b.

with'eXternal influence, produce behavior change or leariting.'P
In attempting to explain or to influence learning, persons within

the social learning orientation locus on different phenoin-tna. Radical
behavipristeAsk for. specific, discrete behaviors that educators mi t
sleiire (eq., naming-the-two-houses of Congress) and the.. searcir or
specific.rinforcers (e.g.,, -teacher praise, grades, or feedback on
whether the 'response is correct) that might elicit the behavior. Those
with a "modeling" orientation look to general behavior' desired (e.g.,
engaging in discussion) and to persons who affect the student because
of strong emotional attachmeqt. The bond between the child and the _,.,-
significant petson results in the child's effort to imitate or take .on

14: specificbehaviOrs and general attitudes-of the model. Broadersocip- .
logical orientations focus less,.on diserele behaviof and 'peril:Inal
modeling; mbre Op general ipstitutiorPat impact. if any given' message
(e.g., the virtues of,personal consumption or individual mobility) hap, ,7,.. '. pent to be'stressed by dominant institutions (schools, Vamilies,

.. churches, media), itVv'ill be learned. People learn to function inzener-
al roles such as student, parent, or worker, for example, because they-
are bombarded: With relatively consistent messages that define the

. proper expected behalor. , . .
B. Oriatiimitie Development 1 .. .

Organismic development theory rests on twO major claims. First,
within k

0 within the person there are innate underlying structures which, with
proper interaction with th environment, will unfold over time.from
!elver,. simpler, or less adequate methodsof Coping, to higher, .more
complex, ter more a/Pquat. methods'. Second, the learnei is basically

1 . .

-1 an active a ent, interacting with the enviroritnent in such a way as to
advance de elopment, although unaware of particular siyuctures to
be developed. This perspective, conveys the sense of a lurbey from
immature, Aaendent, vulnerable childhood to a destination of,ma-

I cure, independent, secure adulthood. 3n/cations of learning are t
he found not oily through changes in discrete learner behaviors
through chang in internal stru4ures'Which. develop as .4: resu of
interaction between the organism and external ItimulL"-".;;- ; '

This view is represented in mirk tarhead.ed by Piaget (390), who
charted cognitive \development fro the 'setrydri-motor", phase to
"formal operitiona"' thought., is the basis of Kohiberg's (1969) the-
ory of mural develo ment in which the learner progresses from "pre-
conventional': to "p stconventionaq,styles of ethical reasoning: It. is
also evident in theori s of ego development. Erikson's (1959) stages in... ,
the life cycle Begin with the stage of "trust" and end with the stage of
"integrity." Loevinger's (1970). conception charts a path from, "pre-
social': to "integrated."

While these approach s differ in important ways, they share a view
eBandura (1971) offers an e tensive review otpxiatlearning theory.

20 ,
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of the organism developing in a progressiii fashion. As theories of
learning, they also share some deficiencies. They do not compietily
.explain how a person adVances from one stage in development to the
next. Nor do they concern themselves with learning beyond the ma-

-ture-or-bighestatage, kresumably_learning.caricoptinue to oc 'cur after
one reaches the, highest stages; but if developmenial growth has
ended; what then is the -nature of learning? In spite'-of these diffi;
culties, civic educationrationales should respond to the probable exis-
tence,of a'developmental dynamic in learners.

C. Dialectical Synergism ,

The label is mine, for the viewpoint to be characterized is too new
and emergent tot have been widely recognized as a distinct theory of
human learning. It grows largely out of a reaction to deielopmental
orientations. Though it acknowledges the existence of innate struc-
tures and, their modificationthrough interaction with environment,
dialectical synergism parts colaily with organiimic development in
twoimportant respects. First.,,,it:deltes any final definition "matu-
city" orpend point to growth,qtrstead, it posits an upending-process
wherepeaple develop by coping with tensions, contradictions, and
ambiguities as inevitable, and, in-many cases, even exciting conditions
of human existence. The point of dialecticis not to achieve the high-
est stages of thought in which all problems-are resolved, but to under-

.stand that the resolution. of ambiguities and contradictions only
creates new Ones to face; their "solution" generates further problems;
and so it goes. One,-continues to grow and develop by continually
Struggling with a .never-ending set of issues.

SeCond, diaiNtical synergism -argues that to function exclusively at
higher stages of development (ex[;., formal opertions or St4c6 ethi-
cal-reasoning), is to breed_alienation from self ant society. One learns
not by aasidoning one's childlike modes of thought and feeling, brit

.by. ineorporoing the,m into- ode's interaction with the world. Thatis,
to continue learningin adult life, "lower" stages of developmentInust
be used a5tilrely along with higher stages; for example, motor skill in
playing musical instruments or craft work, concrete *ratio *1/

i
11thought in managing affairs, 5onventional" ethical ma-

soning to enjoy social gatfierings, as well as forMal operational
40 *thoiight or postconventional reasoning in thinkin about certain so-
." cial problems. To reje or completely devalue ear r st ges of Bevel-

, opment is in a sense, t sever one's ties with one's rsonal history
4ndorre's fellow }amain. . =

In relation to cognitive learning, Riegal (1975a) argued the dialec-
tical view, 'n a variety of recent scholarship on dialectics is presented

. in, Illegal 75bY..1-lampden-Turner (1970) presented a model of
personal gr th that addresses emotional issues, especially the devell.
opment of an emotional .ability to suspend one's views and to risk
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oneself to be infiu nced by others, while at the same time investing
one's competence in fforts to influence thOsevtliers. Learnirg occurs
when twq people mutually open themselves io.the influence of anoth-
er and attempt to exert influence on the-other. In providing.an alter-
native conception of liuman change or groth, dialectical synergism
has not,-however, inswerecr'the pestion oflow_one,shouldleach or'

'organize an environment to stimulate that process.
Most approaches to civic education fail to discuss the nature or

learning, but the social learning orientation seems to prevail in, famil-
iar recommendations that the teacher should use modeling and prop-,

er reinforcement to-teach desired student behaviors. In spite of lip
service to Piaget, theories oilslevelopment rarely guide instruction,
and dialectical synergism is virtually ignored. Unfortunately, none of
the general Orientations offers much in the way of practical solutions=
for curriculum developers or leachers. Research in social learning
theory has hardly begun to tell us what partibular reinfOrcers tO7use to '
teach' particular things to par/ucular people in particular situations.
Developmental theorists ark only,beginning to work on suggestions
for specific teaching strategies or ways to organize conterieto advance
students froM one stage to the neXt Or to expand their application of
thought,within a stage, Advcicates of dialectical synergism have not
yet explained how to help people cope with contradictions in a.pro-f
ductiVe fashion.

Theories of learning may remain incomplete for someme, but
our conceptions of what ought to'be taught, and how, still depend in
part on assumptions we make about learning, itself. Rather than asC
suming the need for One brdad theory to explain all learning, we. .
might find partifulttr,theories useful,for particular kinds of learning:,
for example, reinforcement theory may explain the learning of
Simple behavioral tasks, and develcipmental theory may-explain the 4,

. acquisition of an abstract social perspective.
f t

Definition of Community.

To be' a good or effective citizen is usually seen as equivalent to'
being 'a &bribe'''. in good standing of some community, but What'are
the ultimate group referent for citizen loyalty and 'responsibility?
From a nationalistic perspective, the good citizen serves the nation
state, and this, his been a dominant theme of civic instructiop in the
United States. Yet, most persons belong to many communities and
constituencies: families, religioul organizations, ethnic-cultural

_groups, occupational ortanizationi (i.e., businesses, professiobal
groups, unions), social welfare' nstitutions (schools, prisons), and po-
Iltical-legal communities such as municipalities, counties, and states.
Increasing attention to worldwide human interdependence. suggests
that primary civic obligati¢ns might be.directed towayd'ever-more
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elusive referents, such as the human species (past and present), all
*living-Ma ;--- eplaneverthe- uniyerse.1-tfr-t-h -7

. Which ndamentAl community or communities is civic education
intended o serve? A familiar American response is to clairri that civic
'education should help the individnal function effectively,in all the
various, communities in which he or she takes part. This 'response is
inadequatein atieast two ways. ,First, itimpliksthat all communities
are to be equally valued: citizenship in a grouplredicated to genocide 'r. would be valued equallywitizenpip in a group "dedicated te'civil :
liberties. Because some groups m4 violate values assumed tp he im-
portant In an appioach to civic education, "it would not be approPtiaie,
to endorse unconditionally all groups as,equaily deserving of citizen,
loyalty. Second, civic education that rates membership in all group
On an equal footing creates serious probleMs for the citizen when the
demands of me bership in two of pore groups conflict; for example,
a person who b longs to a labor union that decides to strike against
the state's law. The issue 'is fuither illustrated when members of an

. exploited minority claim they have no responsibility to abide by rules
in the dominant political-legal systefn, because the system hag consist-
ently denied their right to participate in it. Their Ultimate referent for
citizenship may be their cultural heritage, not the official political-
legal system that governs them. i - .

.

Another position suggesting no particular community as a referent
argues that civic loyalty be focused ultimately.only toward basic prin-
ciples of justice. One does not teach loyalty or responsibility td any
,spe'cific group, but instead the commitment and' skills required, to
Practice, in whatever groups one finds oneself, the principles of jus-

, - tice. Approaches to civic education that place exclusive emphasis on
.. critical thinking or the acquisition of 'disciplined knowledge Can also .

repudiate, by implication, ultimate commitment to any partiCular con-.
siituen4. The citizen should be loyal ultimately only to the principles
of truth, inquiry, critical thought which presumably transcend alle-,

giance to.any 'particular political-legal units. . ..
Much of the confusion in civic education can be traced to lack of

clarity and/or disagreement on the ultimate community referent for,
citizenship. One's position on this question will depend, ef course, on
assumptions made about the nature of values and thenature of social

.\4ealit9-.. ;
.
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Citizenship and Other Go.ils of Schooling

4

Those who try to .persuade the_schools to pUt more emphasis on-
.

civic education are alhoo familiar with the reply, "Of course citizen-
ship is important, but we have other priorities too." Qther objectives

't have been advocated persuasively: basic skills in language and mathe-
matics, career development, pteparation for the requiren ferns of
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higher education, health and safety, aesthetic and humanisticsensitiv-
ity. We alsofind complicated rationales for goals inpsychological edu-
cation, consumer education, human relations training. A perusal of
curriculum literature showsat a:persuasive case can be made for
teaching almost anything. The more difficult problem,however-into
rank and justify the importance of all the various "goods in relation
to one another.

-School administrators, teachers, parents, and youth are bonibarded
with a bewilderi4 array of attractive alternatives which ali,comPete
for a pike in the school curriculum; in a sense, their advocates all
want a piece of ;each student's bead. To establish priorities, some
school systems have begun to carry out "n ds assessments," often
through citizen opinion polls, where student ac leyement data may be
available as input into:the citizens' ranked preferences. This method
estabthes. priorities, but largely through a political process, not
through die generation ofa rationale. Ideally, educatorskwould Bevel-

. op alterpative rationalt to which the citizens would respond.
Unless civic education progranis are justified' with reference to the

total school progra9; their proposals will only add to fragmentation
and incoherence. One illustr4on of the prohlt-in is lac* of attention
to longitudinal sequence, kindergayten to twelfth grade. Most curric-
ulum ,...-ajects are developed to 4t a particular grade level (11th grade
United States History Sji,j7th grade Geography) without reference to
the 'sluclents' previous or future studies. A complete rationale for civic
education should, however, take a longitudinal view of the instruction
it proposes. What does it assume regarding the students' experiences
priorto and after formal instrnction?

Sequence also raises. the problem of relationship to' other goals of
schooling. Suppose isch,00l decides that during grades 1-3 exclusive
atientionmillhe given to language and numerical skills...Would this be
helpful or harmful to one's propciSed conception of civic education?
Could One's proposed approach to civic education enhance the
achievement of basic skills in those grades? To the extent that a Aratio-
nale for civic education must respond to other goals of schooling, it
must locate itself within a general currictiliim theory.

: <1

Schools and Other Social Agencies
.

We need to be reminded th4,, education can and does occur outside
of sch6ol, and that, in proposing programs for *education we must,
therefore, differentiate between the educational ;tasks lhatcan and
'ought to be performed by schools,versus those that are and ought to
be handled by agencies beyond the school, such as the family, chutch,
workplace; mass media; .'or peer group. The "limits of schooling"
point has been made'through.$istorical analysis (Commager,-1975),
quantitative studies on academic achievement (Jencks et al., 1972),
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analysis of iocialization process (Panel on Youth, 1974; Coleman, -
1976), and general social criticism (Newmann & Oliver, 1967; Illich,
1970; Oliver;1976). It is-also xeflected in constitutional princ,iples of -

- iepiration of church and state (don't teach religibn,in schools) and in c,

citizens to privacy (don't teach about personal matters, such as
.e*-r--, 4..,sex, M school). ,. .

There aretwo main arguments behind limiting the school's Tote in
civieeducation. First, is the normative claim thatschools should be
"politically neutral." School endorsement of ceilkin forms ofcivic

-. educatign is seen as inappropriate because of potential violation' of
intellectual integrity or of the exclusive right of other agenciesuch
as the family) to educate children on some matters. The study of con- I
troversial social issues or student involvement in social action can thus
come under attack. If learning abouvivicissues is perceived to be
influenced more by emotional, fionrational commitments than by ol).
jective scholarship, then the study of such subjects would seem to en-
croach upon intellectual openness and, integrity. Furthermore, other
agencies such as churches, partisan political organizations, businesses,

,or cultural groups may see their rights tdexert influesnce inhibitefl if
theschpol, a state- supported institution, begins to delve into issues in
which the;other agencies have a dominant interest. If, under theuise
of education, the authority of the state is used to support or combat
particular partisan-interests, this would 6e unfair to those interests
that fail to attract the school's support.17 ,

The second .arguinent raises practical concerns. It claims that sbme
,.,formsItif civic education in school are inefficient or ineffective, be- '

cause other non-school Agencies have such overwhelming influence
on students as to either nullify the work of school or, if consistent with

. it, to render it unnecessary. The Mass media; the peer group, family
norms, and corporate institutions inevitably.transmit their own form

- of civic-political education, regardless of the intentions of profession-
al educators. As the argument goes, there is little-111e school can do to
affect the influence on values, beliefs, and behavior exerted by; such
institutions. According to this view, changing civic education reqUires
changing the messages communicated by ,socialinstitutions at large,
and this probably demands no less than major structural chiliges in
the institutions themselves. '

In a more positive Nein, extra-school institutions- may be seen as'
offer' g more effective, constructive civic instruction than schopls.

'Skills political participation may best be learad through authentic
partici tion, where citizens involve themselves not for the purpose
of 1 ntn but for the purpose of pursuing, goals they have as cid,
zees: election of specific candidates, passage or repeal of regUlations

"Newmann (1975) refuted most objections to school-sponsAred studentinvolvement
in social controversy. ,a
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in consumer affairs, environmental protectionrcivd-rights; assisting '
the defense of an accused persorstarting a youth service agency, or
niking for improved trash collection. There is no substitute for au-
thentic experience in the role of citizen, and this role is most faithfully
executed only as students become involved in organizations beyond
the ichoaLTtilitramary, rationales for civic education, taking into ac-
countithe limits of schooling" critique, need to explain the extent to
which sehool and non-school Institutions should be relied upon.i
Authenticity: Consiateney Between Goals and Process

r
A major source of disillusionment, cynicism, distrust, and lack of

credibility is perceived inconsistency between professed ideals and ac-
, pal practice. An example relevant to civic education is the glorifica--

tion of the value of democracy in an autocratic institution (the school)
that often arbitrarily deprives its members Of opportunities to prac-
tice consent of the governed. Another example is the, rhetorical value
placed upon inullectital curiosity, openness, and hondity, but a sys-

., ,tem- of school evaluation and credentialing that often tendttoitifle or
violate each of theie. A final illustration is the lip service given to
cooperation, working in groups, and getting along, but a system of
rewards (grades, admission to further education; obs) based primari-
ly uptin individual (not group) achievement and in most cases *RM-. ,

ualistic competition.
The illusti-ationiare not intended here to suggest particular institu-

tional change's (such as destocratizing the schoolsor abolishing grades),
although. elsewhere (Newmann, 1975) 1 have -advocated some.
The point is that inconsistency between ideals and practice, whether',;?

'perceived or real, is likely to impede the effectiveness of any program://
To expect all programs to achieve a' perfect., fit between their osd
tensible goals and the, means or process used in their pursuit would hi
unrealistic As Bell (1976) reminded us, we cannotescape cerylin.co
tradictions between humanism goals and the institutional mdc
nisms- of modern technology to reach them. Nevertheless, the dlel-
opers of each program-should address 416 problem. The entire insti-

b
tutional process, :should be closely examined to discover possible
violatit; (however unintentional) of the official -or ultimate, ideals.
Such . mination may sometimes uncover actual inconsistncies

times only perceived ones, and iometimestieither, Wheniact
onsistencies are exposed, effofts should-be made to res em

.through modification of.goals and/or process. Whin inconsistencies'
seem to be the result of misperception, or misinterpretation, theie
must be confronted in an open fashion, allowing "accusers 7 and "de-
fenders" opportunity for dialogue over questions of program or
ttitional integrity.

Often the authenticity of civic education programs falters-on what
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might be called the truth and authority issue. Students are told that
their history.ancisocial studies courses Will teach them about the na-
tureof democracy, how the system works or has worked. Frequently,
however,"students' non-school experiences (interaction with adults,
peers, the media). tend to contradict Or raise questions about what is
learned'in `school (e.g., on topics such as howa bill 151-comesa law, how
accused persons are given dueprocess, or how American 'foreign poll;
cy ifilerprets the right of national stlif-determination'}. When informa-
tion and explanations acquired 'outside 'of school are seen as more
adequate than ihoie provided Aiiiough school, the entire process of
schooling loses credibility.in students' eyei.
. Credibility can be lost in two ways. Firit is the relatively straight-

forwaid challenge to authority when students conclude that "truth"
found outside school seems more adequate than the truth found in:-
side. At this point, the school has a-chance to recover-credibility if it
allows for open inquiry into the apparent problem, with the possibility
that the teacher, in response to additional evidence, maralter
her teaching. If, however, teachers view'challetiges to their teachings
as challenges to their underlying authority, they may try to solve the
"authority" problem by stifling open consideration on. the "truth"
problem. If this is done,, the institution's' authority is doubly under-
Mined, for it then makes-a mockery not only of its specific teaching,
WI of its underlying purpose. Students are unusually. perceptive in

Nletermining when educators are acting to maintain their audio*
and when' they are acting to search honestly for knowledge:-

Radoziales for civic education should explain how to deal with au-
thenticity problems.", They ;should outline strategies for insuring
some consistency' between educational goals and the process of in-
struction and insuring that the knowledge ,conveyed will stand the test
Of challenge from the students' interaction in the non-school environ-
ment.

Diversity

In their zeal to advocate a PaKticular, approach to civic education,
proponents often fail to explain libkv their approach responds to hu-
man diversityin interest, ability, age, sex, cultural affiliation, person -4
ality, and socio-economic status. In short, what forms Of citizenship
education are most appropriate for various kinds of people? Perhaps
certain groups of adulti, such as those in their first full-time jebrthose
who are neither employed nor in school, or those who hold public
office all need citizenship education as much as youth;hut in different
fo s; and perhaps civic education for youth aso should vary consid-

I Newmann (1977) proposed six criteria for educational authenticity derived from
the political principles of equal liberty and consettiof the governed. Alternative ap-
proaches to.civic education can be judged on each of the.criteria.

:
,
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.erably in response to student diversity. the extent that groups and
individuals have a right to maintain an.authentic',sense of self or
unique collective identity, plans for' civic education niust avoid stai4-_,,
ardized conceptions to which all citizens are expected to'confornn.

Civic education rationales should clarify, for example, whether di-
versity. in .student ability requires comparable diversity, in suadents"
educational goals: lf one concludes that most people are not capable ,

;of high kveli of abstract moral reasoning, but that a few are, then
perhapi some goals, for the less competent Masses might be different
front'some gOals`for the more competent. few. "High leverreasoners .
might be taught to accept socialresponsibility for low-level" reasw-
e and the low- levels" might be taughta sense of self-respect thlt

oes noYdepend Upon their being able to manipulate abstract ideas or
to -talk like sophisticated "high-level" thinkers.

If one assumes no fundamental, unalterable differepces in cony.
petence, this prospect, so troubling 'to Modern liberal egalitarian
thinking, does not arise. That is, if all students are considered equally
educable, with regard to all the goals of civiceducation; then the issue
of elitism canbeavoidesl. If, however, we see the likelihood of some .
people becoming more competent thanothers in civic tasks, even. un-} der optional conditions of educational intervention, our approach to
civic education must explain how diversity in human talent will be
handled.

* common way to cope with this:problm is to introduce the idea of
individual fro.t;nlial: educate each person to the full potential of his or
her ability in different areas. What does "individual potential" mean
when applied to a vision of citizenship? We w some students',

fi as having unique' potentials for civic leade hip, oth s With Unique
potentials as devoted followers; some rriik ha uniqu potentials. for
Understanding politics, others for fikliEngcrime.Wo Icl the discov-
ery of unique "civic porenuals" lead to diverse educa nal goals in
citizenship, depending upon 'students' different interests and corn- ,
petence levels? If we suspect important differences in talent, but just

- let the chips fall where they may, does this guarantee justice for the
less talented? Proponents*of civic education programs have not ex-
L)osed or defended their itiews on this problem.

Rationales must also confront deniands by cultural, ethnic, political,.
and socio-economic groups tiiPreserfie a heritage. or to serve group
needs as defined'by the group. To what extent should civic education 2
differ fOr blacks vs.;whites, males vs. females, poor vs. rich, and for:-
ethnic and religious kroups trying to preserve separate Araditioni?
Any local school district may face conflicting demands, based on,
group identification", within its own community. The district's ratio-
nale should explain how different aspirations for civic education
among local groups will be handled. Developers ofprograms aimed at
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more than one district must take account of the strong tradition of
local control of eduCation and explain how a national or centrally de-
signed model might be adopted, without joss-of local autonomy.

. Use of the Fratagwork
.

We have suggested that in order to be :intellectually complete, any
rationale for civic.educatuin should address seven general issues, an,
admittedly deManding intellectual challenge which to our knoWledge
has' never been attempted, These elements are corisidered necessary
but not sidficient'k the justification of any particular prograni.. The.
issues raised above help to insure that rationale statements are con-
ceptually complete; but, in additimi, program advocates, must make
technical or instrumental arguments showing' th.at proposals aree'in
fact; likeirto achieve their goals at.a reasonable cosl:f

The elements are proposed not to lead to the endorsement of any
particular approach, but to keep all approaches "honest" in the sense

. of requiring them to-respond to critical issues.Ralternative rationales
. were generated, die elements could serve as a:set of guidelines, of-

.. fering.aArehicle for comparison among approaches. We couldask of
each 'apprOach: How thoroughly does it address each element? What
position, iany, does it take on' cash element? To what extent can we
support its position tm each element? Funding agencies, commercial
publishers, local school districts, and classroom teachers could use
such, a kamework to evaluate proposed' programs.
. ..The elements;ask-some questions that perhaps only academicians
have the resources (that is, time; training, and interest) to consider,
and it may be ,unfair to expect local'practitioners to build sOphisti-
cated.posidoni on all issues. This might be' remedied by offering in-
-service support to teacheFs to work onrationale development and by
supporting academicians to research the framework's ,questions,
,eventually to share findings through publication and consultation
with local feachers and adininistrators;To generate rationales respon-

1. $ive to this framework, vie need additional support at several levels:'
local education agencies" (e.g., school.in-service.programs),..founda-

ition. and government funding .in cuirictihini development, profes-
sional associations (conferences and'special publications), universisties
(coursework and faculty research). Whether such support comes
Forth will depend uPon the willingni&s of individttals to: step back
from cliches, fads, gimmicks, and transient political passions, and
think more systematically about civic eduCation,

The plea for an investment in rationale-Puilding. may be greeted
with skepticism. Teachers cannot affqrd the luxury 'of waiting-until
such complicated issues are resolved they must respond to young

.. people daily. Since issues, raised by the framework will probably al.
ways elicit,controversial answer's, proposed programs will forever be

!
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based on unc.ertain fou ndations. Tq the extent that rationale- building
takes time and may not resolS important issue; it seems:to offer

. no help with, practical problems of civic education. It is funlier ar-
gued that-clducational policy cannot be determined purety through
radonal analysis. Educational Personnel, to maintain theitviwn pow.*

'er, money, and status, depend upon the ,suppqrt of .1.9Tiglis ,groups
(unions, taxpayers, certificatioil agencies); and pullshersAnerchants,'
and social service professionals stand to benefit in,material.ways from
school adoption or failure to adopt specific ft.rOgraniio, In this sense,
program decisioi ire seen as outcbmes of stfuggles k power, not as
dispassionate in lleetual inquiriei about the ideal'form of sdutation.
According to.sucl political inierpretatioT, intellectually'complete ra-
tionales are mei: rationalizations served 'up hr-vested interests, .

'. trying to gain'or`m intain power.
If weview educati nal policy. formation exclusively as an irrational

struggle for the use f coercive power, then, admiuksdly,- thorough,
rational aflalysis*14 the onteneof programs becomes only, aracadem-

5,
IC exercise. We should n te, however, that power can be sought and
maintained also threugh Ifie use of 'c'oncepts and justifications that
appeal to values beyond self-intere-st§d powevraintenanee, Echipa-
tors, publishers, parents may propose program; to gain or keefi pot47-
er; but' in order to, prevail, they may also need the .strength of irt-
tellectually complete rationales. When used only as. animunition to
gain power, rationales can be called rationalizations. But that iiirrelet
vant, for even in a political struggle, rationales are likely to be more
effective If tfiev respond to elements-in our outline. Is'

- s
. I agree with skeptics, that comprehensive "rationalEi alone cannot
`solve all problems of civic education. As indicated Jse outset, tier
rationales will not necessarily eliminatedisagreernent.about the re-,
ferred course of civic education, nor Will they give technical solut s!
on how to teach preferred approaches. Why, then, should we,..contili-
ue thesearch? There are.three important reasons. First, educators ,-

have an intellectual responsibility to try to understand 'what they are
. doing and why:- Second, sound rationales do offer sortie, ilbeit in-
sufficient, practical assistance in narrowing .& options is- to what and
how to teach. Third, persons wielding power, through state-supported
institutions have an ethical responsibility:to justify their actions.

If rationales responded to the proposed ondine, this could assist in
the adjudication of disputes over edutational programs; focusing dis-,
cussiod on a common set of guidelines would help info -n conflicting
factions about the natiire of their disagreements. The guidelines
might even reveal that some factions are more in agreement than had
previously:been assuhied. A comprehensive rationale will also suggest
directions for future work on how to organize and teach s_ Recific rya--
ricula.

,3ito



insistence upon the need for thorough rationales stems funda-
tehtally'from imethical pOsition: Thbse tb whom power is delegated
(e.g.; educators with power to affectAhe lives of children) or those who
propose' that power be used in particular-ways (e,g., advocate's of cur-
rictilum'for the schools) hare au.obligation,to justify their use of pow-
er,' Thatluslificatio'dmust%e grounded in Zniversal principles ofjus-
tiee,:human dignity, equality, and not merely in a, self-interested at:
`tempt to eUhance one's power over others. A rationale is, therefore,
the yehicle tht=Ough which the educator justifies to the community at
large his other use of the parer that the community has delegated to

*' institutions of formal education. Any particulat? iationale may have
the iffecrof enhancingor reducing the pbw& of the educator; it may
lead to actual improvement or , deterioration in the ,education of
youth. Regardless of their effects, however, educators have an in-
tellectuil and ethical obligation to build more ,complete rationales.

AO
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apter-Two

Human. Consciou' shess
iSocal Criticism;

And. CilicEducaion.
_ ..

Hafold -Peilak. - . ,
. .1.

, , -
The priests devote their efforts to maintaininrihevestigzal

. , structure; the prophets seek newerspectives whtl-eby this vestigial
structure may be criticized cad a new one established in its plgCe.

/ 4- / -1Kenneth Burke (1935), erninentfiterary critic and'man of le ers,
speaks here to the _fundamental question- of continuity r_r_ld c tinge,sr
and he alludes to a dilemma:that confronts many of us in eurFersonal
and professional lives as teachers. Arefre prophet or priest', devoted

AO creating ,a new future, or to maintaining the society as it.is? The
thesis. of this chapter is that Virtualltall the daily activities of teachers;

, including their choices of what and how to teach, reveal their resolu-
tions to this dilemma,.as lo the activities of the curriculum specialists
who write for Children -or.teachers, thosewho teach teachers or pre-
sume to clarify curriculum issues for othert---myself included. New-
mann's (Chapter One) separation of approachetto civic education into
eight categories (historical/social scientific, legal, social problem, criti-
cal thinking, values clarification, moral development, community)n-
volvement; and institutional school reforni) may prove quite useful in
resolving theoretical and practical curriculum issues, but debate over
the merits of one approach as compared to another is futile unless
the centrality of the continuity arid,thange dilemma to all otbr ped-
agogical and- curriculum questions is acknowledged and explored.
If children's views of social life 'their conceptions of political reality, ..

and their unquestioning arse t ( to the existing system are left unaf-
fected by an educational ex rience, it hardly matters whether they
have spent their time mastering historicakexts (arranged dironologi-
cally or topically), woring or observing in a factory community or*factory,

., .

*HAROLD BERL AK is on the faculty of Washington University at St. Louis, where he ,..
has directed the Metroiolitan ,St. Louis Social, Studies ,Centef and co-directed, the
Washington University Elementary. Curriculum Project, He has taught junior high
social studies, as well'as studied Primary Schools in England.,/
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government agency, or sitting in ssrooms doing value clarificati3O.
or 'moral development exercises. While .the probability of persons 4.*
with differing interests andAnd dispositions becoming competent critics
of the society may be enhanced somewhat by using one appr9ach
rather .than another, it is doubtful that the differences often assO=

'dated with eachgeneril approach are more important th he ques.'
tioh of whether the teacher'encourages or discourages students,to
examine the relationship Of social-pOlitical economic ngemerits
past and present to the ways in which people live their everyday lives
which includes what takes place between teachers and studentsat
school: In this chapter, I will attempt to clarify the dilemma, to formu-
late and justify a position on political or "civic'education, and tade-
scribe some of the materials developed by the Washington University ,
Elementary Social Studies project that exemplify the i>ositiOn.

The.Basic Dilemma,
11

I will Stare the most basic dilemma of political edn, on before ar-
, guing my case for its resolution. On the one hand, t purpose of
schooling (civic 'education, social studiesare but special cases) is to
insure continuity of a societythat is, the PaSiitig on. to others in the
society the traditions and inclinations to act that will insure2 reason

%ably close resemblanCe of present social processes and forms wiV.uture
social processes and forms. An the other hand, Schooling is to Make a (
contribution to change by helping the young become incteasingly
self-conscious and c.impetent in questioning the adequacy of existing
societal solutions '(e.g:, its present traditions, social-economic forms)

, to the changing conditions of social-political fife,
Over the years many of the disputes over social studies and political

education in the schools have directly. or indirectly centered around
this dilemma. The arguments over Whether teachers should r

sues or discuss topics that parents or, authorities deem taboo, or o
the relative merits of "p;roblems" vs. "disciplinary_' approaches lead
sooner or later to disputes over underlying assumptions about the
primary functions of schooling in society. As has been pointed out by a
niimberof persons over the years, the statement of the issue in terms
of polarities can be misleading (e.g., Dewey, 193El; Oliver, 1960). The
idea that schools for the young could take as priority or sole goal the
encouragement of fundamental social criticism is foolishness, as is the
more rampant contemporary myth that schools are nothing more
than well oiled social machines for imprinting the society on the
young. A great deal of recent so-called "radical revisionist" writing
that takes a Marxist or Socialist'perspective (such as Bowles & Gintis,
1976; Carnoy, 1974' Jenckstet al., 1972; Katz, 1971; Kozo!, 1975)
seems to argue that there is no dilemma at all, merely iron certainty
that the schools will reproduce society,. Why trouble ourselyes with

_
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civic education If schools have no significint political or economic -,
effects'on the lives of the young? ,

This is not -..4e place to undertake a critique of these 'writers. It has
been done admirably by others Marabel & Halsey, 1977; Feather,
stone, 1976; Heilbronner, 1976). The significant point here is that
any conception of political education rests uriontan assumption that

.experience, whether arranged by school officials or not, is capable of
.altering the ways.in which a person views the .world. Th' assumptiont that sclwoling experignces can make a difference rests upon a nttlon- -
that persons are not merely victims of their previous social histories f,,2.

and present dal circumstances; but that through increased aware-
ness'or "consciousness" of the forces thA act on-the-m and Within, they
are capable, of seeing the world differently ana, hence, they may be ,

'capable:of acting differently. . *
.- - .:i" -i`'.i

.Thotigh the term "consciousness" is an ambiguous onethat is often
avoided itAcientific discourse, it nevertheless remains as a central
conception in formulating educational programs. What is 4necittca-,
tor's role, if itis,not to help those he or she teaches to become increas- .

ingly conscious ,of the physical and social-world; and of die social, eco-
nornic, and other forces that haveaffected and continue toffect their
daily lives? I will return tothe issue of the relationship of schooling and
"consciousness" later. ..

ScIpol, Curricular ROI,' z , and Teachers' Role o

Perhaps Bowles and Gintis' (1976) and other radkal critics' views
are a useful corrective to the naiveté revealed by liberal school re-
formers during the era of the ."New Frontier" and the.; `Great So-

. ciety." In my experience, however, the libefals were not alone in theit
naiveté. In the .1469s, many radicals and ConserVatives also shared the
belief that signikant social, thangcxx,,not-only possible but
*ent. Having lived through the p...ried as a curriculum developer,-it
was my experience that ndall teachers, administrators, or curriculum
reformers were taken in by thepkillaate rhetoric' orlhe time. The
ambivalence and skepticism of the latter group were more likely re:.
vealed in private conversation than public utterance, however. The art
of the school or curriculum reformer, one must recall, begins by' get-
ting funded. Dedicated reformers, even those e-whose optimisnis thin,
rarely think the 'unthinkable-rcertainly not aloud. While there may
have been ambivalence and skepticism, the publiohrecora shows that.
with hardly an exception reformers, radical or liberal, gave little
thought and devoted few ,words to--clarification of the assumptions
about social change that were implicit in their work.)

Surely teachers and theorists; workers in the field at all levels, need
to be attuned to the very real forces that act upon all of us. Schooling
in America is conducted within one of the largest bureaucracies and
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politiCal economicoconcentrations Of all time, the modern industrial
capitalist state. Yetsimplism generally prevailsn most statements of
"rationale" or objectives. Relatively few-teachers or curriculum spe-
cialists have come to terms with the implications of the fact that
schools are government agencies and that governments in all moderti
industrial states are subject'and respond to powerful economic pres-
sures, legal, illegal, covert and overt, exerted by many groupsSank-
ularlrthose that are well'organized and financed, and determined to
protect their-o n interests. The facts of Watergate reveal, if nothing
else, that there re a lot of people and organized grout s who-prefer
things as they are, and persons with money and power in or outside of.
goyernment will go to some, length to suppress information tnd criti-
cism:they do not see as in the "Community" or "Naional Interest,"
Which suspiciously often coincides precisely with their own. Certainly,

,' the fact that there are also within the fifty states individuals and
groups, in, ancliitii.fide of, oVernment, leaders, workers, members of
university Communities, teachers and others, including able and ear-
nest members of the National Cou4i1 for the Social Studies, who do
their beit.to distinguish personal from public interest, and,also work

hard,to create a more opeksociety.and a politically, conscious critical
' and active electorate, does not greatly diminish the power of those
whose best interests are served by. a citizenry that does not ask too

.

many questions too often. -
-1'he recent history of social studies reform in the United States, I

\ think, strengthens the contention that schools are not fertile ground
fpr the sort of civic or political educatiorithat itiformiind encourages
a critical examination of society and its institutions and social rela-

,s tigns:,Few of the projects produced ciwricula that encouraged social
,criticism. Yeteven these generally cautious efforts to move the teach-

, ing of history and social studies away from the pedantry of one -damn-
thing- aften.another were fax from universally welcomid. Whatever
themerits of these efforts, there was little in the now aging "New

Studies" that leaned very strongly toward "political" or "civic"
education, in the sense that students were encouraged to ask ques-
tions about the adequacy of existing economic and pplitical forms.

'Many of the projects shunned any explicit idea of "p4itical" or "so-
cial" education, opting rather for the mantle of legitimacy bestowed
!Sy scholarly disciplines. These curricula, with few exceptions, were to
teach students the "structures" of academic "disciplines" that presum-
ably were \ politically neutral organized bodies of substantive and
methodological knowledge,. a proposition that is as patently false now
as it was fiften years ago.

What I ha '>esaid thus far may appear to further buttress the
4con-

ventional. wisdom of the late 1970s --that school reform, though it
may make sch' I life less grim for teachers and children, will likely

t o
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have no practiO social aad political consequences.- Many .reform-
. minded politicarleaders and governmental and foundation bureau-

crats who fervently supported the, teforms of the-early and kite 1960s
J-haVe shifted their priorit#s. And the prevailing view that:social re-

forms ark imposSible through the schools also likely accounts for the
preierit preoccupation with form3 of ,value or moral education (or
development) that foCiis primarily inwardthemby avoiding the diffi,
cult questions that are raided when one inquires into the relationship
of social and political conditions to the development bi- personal and

. social Morality.
The -position I take is that the task of the curriculum theorists,

specialists, and teachers is neither as hopeless nor as grand as some.
suppose. Surely, if thanges in curriculum, or in any significant aspect
of social life, depend upon raising individual consciousness, then it is
unreasonable to expect the a change in adrinistrative structure or.
curriculum, or the addition of a few resources will in themselves have
majer impact qirt children's views of the social and political world.
Curriculum specialists in the schools or university,after all, do little
more than produce textbooks, films, games, specific suggeitions, or
generafguiding ideas for-teachers:Materials themselves are not likely

r'the social forces or the teachers' consciousness of the -panic-
ulat )rtes that have acted and continue to act `upon them. It is the
developing political consciousness of the individual teacher, that is
Central to any change in teachers' orientations to civic education. Many
of the so-called "implementation" models that were and continue to
be used by research and development groups are not predicated up-
on raisi...g the awareness of teachers and helping them to explore al-
ternatives; rather, qt achers are still most often taken. by administra-
torl or governmental bureaucrats to be "targeti," objects of social en-
gineering, a technocrats c. view of change whereby individual
consciousness is superfluoui. Itt many of the curricular reform efforts

' of the 1960s, teachers were treated as though they were machines
devoid of the capacity to feel, think, and make judgments based on
their experience.

Civic education, then, in the sense it is used in this chapter, is pos-
sible, but only when there is consci sness and increased awareness
byteachers of .the issue of continuity d 'change. The tools of the
teacher's,tradebooks, journal articles, Iscreated by curriculum
workers can lead to enlightenment and change only when used by
teachers who are themselves engaged in social inquiry, are.themselves

*actively exploring alternate k ways of looking at and understzndino-
their social and political world. At most, Curriculum specialists can
make available, to the willing and ,interested, books, visuals, films (and
any other material objects the human mind is capable of conceiving)
that will be useful in the job,of helping students gain perspectives on
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:ouenation's political and social history, on their personal experiences,
including the students' own values and moral judgments as profe ed
or revealed in their behavior, and on the positions they take o will
take as adults on sqcial and political and economic issues of the e.

A Justification or Iidcal Education...4e
The position ken h rethat there is within society a continuing

dilemma of continuity a d changerests upon an assumption that
. Homo sapiens is capable of self-awareness or consciousness. We are

all objects in the environment and indeed shaped by social physical
circumstances; but we are also subjects, initiators of actions tlfht in-
fluence and change these circumstances. It is only through citizens'
heightened consciousness of the forces that actlipon diem that they
mafcome to understand, delineate, and/or actively pursue alternative
possibilities; or, in other words, become the,pdlitically informed and ,
involved person whom we as political educators say we aim to create.

It is not necessary to plough the full depth and reaches pf the con-
cept of consciousness (or t .critically important related Freudian
concept of theDunconsc to gain some clarity on tilt% immediate
task of formulating an clarifying the gals of civic education:' Devel-
;aping "awareness" or consciousness suggests incre our thidef-
standing of the forces operatifig within and on us in esent slum-
ticra, that affect oui thought and behavior in our eve lives. Social
awareness implies,,, at the ver least, coming to understand how the
forces toward 'reproduction of the existing society and ways of view-
ing social reality may be operating within and uponos. A: teacher or
skudent whose consciousness is raised, the5t, is becoming increasingly
aare of cultural and economic forces that may haie helped to create
the conditions and quality of life in the workplace.

`'Consciousness" is significant for political or social actioo because
persons am less likely to remain passive victims to these fortes if they
gain perspective on their social lives. In the women's movement, for
example, increasing awareness of the internal andextern 1 forces that
press toward acceptance of a subservient relations p to men
strengthened the press toward change. Thus, to have heightened con-
sciousness or awareness implies that one may not take what isas what
is possible. It implies,also the exploration of alternatives. If perfas
begin to recogniz" how they unknowingly have been influenced by
the condition of their work, they may move closer to engaging in efforts
to rearrange such conditions.2

14

'For a More complete disc' utsion o e question of consciousness and its relatier,ship
to action, see iserlak and Berlak (1977), also Xarabel and Halsey 11971

lebviously the're is no certainty that a person who has awareness of a situation will.
act An exploration of the many reasons fot\his is beyond the scope offthis chapter.
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Developing consciouiriess, then, involves t o related pursuits: --
First, increasing the capacity of persons to objec "fy themselves; that'
is, seeing themselves and the circumstances of th it work and play
from the- perspectives of pthers.*.tfiese other pe ctives include
norms, traditions, world views, social values, and riorities oth-
er tyan.one's own. 'Second, developing consciousness i olves the.ex-
ploration and pursuit of alternatives. It should be clear t this proc-.
essiof 'objectification and exploration of alternatives y not be

° benign. It has profound implications that are not likely td entirely
overlooked by Some of those who have the most to gain fro main-
taining.cdsting conditiOns, and institutions'

In sum, the primary aim of political education is the raising o on-
iciousness. That involves helping our students to view the circ
stances of their (tally life and the possibilities for action in terms of
periPectives'ofpthers, not only specific others, but using George Her
bert Mead's (1934; 1988) concept, in terms of generalized others-4n
terms of values, norms, beliefs, and images ()tithe future that are rep- .
resented in a variety of cyltures,-within and among nations and peo-
pleSof the world, past and present, including differing past and ores- .
ent traditions of knowledge and knowing. And it is the awareness and
understanding of these other perspectivefighat is requisite to the de-
telopment of alternative possibilitiesthat is, change. .

The second 'goal of civic education is implicit in the first; it is the
development of our students' capacity to examine and explore al-
ternatives. In more specific terms, this requires that students ac-
quire particular skills and knowledge that enab'e them to examine
prospectively and retrospectively the consequences of partictar solu-
tions of the polity, factory, familyan examination that will surely be
self-serving or muddled if individuals are not aware of the character

' of the social lenses, the presuppositions embedded in the perspectives
they use in constructing and interpreting kocial situations.

If these goals of civic education souna dangerously seditious, and
arouse suspicions that heretical perspectives (i.e., Marxism) might be
introduced to cor:upt the minds o1'the young, I should remind the
reader that change through "raised consciousness," or "knowing," is
also a cornerstone of major strands of Christian and of liberal demp-
crane thought. This position his no more seditious possibilities than
James Madison's frequently quoted aphorism, 'A people who mean
to -be their own 'governors mus\arm themselves with the power
knowledge gives." Those who take Western Liberal Constitutional ideals

*Some pet specuves on some aspects of political and social life, whether introduced by
the mEtlia or the schools, are more likely to be tolera.ted than othe;st/Ict rt-examina-
don of women's risk is, for example, more likely to be an acceptable pursuit than exam-
ination of the tote of the CIA in domestic politics. 'de resentation of the perspective
of dethocratie socialism is more likely to be tolerated than a Maoist perspective. .
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seno Usti' must, to b e t trthose ideals, commit themselves to con-
sciousness raising and examination of alternatives for political action.

The Washington ihtiversItyElementary Curriculum hisierials4
Eleven units were (ley knied ,for the upper elementari, grades.

FAch is an in-depth case st y that focuses on a specific family, neigh-
'borhood, dr group pf ideals who are attempting' to deal with
changes in their life circ m tances. In each of the units there is aset
of changing 'circumstances, And th$ main characters find themselves *

in a position where they must consider ,ways of coping with the
changes. The need to act may have arisen out of a single event ,(for
example, a decision of a political body to redevelop a section of,the
city) or may have evolved oltt of gradual shifts in economic or social
circumstances compounded by an immediate problem (as, for ex-
ample, a 'poor black sharecropper family in the 1.920,s struggling to

1--Survive, and afflicrarby a severe drought or depressedcotton mar-
ket).The units do not merely depict the difficulties and grimness of
life; rather, they are efforts to show a more complete pkture, the joys
as well as the tragedies and anxieties of daily' living:

Each unit, then, portrays a specific group of people in a particular
time and Place.The individuals and the situations-are reconstructions
based on social scientific, historical, literary, and journalistic sources.
The people (with some exceptions) are not pedagogiCal contrivances;
rather, an effort was made to portray'eharacters whom the children
could accept as real persons who feel,.think, and change in response
to changing events. The units are necessarily simplifications, and,
while an effort was made make them authentic, they are not great

..-
literature. They do not quite capture the complexity of social life, the
full range and depth of experience and emotion, nor

-
theenigmatic

quality of human existence .3 4-

v Within each unit there's a "problematic situation," but this does not
-mean that the units focus upon political issues or problems in the
narrower sense. The problems involve changes in the circumstances
that become apparent not only to the charactets we have created, but, -

'Three of the eleven units were 'published by Random House, N.Y. They are: A
Village Fami0,-One City Neighborhood and Changing Neighborhoods. The other units are:
Urban Renewal in Lagos (Nigeria); Two Soviet FamiliespA Village in India; Mi. Navajo in the
City; The Dispute of Dorea Head (u of atomic power to generate electricity); The Black
Experience (1917-1920); The A Revolution; The Cattlemen and the CoWboys.

'Some of the simplifications we by desigri. Some Social studies materials for chil-
dren'are benign to the point that there is hardly a sembla of a relationship between
the life depicted in textbooks and thechitdren't own life ex rience. But we think the
are some good reasons for protecting children, particular

m
the younger ones: from

bearing witness to the more sordid examples of man's in manity to man, and from
\ viewing some of the more vere manifestations of the deep psychological distress that

often accompanies major changes in persons social lives?\
\\,
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it is hoped, to the students as well. The events'of each unit u nfold
over a five- or six -week period, assuming approximately folic hours,
week are spent oft the learning activities related to the units. From our

. experience in teaching the units, over this period of time the children
do become aware of the internal and external pressures on the main
characters to alter Eheit' habitual patterns of living. Thethildren come
to know the people in, the unit and are aware of one or two specific
issues that have arisen' out of the changibg circumstances. In more
dramatic terms, there is a crisis of some kind, and through various
'means the children are brought into the drama so that they may to
some degree experience it. As an example, in One City Neighborhood
(Berlak & Tomlinscin, 1973) the issue revolves around what to do
abaut a neighborhood in the path of an urban renewal project.

Ndt until the children become familiar Witt; the people and events,,,,
do they engage in what we call "dilemma discussion lessons,"usually.,
tWo,or three in each unit. For these lessons, activities are provided to
assist the teacher in helping children gain practice in the use of the
skills of rcigical argument and the use of information to support posi-
tions. Ours is not, however, a "critical thinking," "issue," or "problerri
centered" approach, any more than it is 'a tumanities, social scientific,
or historical approach, as these terms are ordinarily used in the social ..
studies curriculum literature. Critical thinking is no.more important a
goal than a child's gaining an understanding of the social context, the
perspectives of thi many individuals within the context, and the con-.

cepts (or language) persons need to make sense of their social and
personal. world. Indeed, our view is that skills have little meaning to a
child if taught as a fOrmal grammar, a collection of critical thinking
skills to be mastered outside the context of recognizable human situ- '

.
ations. p

..

Following is a brief si.atement of four learning objectives. These -

objectives are a somewhat more explicit flirmu ion of the two bfoad
goals of political educatiot)5iven above:

(1) Awareness, tindeistanding, experien cing, feeling, and seeking sit:
uations and life circumstances (one's own and others') fromsthe

,. perspectives of others.
(9'i Understanding that the physical, social, and historical contexts of

personal social life constrain both individuals and groups; but also
represent alternative possibilities for chqnge.

(3) Acquiring the language (the set of concepts) needed for under-
.%

standing and thinking about social structures, forces, and relations.
(4) Developing the inclination ana, ability to use the skills necessary

for a more thorough analysis of alternatives available to perSons in
their social-political life.

ti
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Example4rom one unit are given below to illustrate how the materi-
als may be used by the teacher torealize these objectives.

One City Neighborhood is the story of the,"renewal" of an older Multi-
ethnic, predominately Italian, working-class neighborhood neat'
downtown Boston that was destroyed during the 195gs to make Nay
foi a middle- and upper-income high-rise apartment complex. The
project at the time was seen by some as a step in the direction of
arresting the deteriorating economic situation of the city, particularly
its commercial core. .

Objective 1 Understanding the Perspective of Others

The children through a variety of pedagogiCal means come to view
the events, the social, political, and economic circumstances sur-
rounding this urban renewal project from four perspectives:. First,
fronfthat of the-residentsthe child'cn, the men, women,young.and
old, who lived in the neighborhood. The children in the classroom
see, hear, and read about the way the residents lived, worked, and
played, what they thought and worried about. Through the medium
of a sound filmstrip, the children in the classroom,.are taken to see the
old neighborhood by some of the residentsthree boys about the
same age as the children. They Witness some common bbyhood ad-
"ventures in the neighborhood as the boys share their thoughts, their
pleasures, and hopes. Two short stories, "Spring Street" and "Roscoe
Rossini," introduce adults of the neighborhood, their workday lives
and their growing concerns about the economic future of this section
of the neighborhood. Two other stories, "Anna's Diary" and "Tina's
Kitchen," portray the lives and a number orthe special concerns of "
the younger and older women of the community. In addition to the
students' reading, listenitg, and seeing, a great variety of active learn-
in$ materials is usedin conjunction with these materials. In "Roscoe
,Rossini Accounts," the children examine a resident merchant's finan-
cial accounts for the years 1947, 1950, 3114,1953.On the basis of the
information anclother facts they have gleaned from the text, sound
f ilmstrips, and stories, the childreO make predictions for 'the. year
1955; and they may, be given the \opporiunity to role-play various
possibilities. The childien read a "newspaper," adapted from news
articles writt'n at the time. They interview their own parents and oth-
er persons. Theh they compare the views on the problem of arresting
urban decay with their own and those of their classmates. One of the
more powerful ways we found of helping children gain the per-.
-spectives of others was through what we call "Extended Role Play."
Children over a week or Tore play out the daily lives of the people
wliolive in the neighborhood. They re-create physically Ole places
that tiave become familiar to them .the iiikety, the grgsety, the tene-
ments,:lhe 56'001, the church.
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A second perspective the children come to know is that of the offi-
dals of the Boston Redevelopment Authority who view, the question

'of rene*al not solely in terms of the interests of the residents, Litwin
terms of the economic welfare of the city as thcy interpret And
while some in this group saw the best interests of the city as ill-served

' bribe destruitiop*of the neighborhood, their view did not prevail. In
order to gain this perspective, the children engage in a variety of ac-
tivities. A sound filmstrip re-creates a meeting of a Boston Redevelop-
ment Authority, where the children see and hear the situation from
the point of view, of members of the Authority. They read newspaper
accounts (simplified and adapfed from original documents), and en-
gage in writing, discussion, categorization, and role-play activities in
order to help them gain this perspective. .

A .third perspective is that of the middle-class professionals and
business people who become residents of the new high-rise apart-
ments. The children read interviews with the new residents and con-

. duct their own interviews, with some a the children acting as resi-
dents anchothers at newspaper reporters.

Finally, the children re- examine all these- perspectives, from the
vantage point of time. The children watch and listen to actual inter-
views of ex-residents, adults and children, taken ten years after the
renewal, in which they compare their present liftto their memories of
the old neighborhood, and offer their opinions on the wisdom of,Che
now completed renewal plan.

a

Objective 2UnderstandineContext anclConitraints
The unit itself is a Way of representing to the child-the significance

of context, of the particular set of social circumstances and economic
arrangements; that bear on the lives of the individuals in it. Under:.
starklinof the context in, this narrower sense is of primary impor-
tance for children of this age, but there is also some effort to put this
particular urban renewal project into the larger .c.:Aitext of theprab-

,1 !ems that confrOnt cities generally. For this reason, there is, in. each
unit several situations-we call "micro cases" that portray briefly cir-
cumstances, that both parallel and are different than. those that are
portrayed in the unit. By comparing.similarities and differences, the
children, it is hoped, wili become aware of die dangers of over:
generalization and yet be able to recognize significant similarities in
serial situatio'ns.

.
Objective 3Learning of Social ConCepts .

Sec' ial concepts are the language, both common and technical, that
persons use tb talk and think about social phenomena. Children, as do
all persons, need concepts for exploring alternalive courses of action.
Virtually all the concepts in the unitSare taught in.the context of the

.
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children's immersion in the study of the people and their changing
circumstances. Again, a variety of pedagogical approaches is used:
texts, filmstrip's, stories, simulations, role play, sortingand categoriiing
games. A few of the concepts that are dealt with in this unit are "cost
of living, "urban planning," "property tax," "sales tax, "tradition."
In some instances, because of the complexity of the concept, or the
risk of lo'sinK the story line, concept learning activities have been de-
vised-that are removed from the Boston context.

, Objective 4-- Developing the'Inclination
and Ability to_ Choose from ,Alternatives

In each unit there is at Jeast one series of "dilemma discussions"
where children become involved in considering the alternatives for
action open to the individuals portrayed in the unit..,Children take
positions and offei reasons in support. The dilemma discussions also
call attention to the fact that individual and collective action, though
limited the situation, is not entirely determined by outside forces.
There is an-effort to avoid one of the difficulties that often arises
When chilcken (and adults) discuss controversial issuesthat of more
passion ben generated than respect for fact and cogent argument.
The materials provided for these discussions are intended to, be 'used,
to help children develop their abilities for using data, constructing A
logical case, and re- examining their own positions based on their in-.
creased understanding of the various perspectives on the situation..

Pedagogy

By pedagogy we mean,the way the materials in the curriculum are
used by the teacher in the teaching situation to realize the objectives.
We do not attempt' to dictate teachers' classroom behavior; to dp so
would be to treat them as objects, and is inimical to the educational

attemptingwe are atteting to foster. There is no way to replace a teacher's
judgment by offering prescriptions. But teachers.pre, ofcourse, busy;
and we do offer many suggestions based on our experience in the
field tests of the materials. For each lesson there is an "overview" that
attempts to put the lesson in broader context to clarify the curriculum
developers' Intentions, a brief statement of "objectives," and several
alternative teaching strategies which teachers may wish to consider
when devising their own teaching plans.

, Theory and Practice in Curriculum

The title of this chapter promises a good,deaLinare than is deliv
ered. While a large number of theoretical issues and practical prob-
leins are touched upon, there are some striking deficiencies and omis-
sions in the discussion. A curriculum theory that deals with a particu-
lar area of the school program is obviously only a piece of a broader
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curricular theory, and a curricular theory is only one aspect of a theo-
ry of schooling and society. Many of the important and fundamental
theoretical issues explicit and implicit in this discussion are not dealt
with systematically. I have made no effort in this chapter to formulate
explicitly a theory of knowledge and learning. It may be clear from
what I have said ,that reject Skinnerian Behaviorism as well as the
hierarchical and ontonogenic assumption of many Piagetians, includ-
ing koldberg. The position t take on learning is more akin to the
dialectical-PO/ship of Ritgal (1973, 1975).

Howevet, while I can certainly be justifiably faulted for not being
MorecomprOensive, precise,. and systematic in my theorizing, I ah

ecorwinCed the Merit of our curriculum work resided ?rot in the ade-
quacy of the theOry, but in our effort to relate Kactice to theory, and
theory to practice. The development of curriculum theory should be
grounded in experience as well as in the various intellectual and

. philosophical traditions. The development of curriculum theory re-
quites practical as well as theoretical investigation. Many curriculum
theories are oxeedeveloped; theyJack the sustenance of experience,
and would enefit from efforts to put them into practice. Many cur- '
riculum theoryefforts would also benefit from the experience and,
wisdom that astute and refieCtiicdassroom teachers can bring to bear
an both the theory and practice of Zurriculum. The charge of detach-
ment from the real world of children and .schools has been directed at
uhhersity-based social studies specialists often for good reason.
There is, of course, also the risk at the other extreme,of being so
preoccupied with, practicalities that basic questions about the nature
of school and society and the teaching/learning process are ignored or
trivialized. A

The prospects for .an effective civic education depend upon the de-
velopment of the political consciousness of teachers, school adminis-
trators, curriculum writers, and others who under rite curriculum
efforts, and who recognize the important but limited place an enlight-

\I"eked chic education can play in the continuing struggle for renewal
of our social, political, 'and economic institutions. ,

.
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Chapter Three e;

Learning and
Earnigg Citizenship
Through Participation
Dan Conr ad
'and Diane Hedin

to

Recently, we met with two high school students who are elected
representatives to a city-wide committee for youth affairs. In response
to questions about v.Vat thei committee did, they ticked off an -im-
pressive lilt of accomplishments: They had successfully lobbied with
the city council to change an outdated ordinance prohibiting youth
under 16 from using recreational devices such as pinball and foosball
machines; they had just passed ayesolutigu to establish a city-wide job
bank for teenagers after discovering that no gov'ernmental unit was,
responsible for teenage employment; and, finally, they 'talked about
their newly found confidence and conipetence in Working with in-
fluential adults in their city the mayor, the superintendent of
schools, and labor leaders: When asked how their high school teach- .1

ersand administrators viewed their' involvement _their mood changed__
from ebullience to discouragement. They were "hassled" about being
excused' from classes to attend important city government hearings,
and they were refused credit for their committee work. Their teach-
ers questioned whether they could grant credit town- experience the
school staff had not organized and supervised; they doubted whether
it filfilledgosTrnment course requirements since it did not cover the
same curitenzi. and they raised-several other" related concerns.

It is a strikinvomment on the stae of the art in education that only
teachers and school adikiinistraiors would fail to recognize the stu-
dents' experiences as citizenship education! But this statement should, .

DAN CONRAD is Chairperson of the Social Studies Department at Eisenhower High
School in Hopkins, Minnesota, and directof of that district's Youth Challenge Program.
DIANE HEDIN is Assistant Director of the Center for Youth Development and Research
at the University of Minnesota, and director of ACT (Affirming Our City Together), an
action learning program of the Minneapolis Public Schools, Together they teachthe,
course "Action Learningfor Secondary Students" at the University of Minnesota.
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not be interpreted to mean that we are part of the chorus of people
proclaiming the schools to be strongholds of reaction and intellectual
and creative wastelands, philosophically opposed to any changes that
would enhance students' freedom and growth. Rather, we recognize
that factors such as the pressure to maintain order among large and ..
diVerse grOups of students (and to do so at low cosi) often lead tp
conformity, emphasis on rules, and the intellectual dullness of our
schools that the students in our example encountered. .

Our real purpose in relating theincident above is to introduce the..
Major ideas'in this chapter. They ire.that: .

(1) Young people are citizens now, not merely preparing for citizen-
ship;

(2) As citizens, adolescents can contribute significantly to the welfare
of their communities;

(3) As adolescents, they benefit from the opportunity to participate as
citizens;

(4) Schools cats and should facilitate youth participation ip commu-
nity affairs (tfiough to often the pressures for organizational or-

' derkeeping track of andsupervising large numbers of pupils in
ever-larger buildings--inhibit such civic involvement):

From the above assumptions our prirnar.y recommendatiokema-
nates:

. (5) Youth participation, should be a central ingredient in the.proctess
Of citizenship education. ..

This chapter draws out the implications of the above ideas By de-
scribing a variety of ways'in which students are already involved in" .

l_citizen action and how schools are won such projects into their
educationarprograms. :. - .

Youth participation as one ingredient in citizenship education
makes both theoretical and practical sense.' While it would be per-.,
sOnal15, entertaining and possibly even, edifying, to present a compre-
hensive rationale, we do not:do so in this chapter. Partly that is be-
causewe were not asked to address that task, but more fundamentally,.. ,:, s.,

because we 'view education as inescapably a mixture of theOry and
practice M which (1) even the most carefully constructed rationale is
incomplete and may be misapplied (and probably won't be 'heard")
unless its practical implications are spelleout, and (2) it is not inher-

,,..ently obvious that abstraction. must necessarily precede experience,
:nd question4ble whether an adequate theory can be constructed oth-
er than out of practice. A further problem in developing and us .g.
educational rationales is that the central questions are not reducible trY

,- ..
'That these are not the same is a commentary on both.
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fundamental truths. Each element involves unverified hypotheses,
value judgments; reference to one authority versus another, and so
on. What we are then left with are more or less persuasive-and logicr-
ly consistent polemicsand this, is true whether the writers are of the
genius and stature of Plato,. Rousseau, Dewey, or Bruner, or holders

, .of more pedestrian abilities and credentials, such as ourselves. We
have thus chosen to make our case as much by example as by philostr
phy, and make only feeble attempts to mask the nagging polemicism

.which creeps into our discourse from time to time. In fairness we
should add, 'however, that we are not unmoved by the formidable
challenge presented by Newniann in the Opening chapter, and we
have tried to clarify where we stand on the issues which he raises to
the end that,our position appears at leak reasonable, while still being
incomplete and falling short of unquestionable, eternal truth.

Citizenship land Community

Eschewing philosophical sophistication is no excuse for fuzziness,
particularly in giving some indication of the kind of "citizens': which
we believe schools should be encouragingand educatingstudents
to be. For some peculiar-reason, the idea of citizenship, and citizen-
ship eduCation, is nearly always associated with social studies general-.
ly, and with the process of government particularly: Yet when most
people think df the "good citizen," they do no only think of the per-
son who knows ancrcares about politics and government, the, person
who votelreiularly, who can tell you Ninth state has -a unicameral .

legislature, or who can unhesitantly and unerringly distinguish be-
, tween separationand division of powers. The image which arises is of

the person who acts decently, who knows and cares about the affairs
of his or her community, and. who demonstrates this concern through

-overt actions.
Such a notion is often dismissed as the quaintly naive idea of the

"mari-in-the-street," as if this automatically disqualifies itas a guide to
educational practice. Yet, while lacking operational concreteness, it
has a respected place in democratic theory, being reflected, for ex-
ample, in .the conception of the "good citizen" described by T. V:
Smith and Eduard C. Lindeman (1958) in their classic, The Democratic
Way of Life. It is the notion of citizenship as "membership," implying a
recognition of mutual interest with all other community members, a ,/
sense of shared concern-for the welfare of the total community, and a
willingness and ability to contribute to the well-being of that commu-
nity.2

.

_ 'Lest we later be accused of the ploy o f slipping in a peculiar definition of terms in
. the form-of a rather innocuous-appearing statement, we should point out that we are
deliberately not limiting our conception of democratic citizenship to: (1) a legally( pre-
scribed set of rights and duties; or the performance of clearly defined "political"

v4-0.
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/
To focus on citizenship as an active endeavor, where the test of

excellence is more in what the person doef in .his community than
wh'at she or he kruiws about it, does not ,restrict one to a parochial
conception of (immunity. John Dewey (1916), in Democracy and Edu-
cation, argu. that the strength of a democracy lies in the sense of
shared concern which is held by the memhers of all its communities,
the recognition ofoverlapping interests, thp awareness that one's wel-
fare is inxtricab1y entwined with that of a wide range of others. Espe-
cially Tye enter the era of the global society, it can be argued that the

' concern of each of us must expand from the egocentrism of the child
to the inclusive vision of the world citizen.

This broadening of concern must begin somewhere, and, as we will
argue later in this chapter, getting students out of the adolescent is-
land of the school and involved with 'businesspersons, politicians,
small children, the aged, and the handicapped is to begin in very con-/

2

crete ways to widen their perspective of the variety of persons with
'whom their own welfare and responsibility. are linked., As with other
attitude changes, the vision arises more clearly from experience than
persuasion'. and is expounded ,more eloquently in action than in

.words.,

Youth Participation

Since our purpose is to make a case for youth participation as a
central element in this wider conception of citizenship education, an-
other definitiOn is in order: By youth participation, we mean the direct
involvement of adolescents in the life of the community, ideally, in
activities concerned with ameliorating or solving social-issues and
problems. ,The goal is to not just talk about public issues, but to do
something about them. Because youth participation can take so many
forms, it is difficultand probably of limited valueto define it more
precisely. However, there are some criteria by which we may be able
to assess the televance of participatory programs for citizenship edu-
cation, the central one bPing that ,hey should supply the conditions
for the growth of democratic values and an orientation and com-
mitment to act upon those values. Such conditions include, at a mini:.
MUM:UM:

1. Perform;ng tasks tkitboih the students and the community_think are
worthwhile. Since youth's major contribution lies in performing tasks
which while needed and desired, are not high on the list of services
far which society is willing to pay, it is Crucial that the young people
have shared power in defining worthwhile tasks. Happily, it is not

acts, such as'voting or attending party caucuses; and (3) mostimportantly, we are not
arguing outof the "if the shoe pinches" 'notion of democracy, which tends to elevate
selfishness to ? virtue, implying that the interests of society are best promoted when
each individual works diligently and skillfullgor-his or her personal wellbeitIg.
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diffictilt to identify mutually agreed upon community needs. For ex-
ample, students have provided free day-care for low-inconet families;
helped elderly people remain in their own homes and apartments by
assisting them with such chores as snow shovelling, or shopping; and
given presentations on seval assault (and how to protect oneself) to
thousands Of,girls and women-

2. Having others depend onone's actions. The opportunity to, make
decisions tf4t have real consequences for other people as well as one-
self is an experignce dften denied to teenagers. For example, contrast
the difference between a student skipping a social studies lecture, on
the one hand,-and not showing up for his voluntee nment at ail,
institution for retarded children on their field trig day, the other.
In the first case, only the student himself sustains ny col sequences.
However, in the second case, the student's decision affects: (a),the
children; who are both denied an oppdttunity to learn and explore, as
well as perhaps the loss of trust in a new friend; (b) the staff of the
institution, which must make adjustrhents to accommodate an absent
volunteer; and (c) fellow high s.choof students, who may be later ex-
cluded from this facility 4 volunteers because of this student's unre-
liability. It is this experience of real, and often, serio.is,, consequences'
for other people that is the hallmark of a good, youth participation
project.

3. Working on tasks that challenge and strengthen one's thinking.,--
cognitively and ethically. One important idea in developmental psy-
chology is that both intellectual and moral growth occur only when one
stretches beyond the range bf one's previous knowledge and perform-

*4 Ince. Only when one discovers the inadequacy,of one's problem-solving
capacities through exposure to new intellectual challenges and nest/ so-
cial roles does one seek better ways of organizing previous experience
and action. Because the roles that teenagers playhave been restricted
almost entirely to that of student, it is not difficult to identify challeng-
ing, novel social roles for youth to try out, such as peer counselor,
legislative intern, tutor, or pollutio*n watcher. But not anytkperience
will do. One thin matches the student's ,intellectual, emotional, and
ethical levels is neededjo yield the maximum educational value. An
experience that demands skills too far above the'student's current
functioningbwill be disCouraging; one too far below will be boring.
However, attempts to both think about and implement the "match-

-ing" problem. are still in their infancy (Graham, 1976).
4. Having some responsibility to make decisions within their projects

' or placements. Such responsibilities serve several purposes:
a. They increase the likelihood that the students will be truly en-

gaged and involved in their community activity. Merely following in-
structions or observing someone else's decision-making ability is in-,
sufficient to maintain student interest for very long.
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b. Since the ability to make responsible, reasonable, and adequate
decisions is perhaps the single most important skill in adult life, stu-
dents need practice doing so within semi-protected settings in the
company' of adults who can offer guidance, support, and technicar
advice. Youth participation can provide for several levels of such deci-
sion- making. Making decisions should start immediately, and the stu-
dent who Opts for youth participation should have a range of projects
from which to choose. For the student working within a sociaragenay,
goveinmental, or business office,illowing the young person to make
some day-to-day decisions, such as how to deal With a 4-years-old who
refuses to leave the student volunteer's side, as well as attending staff
planning meetings, would partially fulfill this coinponent of a "good"
youth participationwproject. In projects initiated and operated by stu-
dents, there is ample room for student responsibility, including the'.

, -chance-to learn from projects that fail:
5. Systematically reflecting on the experience. In our view of youth

participation, action is ndt separated from thinking. Rather, xhinking
in the forms of careful observation, perceptive questioning, and synthe-
sizing the immediate experience with accumulated kikcnvledge is a.
prerequisite for effective citizen action. This point is developed more
fully in the section Learning Requires Action.

Youth participation activities, which meet these conditions include
volunteer service, internships, social and political action, community
studies, and students' projects to improve the school or community.3.

Youth Participation as a Method of Citizenship Education

Our belief that youth participation should be a major component of
citizenship education grows, out of these four observations:

of"
, -

I. Adolescents are citizens now, not merely preparing for citizenship;
2. Societyneeds the participation of youth;
S. Youth ,need to participate;
4. Learning requires action.

Adolescents' Current Status as Citizens
In the past decade, the general social movement to grant more

power to powerless persons has found a new.frontier,4therica's chil-
dren and youth. Buttressing. the moral position of youth rights advo-
cates has been the' growinrbody of knowledge from the academic
disciplines about the capacities for rationality and judgment even in
yang children:Indicators of the success of the movement have been
the diamatic-chgnges in the legal status of youth, including the exten-
sion of the right to vote to 18- year -olds in 19:71; the Gault decision in

=These guidelines are similar to those suggested by the Nation.4l Commission on Re-
sources for Youth (1974, pp. 226-230).
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1967, which guarantee due process to children in juvenile courts;
and the Supreme Co % ecisions in relation to the public schools
which (a) guarantee free expression of opinion to students (Tinher.vs.
Des MoinesIndfpendent School District, 1969) and (b) told that stlidents
&-gecada6-schools may not be suVended without a hearing (Sulli-
van vs. Houston Inaepenctent School District, 1969) (Hauchbrich & Apple,
1975).

These new legal rights represent only the tip of the iceberg, in the
far:reaching movement toward granting:more- citizen privileges to

.youth. Recommendations for changes come from directions as di-,
verse as the Panel on Youth of the President's Science Advisory Corn-
mittee (1974), the student rights statements written by teenagers
-around the country, and social critics such as John Holt (1974) and
Paul Goodman (Adams et al., 1971, pp. 1-8). These studies, reports,
and statements have called for- major revisions in our present laws and
practices with r ct to youth in several areas: finances (age,shotald-
not bar a person fr m retaining and using one's own money or =Ic-
ing valid purchases nd contracts); work ankl employment (the Cole-
man panel recomm nded that there be a dual ,minimum wage to en-
courage employers to hire 'inexperienced itudents);, medical care
(adolescents Mould be able to seek medical or psychiatric care on
their own): and legal assistance (adolescents should have access to le-
gal services on a confidential basic to discuss their personal griev-
ances). ,

Taken together, these changes and recommendations for chatige in
the legal and social position .of adolescents constitute an emerging
view of4he adolescent asa citizen with ,concomitant rights and obliga-__
tions. It is noteworthy, and disturbing, that the main thrust of the
discussioQs about the changing position of youth have focuseci almost
entirely on their rights and on'the obligations and resRonsibilities that
adults have toward youth. We both youth and. adultshave dis-,
regarded the fact that adolescents, as citizens, have obligations to their
parents, their community, their government, and their society. Ado-
lescence is not a moratorium in the exercising of social-responsibility,
in which a person is absolved from haying to lift a finger to help oth-
ers or to contribute to the betterment of the society. The next sections
of the chapter discuss how youth's obligation to their socielyis com-
patible with their psychological and learning needs as well as with
community needs.

--
Society Needs the Participation of Youth

America Is increasingly becoming a nation of segregate subpopu-
lations, separated less by geograph,y than, by social characteristics.
Walter Cronkite, Sears, Roebuck & Co., and McDonald's have homoge-
nized our speech, dress, and taste to where it is hard to know who one
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isor where. But this very sameness has been countered by finding
other ways to distinguish or isolate people from each other. The old
standards of race and income have.been joined by new discriminators
such as marital status, physical and mental condition, and age. To
racial and economic ghettoes have been added singles' bars, facilities
for the handicipped, senior citizen high-rises, and schools as places

'where people are supposed to mingle with their own kind and pursue
their separate identities.

It is.this sense of separateness that has spawned what seems to be a
national movement toward what Peter Marid (1975, p. 45) has labeled
the "deification of the self." Books ring out with titles such as Power!
How 0- Get It. flow to Use It (Korda, 1975) and Winning ThrOUgh In;
dinidation,(linger, 1974), offering themselves asIurvivil guides to a
society that pits each of us against all the rest. New therapies, such as
EST (Erhard-Seminars Training), exhort their participants to realize
that eacherson is all powerful and thus (solely) responsible for her
or his own fate, and that those who are poor, hungry, or poWe'rless
must have consciously chosen that fate.' Even the so-called "humanis-
tic" therapies have turned inward in a veritable orgy of self-absorp-

and exploration leading us on to private nirvanas. To quote Peter
Malin (1975) again, the underlying message in all of this is that "We
are in ,our proper place; the others are in theirs; may indeed be-
moan their fate or even, if we are so moved, do something to change
it, but in ssence it has floating to do with us." And further, "What
disappea s in this view of things is the ground of community, the felt
sense of ollective responsibility for the fate of each separate other [p.

Separateness, selfishness, and narcissism, masquerading as enlight-
eqment and liberation, should alarm those of us who are concerned
with citizenship education. The healih of a -democracy is dependent
on the capacity its citizens to recognize their shared concerns, to
consider moral co lexity, to accept responsibility for the fate of oth-...
iii;and.to be willing se confr, nt and alter injusticeswhether their
own or someone else's, %.1 e y. th participation will not alone re-
verse this trend toward the7 I of human reciprocity and commu-
nity, it can:at the very leas A. 4e as a first step toward counteracting .

. .

To spell out all the c and costs of "separateness" would require
another chapter (and other authors), but one particulai form is of
special relevanCe herethe segregation of youth from adults. "Gen-
eration gap" and "youth culture" have become household words, with

array of movies, books, and TV specials illustrating how the exclu-
of the young from the adult community has been countered by

'California school children have been trained in EST under a Federal grant; see
Mark Brev;er (1975, p. 35).

=
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the former in.a life style that, in turn, excludes,,adults, in a sparring
match that sometimes looks a little like a war.

Most of the attention has been focused on the immediate effects of
the conflict, effects ranging from lack of communication to delin-
quency. More recently; comnientators have beep counting the longer-

, run costs of such separation, costs which must ultimately be paid by
any society which inadequately prepares its youth for adulthood. .In
the past three or four years, an array orstudies and reports ;from
government agendes, foimdations, university departments, and
school organizations have bemoaned thisseparation, and passionately
and convincingly urged that youth be reinstated into the lyffele com-

t. munity, encouraged to interact with a wider range of people, involved
in more real and meaningful tasks, and afforded 'more responsibili-
tyin short, that they be allowed to act as citizens in the deepest sense
of that term .s

For social studies educators and school administrators to ignore this
challenge or even to respond with nothing more than, colorful and
up-to-date curricular-Materials and classroom mettbds is to misread
the seriousness of the situation and to neglect a responsibility. Schogls
are where kids are, and inescapably it is from somewhere in those
schools that they must be encouraged to participate in the broader life
of the community, to both practice and to act on their citizenship. To
the degree that social studies teachers have a responsibility for devel-
opingytitirns, they should at least be joining, if not leading, in this
endeiVot.

But even to count the benefits oryouth participation In such terms
'as better communication, less 'vandalism, and more adequately pre-
pared citizens is still to miss a critical point of the argument for such
programs. The same TV documentary that portrays the evil of
"wasted youth" may include ,a further - litany of pressing social prob-
lems without ever noting the obvious link between them, The link is
that youth are not just a resource to be developed for the future, but
are, right now, a resource to be enlisted in the fight for a better so-
ciety. Throughout As chapter, we cite dozens of.examples of youth
making an impact on their communities. We.will not add to the list
here, but suggest the need to revise the typical view of schools as iso-
lated centers of learning. Instead, the
paling coinmtinity institution's, as cey
come to learn, but.from which the
what they have learned, to add t

uld be seen as fully partici-.
which students not 014.

Onto the' community to use
ngth, talents, and energy t,

5Sec National Association of Secondary School Principals (1972), Weinstock (1973),
National PRO an High Schools and Adolescent Education (1975), National Commis-
sion on the Reform of Secondary7Education (1973), Center for Youth Developiiient
and Research (1973),And Panel on Youth of the President's Scicnce Advisory Com
mitlee(1973).
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those of others tackling society'sroblems, Iitiagitie a rather typical
high school of about 1,400 students. If each of thosestudents aver-
aged only one, hour a week in service W the community during a
school year, that community would, receive the benefit of'over 50,000
hours of student effort. Add in younger students, and multiply this
across the country, and a new meaning is added to the notion that
"Amcrica's"greatest uniappedsesource is its youth." .f ..

Youth Need to Participate

A. Psychological Needs of Adolescents t ri ti

A smallgir) enters the kitchen where her mother and father are
busily preparing for guests. She brightly asks how she can help and is
politely told that ter greatest cOntribution would lie to play quietly
and stay out of the way. This little vignette from everyone's childhood
is repeated over and over again in. our societal treatment of ackiles-
Ltz4=,

t.long with the emergence of prolonged atiolescence4and extended
schooling has come.the notion that this stage of life i$ a "holding peril.
od," an interval during which youth are expected to stay out of the
way, observe but not participate in.acrult life, and, most of all, enjoy
themselves and stay out yf trouble: There is something,wrong with
our socialization process when adolescence, the stage of life when en-
ergy and sometimes even idealism are highest, has become a time
when waiting is the central task, This is damaging both the commu-
nity and to the 'adolescent. The ctitiThuniCy is geniebd the contribution
that youth can make, and the adoiescent is denied the satisfaction
which cdmes from making a contribution, While everydne.wants to
feel bile or he makes a difference, this wish is'partictilarly strong dur-
ing adolescende. ,

The need for self-ilnportance and the need to make _a significant
contribution to the environment In which one lives are the &in' inant
psychological needs of adolescents. John. Mitchell (197,5), in fir useful
book on the topic, warns use tW these needs can only Ve fglfilled
through doing important work. It is not enough to tell young people
they are important. Neither receiving "warm fuzzies" for being the
target of,a "strength bombardment" will substitute f.o. rbujlding, work-.
ing, and creating tangible products thought important by the adoles-
cent and his close associates. In. the absence of important contribu-
tion, the adolescent invents habits and pastimes which ensure that
both his teenage and adult years will be impoverished and non-pro-
ductive; Meaningless ritual, exaggerated concern with popularity,
trivial social relationships, second-rate cynicisin, and psychological
apathy are some of the consequences of denying young people the
right to involve themselves in the essential work of the society. The
implications of this view of adolescent development for citizenship
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education are clear:" Because the full and healthy developme t of ado-
leicents requires thak they be engaged in constructive work and make
positive contributions, the, opportunities for civic involvemAnt must
not be viewed as -a nice "extiabut as a necessity for all students:
13: Implications of D elopmented7rgly

An equally uasive and systematic argument for youth participa-
tion can be de ed from the theories of cognitik developmental psy-6
chologi, as gr inded in the educational philosOphyof Job Dewey
a ..!led but y Jean Piaget and Lawrence KohltierliS.D* key con-
epts (and they a nly superficially summarized here) are that u-

man bein semove through. istinct stages of social and cognitive devel-
opment. Each stage is a unique way of interpreting experience and
understartaing the world. Whether or not growth and development
occur, from stage tp stage depends on she quality of interaction with
the environment, The crucial point is that growth does not occur au-
tomatically. In§tead, a person needsa series orsignificant interactions
with the environment to promote movetnenv,to higher stages of

. .

The developmentalist would not argue that learning through dire&
experience atone is sufficient to ;chiei71 developmental growth. Mille
experience is often a good: teach'er,it is not automatically. so, as both
our individual ahtl collective histories so painftilly demonstrite. We ,
have allanet a perion who tells us pompously that his judgment...is
superior because helps been in the "business" for 25 years. But does
he mean 25. years or 1 year tivies 2e .

Fro n developmental standpoint, learning ihcludes two basic" spheres. activitn (1) significant experience, in interaction with (2) care- A
ful reflection. Mereljr providing students with lectyres, readings, and/or
exhortations about citizenship will accomplish little. Some of the most

/recent findings of the surveyon citizenship of the National Assess-
, ment of Educational Progress 976, pP...25-26) bear this out. Though

we could reasonably assume at students were even accukate infor-
- matiqn lab° t the following:content areas,through their social stitclies,,,-, ,-t

curriculum, one-half of both 13- and I7-year-olds thought th4 ;,:
Pregident appbint members of Congress; 42 percent of 13-year-
olds and 14 rcent 6E.1,7-year-olds believed the Presidemis not re-
qUired to they the law; only 53.,Fkicent of the 17-year, -dld's and 3,,f.
percent; of the 13-year-olds. knew that each state had two senatorg in
she United Statei Senate; and half of the 13-year-olds diOnglit it is
against the lAw to start a new political party!

In summary, the practical implication of developmental psychology
for'citizenship education is that there is a need to provide students^
with new, s,timulating, and challenging'experiences, with the oppoiitt-
nity for significant social role-taking (the 'process of takingle per-
-speedy her), combined with careful reflection. The failure to,,,
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do this may result in the cessation of a p erson's piychologicalin-
, sellectual", ethical; personal 'growth.

Learning Requires Action

We can well imagine that a teacher or_administrator could have
read to this point, and even agreed With_much of what has been said,
without being moved to abandon his or her citizenship curriculum

replace it with a youth participation program. Putting aside the
question of the writers' ability to communicate and persuade, the
reader may reasonably wonder: ,(1) whether a participatory citizen-
shirprogram might not neglect many important facets of social stud-
ies' learning; and (2) wIfether participation/experience is really a very
effective way to learn. ..

The first question is relatively easy to answer. Whilwe strongly
advocate that community participation be included,, in the .repertoire
of methods inci ..tenship education, we Are not suggesting that it re-.,

place other approaches. Neither do we see it as a clear and infallible
guide to,specific content. An experience-based learning model, one
that requires students to pursue and apply their knowledge and skills
throrer very feal and significant' action, is compatible with and
should enhance the other emphases in the field, such as critical think...
ing, moral reasoning, the social science disciplines, law, structure of
government, and social problems. Knowledge of the specific content_
of the .13;11 of Rights, for example, may best be learned through mem-
orization. the application of this knot ledge, and even its retention,

,may require more engaging actiyity,.such as surveying community
attitudes toward 'constitutional rights or assisting a lawyer in a civil
liberties case. .

To,answer the second question on the effectiveness a experiential
learning, we must at least raise the matter of different modes or proc-
esses of learning. Olson and gruner 11'974), in an insightful article,

,Suggested that humans have available to them three different modes
cot learning. They learn through contingent experience, through ob-
nervation of models, and through ,symboliC systems. More actively

, stated, these are leaping br.doMg, by looking; and brbeing told. One
pof their maj6r c). inls is that while there are nearly always some dif-

.

frences in the modes, they "converge as to the knowledge they speci-
f y, but they diverge as to the skills they d6.eloP" (Olson & Bruner,

.711974, p. '132).4
There are common pieces of information about a legislative body,

for example,,that can be learned either through verbal and written
symbols, ortliough direct observation and experience. The ,skills
used to extract the information, however, are radically different..
Thus, an educatommust be concerned not only with the knowledge he
or she wishes to convey, but by "the mental skills, that are developed in
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- . the course of acquiring the knowledge" (Bruner & Olson, 1974, p.149).
While we cannot do justice to the complexity of this idea here, wedo want to suggest at least one implication. Schools, especiallysecon-dary schools (and, even more pliOu)arly, social studies courses),

have placed enormous emphasis .on learning through symbolic sys-.
terns. How successful we havebeen is open to question. But even if we
grant some' - success," the schools clearly have fallen short)n helping
students develop their observational and experiential patterns of
learning.-They may- beable to-readr-a boiak-and to cornprehtwd
cure, but how capable are they oEreading and comprehending their
own experiencesthe skills they will be called on to use most often in
their adult lives? Thus, to urge more youth participkion is not just tomake a plea for more satisfying educational experiences, or even for
more adequately trained citizens. It is to take a stand on the question
of the fundamental Skills which our students must have for thinking
about and dealing with their world.6

In addition to developing the skill4 of learning from contingent ex-
periences, the experienced-bases learning model can also enhance
more familiar classroom approaches. First, the °pont:. nity to do
something significant with and about what is taught jn the classroom
has the effect of increasing the students' motivation, as they begin to
see the connection between what they learn in school and experience
in the world, and feel the tension created by their own personal in-
vestment in the outcome. For example, we have had studpts sit with
rapt attention while we read the state regulations on nasing home
standards. They listened because they were angry about the treat-
ment given to the elderly in the facility in which they' volunteered.
Their motivation to learn the state regulations came from their per-
sonal relationship to the problem, their felt need for the ormaiion,and their serious intent to apply what they learned

Secondly, youth participation programs involve the students in
gathering-original data and in reality testing both their own conclusions
and those presented in the classroom or text. For example, a student
interning in a city attorney's office discovered a clear pattern in traffic
court decisions, leading her to the conclusion that there were "guilty
judges" and "innocent judges," a finding which challenged the text-
book's version of the dispassionate and even-handed rule of law.

'Her discovery suggests, thirdly, that students in youth participation
programs can gain practical experience in the difficult task of learn-
ing to generalize from particular instances to general principles, antotransfer this learning to new situations=in this case, she used her
handy bit of knTvledge in debates on the criminal justice system. Fur-

'Elsewhere we have .made a beginning attempt lo sketch out how skills in learning
from experience may be developed (Conrad and liedin, 1976).
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thermore, youth participation .programs engage students in critical
thinking and moral deliberation as they consider such issues as whether

.
challenge a policy about the treatment of children in an institution

...
for the retarded. One of our students was shocked when children who
misbehaved byere put in a darlitcloset,,euphemistically known as the
"quiet room." She had to decide whether this was a defensible prac-
tice, and then weigh the consequences (to herself and others) of chal-
lenging this policy against keeping quiet in order to maintain her vol-'
unteer role. She had to look at whether it was more important to
speak ou against inhumane treatmentof people, regardless of their

IQ, or be onsidered a misinformed and "troublesome" bolunteer. In
such cas it is clear that stbdentOvill alsO receibe personally meaning
fulleedback as t6;the correctness of their assessments and the c
sequences of their decisions.

.
The underlying central claim is that active participation engages

the student in the application of what he or she knows, believes, and
can do. When students act on their concern for the en. ironment, use
their knowledge of chemistry, to cbeck for pollution in a stream, apply
their knowledge of the political-legal system to finding ways to halt
the poHlution, or combine their knowledge of the facts of the case with
their ability to communicate them to others, they are engaged in the
acid test of all Learning that it can be applied cffectibelyain making a
positive difference in the world. ..

We as educators are not more inclined than anyone else to apply
-,bhat we know or teach. As Exhibit A, consider the principle we all
learned in "Economics I," called the law of diminishing returns (page
24 in our edition of Samuelson, 1964).A reasonable translation of this
principle is that successibe applications of similar material by similar
methods in similar settings (by similar people?) will have progressibely
less impact on the students and may eb en reach the "point of negatibe
returns." Contrasting the wide-eyed enthusiasm of first graders to the
glazed-eye boredom of twelfth graders gibes painful and c,ompelling
CN idence of the decreased power of the classroom expe. fence. By the
time a person is a senior in high schobl, he or she has already sat
through more than 12,000 rather similar hours of classroom instruc-
tion and become immune to the method and weary of its setting. It is
little wonder that a new course in, or a slight alteration of, the Citizen-
ship curriculum does not substantially affect student knowledge, atti-
tudes, or actions. .

Despite the daily reminders that we are faced with the impossible
task of entertaining a hostile audience for 13 years of their lies. we
somehow hold on to our faith in clasroom instruction. We would do
'well' to consider Arthur Schlesinger's (1975) gentle admonition to
educators:
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We alone know how limited and marginal our impact oierally is on the
boys and girls, the young men and young women, delivered by their fami-
lies to our passing and inevitably superficial care. We do the best we can,
but we do not have it within ourpower to repair all the inadequacies-of the
family, the church, the marketplace, the media, and other social institu-
tions, although they have it within their power to blame us for not doing so
(p. 1791.

Our modest suggestion is that a qualitatively different method, such
as youth participation, is more likely to engage 'and motivate the stu-
dent than will anothei. dose of classroom instruction:1,YOuth

,,-pation--is4lo more-a-panacea-than-any-Other-single liut--fog
most young people, community involvement activities in:any of its
formsteaching first aid to youngschildren, lobbying.at city .hall, or
painting the home of a poor familyis at the least a new experience.
Partly because of this novelty and accompanying challenge, such ex-
periences are usually found by students to be satisfying and enjoyable.
This is not a trivial-outcome. We are all inclined.to repeat satisfying
experiences, and, if the experience of citizenship education can be
that (and hopefully some of the other things we have suggested as
well), we may have come very close to achieving our goal.

With this we reluctantly, tclose our theoretical case for citizenship
education through youth participation. We have said more than -we
intended (and less than we could), but we did want to respond to
Newmann's thoughtful plea for more comprehensive rationales. To
the degree that we have couched our arguments in unorthodox terms
and categories, we did so- not to avoid the fundamental questions he
raises, but to approach them freshly, in the spirit,-if not the letter, of
his charge. The-rest of the Chapter is-devoted to descriptions and illus-
trations of the kinds of things young people have done as active citizens.
Perhafm this is no less a rationale than what lias preceded.

fForms of Youth Citizenship Participation

Like most educational "innovations," youth participation has devel-
oped more out of practice than from philosophy. Here and there
across the country individual teachers, adminisbratOrs, students, aid
parents have initiated 'programs to. meet their own interests, objec-
tiyes, and needs:--and, those of their community. One consequence is
that the programs do pot fall into neat categories. Some are for credit,
others are not. Some, are attached to particular disciplines or subject
areas, others are nOt., Some include a significant classroom com-
ponent, others do not, Similar forms of student action ma? be a
means to quite different objectives. Strikingly different student ac-
tions may be a means to quite similar objectives. While this creates
problems for people who thrive on neatcategoriessuch as academi-

/just as importantly, it is more likely to engage and motivate the teachers as well.
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clans and writers of articles-2k is likely of littleconsequence to anyone
else. As long.as the proponents have a sense of what they are after and
a reasonable plan for getting there, where the program fits into a
classification scheme is incidental.

We have'chosen to categorize our example's by the general nature
of the student action described. The "typologies" are not meant to be
taken with great seriousness, as the categories unavoiclably overlap
and ro rams could reasonably be placed in more than one section.
The se. is mainly to arrange the examples into a more Com-
prehensible pattern thana completely undifferenti,atedlisfing ofjndi-
vid ua I programs- would a fford-The-cr-itorix-w-have-used- for-soleaion
is that (1) we have some firsthand knowledge of the program, and (2)
each is a reasonable illustration of how students are acting' as .good
citizens to the benefit of the community and thernselves.8
SociallPolitical Action

The' most obviously relevant category of participatory citizenship
education is this one, which includes programs focused on student
efforts to influence public decision-making. The most common form
of such action is for students to become involvedin political cam-
paigns, to attend caucuses and political meetings, and to join party
and candidate organizationsusually on the urging .o their social
studies teacher. While we applaud such participation, and unasham-
edly -urge our on students to engage in'such activities, we' do not do
so with any illusion that they are particularly potent forms of citizen-

.' sbip education. Most political meetings are boring and rather'mean-
ingless. Most campaign jobs are tedious and trivial, with young volun-
teers getting the worst of a poor lot. Many of the incentives which
attract adult activists (persprial Or organizational obligation, habit, de-
sire to be with friends, or vested interest in an issue or candidate) do
not operate for' outhful participants. And while campaign work may
give some students a clearer 'picture of the tedium of politic'al life and
may generate a long-run political interest in others, it seldom brings
them close to the real mechanisms of public policy-making or gives
them either skills or experience in influencing community decisions.
For these, a different level of involvement is. requiredand not so
easily arranged.

One way for students to perform a more potent political role is to
join 'an active citizen organizatiOn. Minnesota has a rather effective
Public Int&est Research Group which depends on student in-
volvement and regularly assigns high school students tasks of-consid-
erable responsibility in investigating pollution, consumer .fraud and

'For a wider selection of more complete program descriptions, sec Conrad and He-
din (1975), National Association of Secondary School Principals (1975), National Corn-
miision on 'Resources for Youth (1974), and all issues of Synergut, published by the
National Student-Volunteer Program of Action. .
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safety rand theblike. Another avenue is for students to work directly
with state legislators or city councilpersons or to form their own re-
search and lobby groups around a particular issue' The authors
worked with one such group of students who lobbied intensively for
the-18-year-old civil rights bill and who later, when it became clear the
bill would pass both houses with or without their further involvement,
combined their knowledge of the legislation with their sensitivity to
student concerns to prodtIce a pamphlet explaining the new law to
other,students. The Governor saw the pamphlet and liked it so much
he ordered 80,000 copies to,be printed and distributed statewide.

Serying-as_tepresentatives of their own constituency, youth, is an-
other way for students to become involved in, the political world.
There are many examples of youth serving on local governmental
committees and commissions, though the success of such in-
volvements has been mixed. The example with which we began our
chapter about the two students who are elected representatives from
tbeir"high school tb a city-wide Committee on Youth Affairs in St.
Paul does illustrate that such involvements can be vehicles for exert-
ing influence over issues that relate to their age group, such as teen-
age employment and recreation, and for gaining theskills and con-
fidence to take action in public affairs.

But.most political action takes place closer to home. In the St. Paul
Open School, students operate a Consumer Action Service. Suidents
receive complaints from parents, teachers, other students, and the
general community about various consumer problems and attempt to
find redress for the injured, party. So far, they have handled more
than 50 cases in two years and have successfully resolved about 80 per
cent of them: The cases have \ranged from a student who thought he°
should get a refund from a movie theatre which advertised quadra-
phonic sound when it only had a single spefter, to the parent of an
Open School student who 'uelieyed her landlord owed her a large sum
of money for extensive damages caused by a leaking pipe. The stu-
dents have even opened a booth in the downtown shopping area to
solicit Lonsumer complaints from all over the city. In another form of
political activity, students in the New City School in St. Paul can par-
ticipaie in a Public Service Video c ss. They learn to use television as
an instrument of social influence th h such means as producing
documentaries of local problems.

.Finally%.experience in influencing policy can someu es be gained
within the school system itsself. Innumerable examples .ist of stu-
dents using their influence to eliminate dress codes, alter s spension
policies, create smoking lounges, and the like.

While it is possible to generate a respectable list of examples of
young people exerting political influence, it is still a relatively rare
phenomenon. There are many reasons for this, the most critical of



which are: (I) most students are not very "political"; (2) they (often
realistically) have little confidence that their actions could be con-
sequential; and (3) they lack the skill to mobilize what power they
actually have.

It is part of the contention of this chapter that it is through the less
obviously "political" actions such as volunteer service and community
projects that students may he most likely to develop a 'concern for
serious social problems and to build a sense of confidetice that their
actions can make a difference. /14 for skills, there is not much available

. in schools that realistically prepares students for effective political at-
non should they have the concern and confidence to try. One hopeful
approach has been outlined by Fred Newmann in Education for Citizen
Actiim (1975) and further-efaboraied in Skills in Citizen Action: An.fng-
lisli-Social Studies Program for Secondary Schools by .Fred. Newmann,
Thornas_Bertocci and Ruthanne Landsness (r977).
community Projects'

The kind of student projects we include in this category fall some-
where between the social/politkal action above and the agency volun-
teer work that 'follows.Jhey are volunteer work, but not with an
agency; they include social action, but action directed more toward
ameliorating a particular need than toward influencing public or in-
stitttional policy:In large part, they are projects which have been
inited, organized, and staffed by high school students with minimal
assistance from adults and with little or no connection with ongoing
community organizations. One of the strong merits of such projects is
that they provide the experience of organizing and participating in
group efforts toward common goalsa critical skill for citizens in.this,
or any, society.

Teenage Health Consultants is an organization initiated and run by
high school and college-age people in the Twin Cities area. It.began
iivitit young people who were involved with local teen' health chilies
and who were dissatisfied with the kind of health care and education
available to other youth. Of particular concern was the absence of
accessible and accurate information on sexuality. The response was to
train cadres of students to be health consultants to.their peers. Stu-
dents first participate in an 18-session training course: They then
share their newly acquired knowledge by staffing health and counsel-,
ing offices in schools; making presentations to school, church,, and
youth groups; developing educational materials; working in health
clinks and youth hotlines; and, most importantly, doing what could
be termed "leaning against the locker" consultation with peer?.

In another pioject, a group of Westport, Massachusetts, junior high
"science addicts" became concerned with their town's gluttonous on-
sumption of energy. Not satisfied with merely talking about the rob-

s lem, they helped a nature center cut its fuel consumption by 7 per
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cent by researching and installing solarized heating plant in
Center's greenhouse. Another example 01 kids coming to the aid }f
their community occurred in a medium-sized Midwestern city. The
city council was told that it needed a count of all the trees in the town
in order to obtain federal assistance for control of Dutch elm diseaie.
After being stymied for two years, the council was rescued by a veri-
table army of tree counters who completed the. job in less than four
week. Who were they? Citizens concerned about the welfare of their
community, who happened also to be elementary and junior high
school kidstrained and organized by students in a high school social
studies course.

Not surprisingly, youth projects come in a variety of sizes and styles.
Students manage and operate the only available recycling center in
some communities; in other places they produce and distribute a
community newspaper; in yet others they are building parks and us-
ing their talents to add a touch of artistry to their neighborhood; in-
dustrial arts, students redecorate and perform minor repairs in the
homes of low-income, elderly residents; home economics students
provide meal., for elderly residents near the school and run a shop-
ping service for others; students in science have advised their city gov-
ernment on where a bicycle trail can,be laid through a marsh with
minimal diMurbahce to local ecologyand on, and on, and on.
Volunter Servile

Often the best way ,to begin a youth participation program is by
pla ing students as volunteers in social service agencies. Here the
needs are already identified, supervision and expert guidance is on
the scene, and, most importantly, student, are genuinely needed and
thus assigned significant and responsible tasks. In such settings, the
value of their contribution is clearly recognized both by the students
and.their new adult associates.

In Hopkins, Minnesota, an old industrial town in the Minneapolis
area, the 12th grade,social studies course begins with a Community
Involvement Fair. Representatives from some thirty community a

agencies sit at tables in the streamer-bedecked library explaining to
students the needs of their agency and how the students can help, and
arranging mutually satisfactory volunteer commitments. Each fall, be-
tween 80 and 90 per, cent of the seniors choose to make such a com-
mitment as part of their social studies ..curse, and some 35016- to 18-
year -olds are thus added to the pool of people working to improve life
for others iii that community. In commitments ranging roughly from
two to 20 hours a week, students volunteer in nursing homes, elemen-
tary schools, day-care centers, the Red Cross, schools for mentally and
physically handicapped children, and in many other comparable
places. ,

What the studecnts actually do in these placement's varies widtly. In
a nursing home, rot example, some may primarily provide compan-
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ionship; others may help 'feed those who need such help, organize a
recreationfprogram, conducdaily physical exercises, help decorate
rooms, and much more. In the other agencies, a simirar variety .of
activities takes place, with students matching their energy, skills, and
imagination with the needs of agency and the people served by it.
Thai students are valued by the agencies is made dear through the
tasks assigned them and by. comments such as one made recently (to
ode of the authOrs) by an agency "do ector: "I sent my staff a memo
asking who needed volunteer help and got almost no response and
was puzzled untill noticed that I had failed to mention the volunteers
would be from Eisenhower High School. The next day I was flooded
with requests. Your kids have a good reputation here."

Such programs are being seen more and more often in Minnesota
and elsewhere. In Robbinsdale, Minnesotat a social studies program
which served as a model for the one described above sends more than
400 students into volunteer service each year. Two hundred junior
and senior high school students.in the Duluth Cathedra-Community.
Commitment program contribute 600 hours of service each week to
2,000 people in 58 different agencies. At Regina High School in Min-
neapolis, service to the community has become the unifying theme for
the entit-e school, and each department seeks ways to use what is
taught ;n its classes to help others within and outside the school. In
the Minneapolis Public Schools, a major projed is underway to make
youth participation an integral part of its secondary school program,
across all grade leveli and all subject matter areas. Volunteer service is
the largest part of this program.

Perhaps it is a measure of the narcissistic cynicism of our day that
volunteer service is self-righteously attacked as demeaning labqr, rec-
reation for the rich, the "band-aid" approach, "nice' but not very im-
portant, and as a way to divert energy fl.om the really cruial issues of
our day. What the detractors miss is that there are all ioo few exam-
ples of people reaching out to one another, acting on deep-felt con-

.. cerns, admitting that we may owe something to others, helping others
without expeaingRayment in return. Voltinteerism has played a vital
role in the history of American social % -are, is still the most common
form of direct citizen involvement, an- is the most common vehicle
for youth participation in the general community. It can break down
barriers between institutions and groups in the community; it can give
students the experience of truly making a difference.to someone; it
puts students in positions of leadership and responsibility; and it in-
volves them as active citizens, meeting significant community needs.
Community Study

By community study, we mean the application of social studies
skilissuch as conducting surveys and doing anthropological and his-
torical researchto community needs. Again this type of participa-
tion can take several forms, of which we will illustrate three.
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,One common form is the sury of community attitudes. In one
suburban community, the city cou it wanted to know how people

ikwerereacting to two recently complete public housing projects. In a
rural community, the ,town council' Want d to know how, the people
felt about six prominent community issues, nd in what order of im-
portance they would place them. In both ca s, rather accurate s-
veys were taken1Sy social studies students, and the results presented to
the council. While we still are not awed by the vat e of learning survey
research techniques, the students did learn so ething about this
method and about .comnainity attitudes on pant lar issues. In the
second example, the students' efforts had some iluence on the
council's policy:inaking. .
. Another form is the firsthand study of community stitutions. In
the Twin Cities, high school and college students are scr .ing as moni-
tors in community-based corrections facilities for juvenil . They re-
ceive training in participant observation and etbnographi research
methods,.and then live for several days in these group h es and
treatment facilities. The young people are uniquely qualifies, in that
they are close enough to the age'f the residentto quickly come
theieconfidants. The persp$tive of the young person is also va able
in assessing the appropriateness of Ce`treatment program for yo ith. .

The data collected by the yoinh monitors are shared with correcti ns
officials and the wider publi/k, to he:p make juvenile corrections pr -

grams humane and helpful. In many, other places, less controversia
on-site examinations of community agencies are conducted by stu-
dents.. For example, students learn about criminal justice in jails,
courts, and attorneys' offices; about health in hospitals; about eco-
nomics in banks and welfare offices; about ',city politics in council
chambers and neighborhood action centers.

A third form has been spurred by the success and publicity attend-
ing the Foxfire projectin Georgia. In large numbers of communikies,
young people are researching the history of iheir area, interviewing
older citizens, and producing newspapers, pamphlets, and the likg, In
some, they are relearning, the skills of die past, restoring old struc-
tures, rebuilding log cabins and sod houses and in.other ways helping
the community reclaim and preserve its heritage -.while themselves
gaining a sense of pride and belonging in their own city or town.
Internship;

Finally, something should be said about ipternships 'in which stu-
dents may spend from a few hours a week for a quarter to full time

-for a year with an adult with artistic, occupational, or academic expe-
rience of interest to the student. At their best, internships are a way to
get on the inside of an organization, to experience an occupation first-
hand, to get an in-depth view of how community decisions are made,
or to test clearly one's competence to fill an, adult role. At their worst,
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they are exercises in tedium in which the student's "task" is to watch a
boring bureaucrat attend lifelessly to trivial duties, where they (both
the student and the bureaucrat) are never given an assignment they
can care about or in which their own actions take any difference. For
such an experience, the student might as well stay..in school. Recently,
aThunicipal functionary told one of thejiuthors that he was reluctant
to have a high school intern because the student yOuld soon discover
that a 14- year -old could more than adequately do the ioli for which he
waTioald $25,000 per year!

In-Oregon, the state government has opened slots in virtually all its
state offices, and in the past few years hundreds of Salem area stu-
dents have had internships (or extend observations) with govern-,
ment Officials as part of is ht Govern ntal Responsibility and Student
Participation (GRASP) progra dents study the state government
extensively in the classroorn t give them an overall pictute of the
decision-making process an to help them see ho "their" de rt-
ment'sictivities fit into a larger picture.

InDeCaiur, Georgia, government students, after a semester of
observe the work of department heads in vAious city offices.

Thby then undertake projects neededby these departments, such as a
study of the cost of crime, a suiyey of rat infestation, or a history of
the cemetery with predictions of future needs for burial space.

In these states and elsewhere, other students act as interns with
mayors, prosecutors, judges, lawyers, newspaper editors, artists, busi-
nesspersons, welfare workers, and even school officials. The quality of
these eiperiences varies so widely that it is difficult to make any valid
generalizations about them except to say that their value depends on.

I. Identifying slots that have the potential for significant action by a
' high school student (Associating with a judge may be interesting

for a while, but how often does he need the advice and counsel of a .
teenager in reaching a verdict?);

2. Finding adults who can recognize and actualize the potential in the
placement (Are there real tasks in the organization that students
can do?);

3. kocating sponsors who are willing to support and guide tt;e stu-
-dent's learning, particularly if the student is primarily an observer;

4AsSigning only students Who are independent and self-directed. to
internships, A senior in a Minneapolis high school Said it best: "If
you are going to get anything out of an interiiship in the county
attorney's office, you have to see everything as a way to learn. If
you are asked to file some documents, read them. If you are wait-
ing for the attorneys, eavesdrop on -conversations..in t6.waiting
room. And, most importantly, never'stop asking questions."
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Program Models
Good ideas in education are superfluous if they cannot be trans-

lated into actual school programs. Even if it is accepted that both the
student and community will benefit from the direct participation of
youth, and that there is a multitude of significant involVements for,
young people in the social and political arena, some may still doubt
_whether,such programs can be incorporated into their school struc-
ture. Such skeptitism, is not u founded., Those attempting to include
experience -based learning in tbs 9tirricutum will be faced with a myri-.
ad_of_obstacles' traditional 1;0CM-concerning the caretaking -talc of
the high-school; presumed immaturity of the Students; rigid curricu-
lum requirements; problems of time, transportation, and liability; in-
flexible schedules; skeptical parents, staff, and students. Yet hun-
dreds of high schools are offering community service and social action
programs so the problems are not insurmountable. There is pot

,space in thi chapter for a very comprehensive dethiling of possible
models, b t we can give some indications of the range of ways in
which many schools have attacked the structural problems..9
Volunteer Bureau

In this type of program, students volunteer for the intrinsic value
of volunteering (and perhaps to bieak the tedium of the school day)
and receive no academic credit for doing so. In some cases, the work
is done during the student's unscheduled timeafter school, of dur-
ing a study hail, especially if it can be placed near lunch or at the end
of the day. A coordinator, either on a full- or part-time basis, identifies
and places students in involvement opportunities and follows up and
reviews each student's work. Usually this is a school employee, but
may be someone from a community organization such as a Voluntary
Action Center or local service club.
Community Action Credit

In this Second category, community experiences are not only facili-
tated and encouraged by the school, but are also accredited. Often, a
community service credit is given for an established number of work
hours. For example, fOQ hou,rs = I semester credit. This may or may
not be used in lieu of some other credit, such as social studies or hu-
manities. A common procedure is for a student to prepare a proposal
outlining what he or she wants to do, for how long, for what purposes,
and, with what product (if any) to be produced in the end. This is
reviewed, by a faculty advisor or program coordinator. If approved,
the student acts on the proposal in the time blocked out. For some, it
may be one full school day a week, for others it may be after-school
activities; and in some cases, students may be given from a month to a

For a more detailed account by the authors of this chapter, see Conrad and Hedin
(1974. pp. 22 -28).
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semester away from school to participate. In structure, this model is
very similar to the various independent study options and Senior Se-
megter programs available on most college and some high school cam-
puses.
Laboratory for an Existing Course . _

This kind of program has enabled many schools to introduce a
community action component into their academic program with little
or no immediate change in curriculum, school structure, or staff de-
ployment. In this model, students in existing courses use either long-

--terrn-Zominunity-action-or-extended-obiervatiun as d way to 'reality
test" course content, gather data and examples, and make use of what
is learned in the class. Students may engag'e in the community activity
during school hours or after Ichool, depending on the student's
schedule and agency I., ed. This is often done in lieu of a,more dis-
tasteful requirement, suth as a research paper. Generally, the class-

- room teacher is r sponsible for helping students find appropriate off -
campus experie es and for the general supervision of students. In
some cases, o day a week is set aside specifically for, talking about
the involvem t activities.
Community In lvement Course e

'This model epresentspn attenipi to combine the strongest features
of the previou wolnto a course which exists as an integral part of the
school's athdera rogram. Here the community experience forms
the heart and is the entral focus of the course, but it is combined with

'an ongoing classroo experience where the emphasis is on providing
some information, skills, and generalizing principles to direr.., assist
students in interpreting their experiences end operating more sue- .
cessfully in their placements. A typical example would be a one-se-4,
mester social studies class meeting two .hours each day. Students
spend four days (8 hours) in the field and one day (2 hours) in class.
The additional hours per day (for teacher and student) are gained by
giving the student double social studies credit or an additional elective
credit or by making the course multi-disciplinary. Here, the necessary
time is directly built into bOth the teachers' and the students. sched-
tles arid lessens or eliminates the need for extra staff, studen,ts miss-
ing classes', and so forth.
Action Learning Centers

A 'fifth approach, a district-wide learning center, can allow'for more
specialized and varied community involvenfent programs than ah
single high school can usually offer. 1'1J-this "bode!, students from sev-
eral high schools liave the option of atitnding a learning center for a
part of the day. Typically, a student might spend half-time for a se-
mester at the center. There are several advantages to such an ap-
proach. First, it allows the teachers who have skills and experience
with youth participation to work with studenti from ,all over the dis-
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trict. Secondly, It provides a meehanish for initiat ing action-lean ging, .

without the dissension that changing the curriculum and the scheMle
might cause in some schools., It also increases the available pool of
students for specialized, offerings. An action learning center can af-
ford to offer courses that a single school could n& justify in terms of
student'demand. Obviously this is best suited for Iprge schooystems
or a consortium of smaller ones. _ $_

$
-Sequence of Courses and Experiences

.
This is the most ambitious Inridel,WiliCii-may explain. its infrequent

appevance in secondary stliors".tcWhere suc m Is do eaaz:their.
.koal is often directed toward the 'development of th kills, motiva-
tion, and competencies for effective social and political a ism. T
goal, according to the proponents of this approach, can on ac-
complished over a considerable period of time and through an in-

.
tcgrated sequentetPclassrpom and community experiences. Usua)0,
such a curriculum combines: (1) formal courses on such topics as so-
cial problems, communication, politics, values, and ecolOgy; (2) com-
munity- oriented asMgritnents in these courses; and (3) a practicum

rience, providin /for sustained participation in a community
prs ct. .

Co eluding Note/ ,
Ve make np,cIalin to having d iscovered a new approach tociti2en-

shi education' That''adolescdnts should learn, and perhaps "earn,"
7

their craze Irp through productive effort in the community is stiii
the norm in, ost ofthel world. It was not that long ago in our country
that teenagers were counted on to fill significant roles. That someone
would have fel compelled to deliberately promote this idea would:

.have seemed i sane a century ago!
But indus ialization changed many among them the roles l*

of youth d the means by which they are tiained to be productive v
adult citi ns. By the turn ot the century, progressive educators such
as John D wey were already, citing the need for more significant tasks
fOr uth. the 1930s, the emphasis was on society's need for the

ssn-4
%;

,0.

ontribution f young people, and educator § such as George Counts
(1932) were eve e the Schools Build a New Social Order? In
the early 1950s, there was a other "reincar tion" of the idea of
youth participation in the for of'eolinnbi large, but short-lived,
Citizenship Education Project. I is now 1970s, and we dffer this
chapter as evidence that good e
just redi :overed every twenty ye rs.

cational ideas never die. They are

6
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Chapthr Four

Citizenship 'Education
. .and the .SloTtk Learner

Charles K. Curtis,
-3

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss citizenship ecluCation for
slow-learning students and to propose one approach that might be
employed in classes for these students at the secondary' level. The
intent is not to provide a definitive statementif, indeed, such h state-
ment were.possibleto resolves *once and for,all the numerous prob,
!ems in this area. rn fact, it is likely that more questions will be raised
than answered.

A brief descriptioTi of the population of concern is in order. Pres-
ently; a number of terms are used to refer to slow-learning,.non-aca-
demic, and non-regular program students in today's schools. Many of
these expressions are ambiguous, misleading, psychologically un-
sound, value-laden, and, to the students to whom they refer, probably
(pike einbarrasSing. Although initially these,terms were conceived so
that a particular school population might be more precisely identified
(and thus their educational needs more adequately diet), the prolifer-
ation of terms that cuik ehtly exists serves only to add confusion to an
already an.hiiuous systeen of categories. Recent perusals of the litera-
ture have revealed that, whereas "disadvantaged," "culturally de-

and "ghetto youth" described discrete student populations
when first introduced, these terms, along with "terminal students,"
"educationally-subnormal," "somewhat backward," "socially disad-
vantaged," "alienated," "inner-city children," "slum children," "minor-
ity pupils," "educationally deficient," "undereducated,' and ;slow
learners" are now being used to describe similar populations of stuikeiVs
iPassow Sc Elliot, 19/.68, p. 3; Storen, 1968, pl:l3; Weber, 1974, pp. ,18-
19). Regardless of the ways in which the terms are used, however, it is
reasonable to assume that within each group.of students will be a num-
ber to whom the original connotation of the word "slow learner" would
have applied. While, no doubt, an argument contesting the practice of

CHARLES K. CURTIS is an 4ssistant Professor with a dual appointment in the
Dtpartments of Social Studies Instruction and Special Education in the Faculty .of
Eduption, the University of British Columbia. He has taught slow learners and non
academic students in several junior and senior secondary schools in the Vancouver area.
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classifying students according to the criteria implied:by these caw:
gories could be developed (see Nirimicht & Johnson, 1973), classifica-
tion stems are part of the educator's tool bag; they continue to exist
because, if prOperly used, they have a certain utility for curriculum
planning.

Nevertheless. it is with some reservation that the students with
;hom this cha-pler is concerned are described as "slow learners," a
term popularized by, among others, Abramowitz (19.r, 1963, 1968,
1970), Ingram (1960),)ohnson (1963), Abraham (196459), and Sheltbn
(1971). Generally these student; are characterized as possessing below
average intelligence, as experiencing difficulties with conventionally
taught subjects, and as having poorly developed reading skills. Addi-
tionally; as d group, these students may record a greater number of
absences from school and may 3-e more subject to breaches of school
discipline than students in academic programs. Furthermore, contin-
ued failure to achieve academic success may'have resulted in lowered
self-esteem and a decreased sense of worthiness', particularly in the
school environment. -

According to some estimates (for example, Tansley & Gulliford,
1960, p. 6; Telf6rd & Savirey, 1967, p. 1963, perhaps one:fifth of the
school population might be categorized as slow learners The propor-
tion of slow learners to regtilar program students in a pargcular
school population may vary depending`uport the nature of the com-
munity from which the-student population is drawn. Theie is a ten-
ciencysfor the number of students manifesting the, characteristics of
slow learn...rs to be higherfin schools whose students come from low
socioeconomic areas and to be lower in schools located in affluent
middlciass communities. 1%esently, both in the United States and
Canad slow- learning students a7e enrolled in special work-oriented

_prograrns, in classes of tho regular .program especially composed of
low-achreying and reluctant students and usually designated as
"adapted," "modified," o'r "-x'rcoUrses, and,-though perhaps less cOm-
monly, in integrated acadettc- glasses. When enrolled in integrated
classes, slow-learning students- tend to be somewhat older than their
classmates.

Objectives of Citizenship Education a

Citizenship.education has long been considered-14 special ecitic'a-
.

tors to be an importatht aspect of the'social studies program for slow°
learners. The primary goal of the'utizenship education program for
slow-learning students, is in accord %vitt; that for the regular social
studies program: to prepare students for ;responsible, involved citi-
zeristiip in a democratk socie,ty. Despite this common aim, however,
the characteristics o£ the "model" citizen described by social studies

'educators bear little Similarity to the qualities of-good citizenship de-
scribed in the literature regarding the slow learner.

./



An examination of a number of articles and books' relating to citi-
zenship education and written during the past half-century reveal d
that the attribute most frequently ascribed to the model citizen as
that he or she possess a reasonable knowledge of hid communi y's
economic, social, and cultural problems and that he or she be c rn
mitted tosileir resolution. The adherence to a belief in the equalitj of
individdals and the manifestation of a concern for the constitutional
rights of all citiiens ranked second in the lists of characteristics. Other
characterizations of the good citizen, in order of frequency, were re-
spect for law and order in society, open-mindedness to the opinions
of dthers and receptiveness to new facts; appreciation for both %the
rights and responsibilities of citizenship: and possession of the deci-
sion-making skills requisite for effective participation inthe detInO-

cratic process;
In contrast to the preceding, for the slow learner the, primary at)ri-

bute of good citizenship was that he or she be gainfully employed and
possess acceptable ,work*. habits. The second most frequently me
honed criteria were that he or she respect and obey the law and have
rudimentary knowledge of local statutes. A third commonly stated
characteristic was that the spyi-learning adult should share in the "re-
sponsibility" for the quality of life in the local community. Responsi-
bility was variously interpreted to include: accepting responsibility for

.- one's own family; maintaining the house and furnishings in a good
state of repair; respecting a neighbor's property; treating neighbors
in a courteous manner; helping to keep the neighborhood clean, qui-
et, and orderly; and, returning borrowed articles.

A comparison ,of the two sets of descriptions suggests a marked
contrast in expectations. Whereas the citizen educated in the regular
program is to be,socially aware, sophisticated and capable of dealing
with the problems of society, while manifesting a mature, unselfish,

. concern for the welfare of his fellows, the graduate of a program- for
slow learners is to demonstrate good- citizenship by being an em-

., ploied, law-abiding, non-disruptive membgr of the community. In-
.4kleed, while descriptions of the model citizen imply ajfaith in the dem-

ocratic ideal of participation, by 'implication it would "seem that the
expectation of some educators has been that the slow learner not be-,
come an encumbrance on the rest of society. This position was suc-
cinctly expressed by Kolstoe (1970, p. 28) when he wrote that good
citizenship for mildly retarded adults would be exercised "19rgely by
not becogiing bkirdens on society, rather than by positive vic act; el

ties."

'For emamplc. Washliurn.(19.33, pp: 124-138). Quillen WHanzia (1948, p.60). Crary
(1951), ,Carpenter & Spiesekc (1953, pp. 1-18), Wesley & Wronski (195g, p. 78),
Roselle (1966).
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Citizenship Education Programs
4?;A sOmeithat similar contrast was disclosed when the course content

of a variety of high school citizenship education programs2 for both .groups of students were compared. As Newmann noted in Chapter
One, citizenship education. in American sc:iools (arid, to same extent,
Canadian schools. also) has been organized around a variety of ap-
proaches. Among the most frequently described programs for achiev-
ing the goals of citizenship education have beer? those consisting pri-
marily of a study of the growth of democracy in the United States.
Programs centered on the historical study of the evolution of democ-
racy are based on the assumption that the appreciation of democratic
ideals and thr comprehension of democratic institutions and process-
es a're promoted by the knowledge of their 'historical development.
Occupying a position of importance in citizenship education similar to
that of history are the traditional civics programs in which the drgani-
zation of munia al, state, and federal governments, the election
processes and the r ponsibilities of elected representatives, and the
domains of the severs levels of government are studied.

The influence of je ome Bruner was reflected in many 'social stud-
ies programs devel4ed daring the last decade. Though citizenship
education remained a primary concern of social studies educators,
social studies was defined to include-instruction in the concepts and
inquiry Mode's of history and the several social science disciplines.
Lately, values education programs have begun to make an impact on
citizenship education.

Little concern for the latter approaches to citizenship educati6n
could be-found in the writingsiof special educators or social studies
curricula for slow-learner programs. In addition to simplified history
and governmerii-c-nr_ricula modeled after the aforementioned
courses, slow-learn i ng itnclen ts in secondary schools_hav_e_beenof-
fered a fare that included lessonioh-patriotism, national symbols, hol-
idays and traditions, and famous citizens. Fuithermore, studies con-
cerned with nculcating the student with a sense of responsibility for
hiihself an his family, with making and keeping friends, with accept-

,

ing community responsibilities, with the use of leisureaime, with the
role played by religion in society, and with occupational. preparation
have been common occurrences,hypclasses for slow learners, In one
large metropolitan area, the studendts in a secondary slow-learner pro-
gram were taught to "dispose of their garbage properly," to turn off

t and water fatkets, and to "feed birds and help protect their [the
birds' s."

ti
Comparisons such as these suggest t athat sizable number of educa-

tors cidubt that most slow learners ;All play any more than a passive

2Reforerkes available frpm the aqthor upon request. -
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, role in the political life of their co murkity 01 nation. Such a view'
raises serious questions about ouvommitinent to the concept of par-
ticipatory democracy, a commit' ent highlv'espoused by both Ameri-
can and Canadian societies. It eems ironic to note.that when the na-
tion is threatened with war, o one doubts the capability of men and
women who may have be designated as slow learners during their
school yearsto serve the country. In time, of national crisis, we fail to
see the relationship o participatory citizenship to intelligence.

Assumptions Baii
to Many Citizen ip Education Programs for Slow Learners

Consider f, a moment some of the basic assumptions that, either
intentional or unintentionally, seem to have significantly affected
citizensh education for slow learners. As mentioned earlier, the first
and pr. ably the most important assumiction seems to bethat, when
slow .earning students reach adulthood, they «ill play, either by

ice,or circumstance, an inactive part in the decision-making ptoc-
sses in their community. The validity of this belief has seldom been

/ challenged in the literature. Perhaps, at least in part, it results from
educators' experiences with slow learners in social studies classes.
Their apparent lack of interest in the -social studies has been Well
documented (see, for 'example, Dimitroff, 1965, p. 188;' Frerichs,
1969, p. 213; Strom, 1965, p. 87; Curtis, 1972). Whether or not it is
sound practice to infer future citizenship behavior from students' atti-
tudes toward social studies is open to question. If, however, many
adults prekiously identified as slow learners do accept a passive role in
the affairs of the community, it may be that the limited expectations
for slow learners and the simplified, often childish Curricula they gx-
perience in the schools inhibit their desire and ability to function cf-.
fectively as deinocratic citizens. -

A second assumption that seems implicit within the description of
the attributes of good citizenship for slow lei netts is that they are not,
to be expected thmake rational decisions about the problems of thejr
society. This belief presumes slow learners lack the intellectual
faculty to understand the nature of such problems and to make rea-
sonable of proposed courses of action that might be taken
to ameliorate them. It is relevant to note herc that there.is little evi-
dence to suggest that slow -learn,ing adults (if; indeed, they may be
referred to as such once they leave school) are any less able than the
Majority of other citizens to comprehend and form sensible opinions

..about-the problems 'Facing society. After monitoring radio "hot- line"
broadcastsjn Vancouver, British Columbia, for a number of years, I
have concluded that when no particular scientific expertise was re-
quired to understand a specific pro lem, and when syntactical and
grammatical errors were overlookeyi, the opinions expressed on the
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au- by many interested, knowledgeable, but uneducated persons were
not essentially different in quality from those expressed by n`gany obs i-/
ously bright and articulate persons..

American and Canadian societies purport to prize rationality. Par-/ ticular emphasis is placed on intelligent decision-making beim% ior at
the polls. Although we may often assume that, as adults, slow learners
will be less competent and qualified voter than will average and
bright pupils, sufficient evidence to support the argument that slow,
learners vole less intelligently than the great majority of the popu-
lation could not be found in the literature. Indeed, is there any empir-
ical, data that imply that the patterns of voting behavior for slow
learners are in any way different or unique? Again, my experience
with the "hot-lines" suggests that, during any provincial or federal
election in Canada, persons who (as indicated by the quality of their
speech and the manner in which they express themselves) might ear-
lier have been in Classes for non-academic students will,,clepending
upon the nature of the issues being discussed, express opinions_that_
indicate support for an array of programs that.range. frcm the politi-
cal right to the left.3

Certainly, one may ,question the assumption that slow learners as
adults are any less able to deal with the complexities of societal prob-
lems (at the level at which citizens are reasonably expected to handle
the issues involved in the problems) than are graduates from regular
programs. With the possible exception a two studies reported thirty
years agb (Gates, 1946; Pace, 1949), /large-scale political socialization
research has continually failed to produce evidence that graduates
from, high school programs are adequately prepared to rationally
consider problems and issues in contemporary scciety (Melbo, 1936;
Wilson, 1938, pp. 84-89; Langton and Jennings, 1968; Bagby, 1974;
Sanstead, 1975). Following a study of the research conducted prior to
1963, Newmann (1963) concluded that few citizens are interested in,
or bave any knowledge of, 'their community affairs, that a large
number of voters fail to "perceive the candidates' stands on various
issues," that a substantial percentage of the adult population does not
exercise the franchise, and that polpally concernc . persons tend to
associate with groups that their views. And there is some
evidence that suggests that intelligence might not be a significant fac-
tor in this area. Price (1951) reported research studies conducted with

3h is interesting w note that during its brief period as the Government of British,
Columbia, the socialist New Democratic Party had the avowed support, of the blue-
collar unions while at the same time it had a greater number of university.educateci
membertthan the other font. partics.collectively, Quite obviously, education was less a
factor in party selection than other variables. Only to the extent that a general tck of
education affects the kinds of vocations open to slow learners, with the possible ;quit
that many slow learners may have similar economic and political concerns, is it probable
that education (and, perhaps, intelligence) has any effect upon voting behavior.
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_large groups of very bright to superior secondary school students that
led to the conclusion that a great majority of the students possessed a
"serious lack of social sensitivity concerning community problems and
astartling absehce of community citizenship experience."

One might also question whether there is reason to believe that
positive relationship exists between intelligence and attitude toward
basic democratic freedoms. Investigations conducted at Northwestern
University (Mack, 1956) and Clark University (Nash, 1959) disclosed
that a large measure of disagreement about fundamental rights exist-
ed among supposedly bright college students. In what may well be the
only large-scale survey that attempted, to compare the 'attitudes of
"dull-normal" students (enrolled in the senior secondary grades) wit)?
"superior" students, no significant difference was noted in the pat-
terns of, the responses of the two groups to questions that had them
indicatei whether ihey would any civil liberties to deviant or
controversial members and groups in their community (Seaval, r962).

There appears, then, to be reason for questiortieg the basic assump-
, tions upon which many citizenship education progratos for slow
learners have been developed. It may be that we have been operating
for too long on suppositions for which we have insufficient empirical
evidence. By so doing, we may tave severely narrowed the scope and
lessened the quality of the experiences offered to slow learners in the
citizenship education program. Without, data that give credence to
these assumptionsove should set them aside and accept our com-
mitment to pre parse slow-learning students for active citizenship in
their community. This is not meant to suggest that we ignore the qual-
iti6, of citizenship that have been advocated for slow learners. There
is no reason to quarrel with objectives th:.t are concerned with ade-

\quate vocational preparation and. the development of citizens who ac-
cept responsibility for maintaining themselves and their families, and
who attempt to live peacefully with their neighbors. These are com-
mendable Objectives fiir all students, My contention is that until the
citizenship qualities of slow learners are enlarged to encompass the
characteristics now reserved for the model citizen described earlier,
they fall short of an acceptable goal. If we are to err in our expecta-
tions for slow learners, it seems more in keeping with our concept of
deinocracy to aim too high, rather than too low..

Preparing Learning Experiences
Before we examine one approach that seems to be appropriate for

use with slow-learning students in high schools, some consideration
mast be.given to learning styles. It is difficult to talk with any great
amount of certainty about the learning styles of slow-learningstu-
dents. In fact, it is probable that the methodologies suitable for these
students are the same as those that are effective with students in the
academic program.
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According to comments made in the literature (by, for example:
Featherstone, 1951, p. 43; Magnifico, 1958, p. 129; Ingram, 1960, p.
217e, Johnson, 1963, p. 312; Fames, 1970), social,studies presented in
special education classes should be organized into small, concise units
of study and taught in a fairly structured classrOom environment in a
manner that provides for numerous concrete, firsthand experience's.
Moreover, some special educators have contended that social studies
is most successfully taught when a wide diversity of learning experi- .

ences is utilized and provision is made for practice,, repetition; and
review. The importance of- making instruction concrete through the
extensive use of field studies, community resource persons, and.
audio-visual materials as means for encouraging active student partic-
ipation has often been mentioned. Classroom teaching techniques
such as role-playing, creative dramatics, socio:drama, and debate
have-a-kb-brim-suggested iii e literature as being suitable and ef-.
fective methods for involving students in a particular study. Further-
More, using group and committee work as means for furnishing dem-
ocratic experiences in group leadership, in the acceptance of respon-
sibility, in elle resolution of differences of opinion, and in group
planning is ago widely advocated.

Again, certain basic assumptions have been made concerning the
nature of the slow learner. As a group, slow learners are portrayed as
living in a world of concrete objects, rather than abstract, ideas
(McFeely, 1944, p. 64; Hetk, 1953; pp. 329 -347; Nickel, 1957; p. '-

/ 373). Because of this, they are seen to possess a greater faculty for
learning by "seeing" and "doing" than for learning through tl-devel-
opment apd application of abstract generalizations. In the sat vein,
they are described as learning best when they are active, involved par,

'ticipants in the study (Conovitz, 1939; Schmidt, 1942; McLendon,
1,965, p. 246), rather than passive observers, the role too often re-
quired of students in regular classes. Additionally, slow learners are
considered to have limited powers of concentration (Tanstey & Gulli-
ford, 196Q, p. 169; Garton, 1961; Northam, 1961), and this quality is
said to be manifested in an attention spanat least in the classroom
that is decidedly shorter than that of their peers in the regular pro-
gram. As a consequence, slow learners are said to become 'restless,

'bored, and uninterested, and to misbehaveas they quickly,tire of the
activities of a particular class period. The literature also characterizes
the slow learner as having a narrow range of interests (see Utley, .

1961). .

Suitable content forthe social studies program in slow-learner
Classes haS also been described in the literature. Generally, educators
have recommended that the content should be selected from the con-
temporary scene, should have a "here and now" quality, should pro-
vide direct contact with reality, and, at least during the initial stages of
the study, should be related to the everyday experiences,. of the stu-
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dents (Winterbourn, 1944, p. 165; Waite, '1971, p..103; Schwartz,
_1975, p._27). Perhaps Webster's/(1966, p. 586) comment that content
for the social studies program should not be "far removed from the
realities of life in both time and space" best describes the criteria that
are said to determine suitable course content in social studiesko-
grams for slow learnerst.fln addition to the plea For content that is
current, authentic, and topical, it should be relex7ant to the needs and
experiences,of the students (Carl, 1970; Hartmann, 1970).

As with the previous assumptions, the validity of these assumptions
aboutlearning needs to be examined. PtTsently, our knowledge of the
kinds of learning experiences that are appropriate for slow learners_
in social studies classes is limited, consisting primarily of the observa-
tions of 'classroom teachers. In addition, usually only those lessons
that have gone pkrticularly_well are reported in the journals. This-
would appear to ba,a field that is ripe for experimentation. -

Several problems seem,to be inherent in some of the suggestions
made for planning learning experiences for slow learners. First, if we
adhere too closely to them and limit our teaching to the "concrete"
and avoid abstractions, we may exclude the development and applica-
tion of useful generalizations, an important aspect of social studies
instruction. Second, because of a concern for the alleged "short inter-
est spans" of slow learners, we may be inclined to offer them brief,
Superficial, discrete units of study. that fail to. provide for in-depth
investigations or for the development and practice of particular skills
(e.g., of critical thinking) that require extensive repetition and appli-
cation if they are to be learned, even at an elementary level. Third, to
adhere too closely to these suggestions may result in the overtise of
audio-visual materials and the near total exclusion or newspapers,
magazines, and other kinds of print materials from the social studies
class.4

Despite the impoverished state of research in this area, we-can be
reasonably confident that slow learnersand, indeed, perhaps most
studentswill profit from instruction that attempts to actively involve
them in the learning experiences. Additionally, selecting.content that
has meaning to the students and that they can accept as being relevant
to their lives and education should be an effective approach with both
slow learners and, academic program students.

Although not frequently referred to in discussions of social studies

'The tendency to minimize reading in the social studies class has been noted by,
among others, Jarolimek (1967, p. 163) and Dempsey (1972, p. T7). Opposition.to this
practice was voiced by Abramowitz (1963), who cogently argued that to attempt to
avoid the reading problems of slow learners by employing non-print materials was, In
fact, merely to beg the issue. Indeed, he contended, the social studies program should
"address itself" to the problem, and social studies teachers should feel Obligated to
provide instruction designed to increase the reading skills of all their students.
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instxuetion for slow learners, a study veported by Rosenberg (1962)
has some bearing on the topic. Following a ratherextensive investiga-
tion of adolescent self-image; Rosenberg concluded that a relation-
ship existed between self-concept and interesi in public affairs. On the
basis of this relationship, Rosenberg postulated that people with low
self-concepts tended not to discuss public affairs as often as those with
high self-conCepts. Such a condition was probable, he suggested, be-
cause of the "threat" posed by the possibility that one's opinions might
be scorned or ignored., and because people with low self-concepts are
"dottbtful that, they have anything worthivhile to contribute." Con-
cern for the development of satisfactory self-concepts has long been
espoused by special- educators. This concern has particular signifi-

nce for social studies teachers of slow=learning students. In order
torcitizens-to-f-unction effectively in their community to exercise any
control over their existence, they must be aware (at least to some ex-
tent) of the problems. Of their society. Attempting to change self-con-
cepts by utilizing learning strategies designed to provide students with
successful experiences would seem to be appropriate pedagogy in
slow-learner classes, -

The InieStigation of Contemporary. Community Prqblems,

We'return for a moment to the qualities that.characterize model
citizehs, inferences can be made about the specific skills and attitudes
they probably possess. Re4ling skills, for example, are implied in the
statement that each "possess a reasonable knot+Clge of his commu-
nity's ... problems." Although television will probably continue to
play an important ro.le in informing us of significant events as they
occur, newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, and so forth often provide
a greater variety and depth,of information, and they have an advan-
tage over television in that they can be read and pondere4 at one's
leisure. Moreover, in order to deal intelligently with all tlie informa-
tioq that they receive, and to make rational decisionson the basis of it,
citihns must possess, at least to a rudimentary degree, the skills of
critical thinking. 1r, as described, model citizens are, committed to the
resolution of societal problem's, they should know of the various ac-
tions one might lake -to effect change in a democratic manner. Among
the attributes our citizens ought also to possess are a belief in their
own worthiness add a degree .of confidence adequate- for discussing
their points of view with others, a receptiveness to the opinions of
others, and a tendency to espouse basic 'dentoaatic rights for all per-
sons.

If we dir ct our instruction toward the development of these skills
and attic des that (along wittiothers) help to define the model citizen,
then onf elaiin that we are concerned with educating sto*!earners fOx
effective participation has more subitaiiceihan if we limit, our prima-/
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. . ..
ry objectives to preparing students with occupational skills. Such, a
proposal, howe'ver, raises many 9uestions, such as:

(1) What are effective:pedagogie; for increasing slow learners' aw*are-.
` ness of societal problems? _. ,

(2) Does the awareness of societal problems lead to an interest in in-.
vestigating them?

(3) Does a commitment to the resolution of contemporary problems
result from an awareness of the problems?

(4) To what -extent can slow-learning students be taught critical
thinking skills? . ' ,

(5) What degree of critical thinking skills is necess,u y for evaluating
the'dRta relevant to a particular problem an for weighing pro-
pOsed alternativesolutions to the_problerr ) _ 2 _

(6) L/o persons with special training in critical thinking tend to em-
ploy these skills to think rationally about public issues? .

. (7) What strategies are appropriate for increasing reading skills in
social studies classes for slow learners?

(8)' Does the development of reading skills lead to increased interest
in reading, particularly of newspapers and magazines?

At,

) (9) What learning experiences can be provided to increase self -con-
cept,cept, reduce dogmatism, and positively affecbattitude toward basic

t
. civil rights?

.

- It is not or purpose, nor are we presently able, to provide ade-
quate responses to all of these quesiions. Several, in fact, are not limit-
ed to the domain of the, special educator. The questionSIre suggested
because,they are germane to the development of ratioriale fog in-
cludingithe study, of community problems in slow-learner social stud- ,

ie4 classes at the Secondary Idvel.' -
itt

During the past several dec ides, a large number of articles advocat-\ in student investigation of-contemporary problems and the issues\ implicit within the probleins,ha ,e been published. A review of this
literature is beyond the scope c : this chapter. In general, however,
arNments in favor of.inclu'ding such studie's in the social studies cur-
riculum have centered around the need for citizens to be inforined
abOutthe problems. of their society and around the Hight of students
in ademocratic state to investigate them in the classroom. Additional- .
ly, educators have contended that the investigation of contemporary
problems providesthe training mbst suited for preparing students to
cope with thee problems once they leaye school. .

The few references to the study of contemporary problems in social.
studies classes for slow learners suggest that the literature in this area
has failed to generatednuch interest among'sPecial educators. Never-(
theless, there appears to be no valid reason for excluding slow learn-

\ers from- the population to whom the arguments favoring the exam-
/



nation of social problems apply. Interestingly, the strongest position's
.akeh by special educators writing in this area have been rebuttals of

,the charge that students in special programs for non-achievers lack
the degree of sophistication necessary to deal satisfactorily with social
problems. The arguments that they have presented are relevant pri-

c marily to slow-learning students in "disadvahtaged" schools.
In responding to the comment that including social problems in

special education curricula is not good practice, Gross <1952) insisted
that where students have been helped to understand the relationships
of particular problems to their lives, they have "managed successful-
ly" to investigate them, Papero (1970) contended that since dis-
advantaged children encounter phverty, drug addiction, crime, and
discrimination daily in tfiir.en$ ironinent, the school has the obliga-
tion to assist them in undersumding the issues involved in the various
problems. Ornstein (194 p:2 i 7) suggested that including the exam
ination of societal pr hldms hin the social studies programs for

.1sthese pupilsjodicates theVhat the school is "aware, of the prob-
lems" and.is concerned a ut their amelioratfon. He believed that by
ignoring community problems in the classroom,'the schooPenters into

tragic conspiracy, of irrespOnsible retreat froth reality." .

An additional arg,:inent for including the study.of contemporary
problems clas.,es for-slow learners is related to,the nature of such
studies and to assumptions of what constitutes good pedagogy in spe-
cial classes. Certainly, the investigation of community problems satis-
fies the criterion that content in slow-learner elasses should h-ave a
"here and now" quality. The investigation of these problems'provides
the student with a "direct contact with reality,:' ,and, if properly se-
lected by the teacher or if chosen by the students; the problems may
have particular relevancy to their lives. Moreover, through the use of
fielcIstudies and resource persons, the students cad be furnished with
a variety of concrete, firsthand experiences.

Returning to a consideration of the questions posed pre5riously, one
effective strategy for developing the slow learner's awareness of so-
cietal problems is to include the study of such problems in the social
studies curriculum. 'This comment is not as obvious as it first might
appear. It is entirely possible that a group of students might thor-
oughly investigate several problems in iheii community and still be
relatively uninformed about others equally as significant. Some evi-
dence, however, can be provided (Curtis, 1977) that suggests that the
study of angle problem over a period of several months can have a
starling effect on student awareness. Prior to an investigation of
housing as a social problem, the students in several non-academic sec-
ondary classrooms were asked to identify important problems in the
community. The combined lists for the classes contained only four
topics.. jobs (but not the problem of unemployment), 'nflation, pover-
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ty, and housing. When,a similar request was made following the com-
. pletion of the study, most students' lists identified at least-nine or ten

significant problems, while the combined lists totaled twenty - four.,,
(The students in these classes manifested r awareness of community
problems that have,not yetwitnessed in thesenior academic rdes.) ,

Furthermore, each of the fifty-four aftonymps respondents' to a ,

,
qtwstionnaire achininistered subsequent to the aim pletion offifix. Troi
ect study *pressed the,view that studies-of these pr4,1erns were int:

. portant to their educatibn,ind should occupy a prominent role in the
social studies program. WhethU. this awareness of and appafent in
terest in community problems led to a commitment to their resolution

?, is unknown: Araby rate, during the_ period of the,project, students
were heard to remark that these probldnsparticularly the lack of'
adequate housing facilities ft:4- middle- and loiv-income families
threatened the quality 'of life in their community aril something
should lie done to re,olve theft':

The study of community problem's provides a vehicle for devel-
oping lessons designed' to teach critical thinking skills in slow-telarner
classes. The perusal of a large number of articles dealing with critical o

thinking revealed the existence of a general consensus among the au-
thors that content for teaching critical thinking skills should be ,se-
leaed from contempotary societal issues and problems. The para7'
digm most often recommended for investigating community pph-
lems and for developing critical thinking skills was th,e.inquiry model, .
with variations by Dimitroff (1965, p. 194), Chernow and Chernow
(1973,p. 172); and Curtis (1971). Appropriate materials Suggested
for teaching critical thinking are those that ave commonly mentioned '
for studying contemporary pioblems: newspapers, magazines, radio
and teleyision programs, quesuonnaires,and intervi7s with commu-
nity resource peoPle. Critical thinking could be enpuraged tpost fre-
quently during the analysis of data phase of the jtirry moael,

Although a paucity of research exists in this area therels some
evidence to support the claim that slow learneg eanlie taught critical
thinking skills (Case & Frr, 1973). To what' extent these can
taught remains unknown. (Nor does it appear that_anyone has ye
attempted w determine,what degree of critical thinking is suitable for
understanding the data associated With community problems)

Beytnd Providing a'suitable model for investigating contemporary
problems and for teaching and practicir ;. critical thinking skills, an
inquiry approach has several other adv ages when died with slow
learners. In one sense, each step of the ,del may be viewed by stu-
dents a94a short unit of study, eveif thou i the investigation of a par-
ticular problem may continue for several months. To sonic extent'
this may satisfy the criterion that acceptable pedagogy ,with slow
le'arners involves arranging ate content into r'ef units. The clearly
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defined stages. or stepswpf the inquiry model provide a:structure or'
framework for presenting certain activities at specific .points in the
st,udY.in,a'togical sequence that can lie understood fly the 'students.
Discussion and evaluation of. the evidence relating to a particular
problem provide:an opportunity for argument' and debate, -while
dramatics may be an-effective method for encouraging/the students to

\. .
examine the feelings of peopleinvolved in,the proben In =

an ifiquIry approach tftffers opportunities, both--at.the collection and
.

analysis of data:stages, for group and committee work. 1,--

- The :kinds- of materials usually available for studying. community'
problerris may be suitable fOr encouraging interest in reading alill4or
developing reading skills in slow- learner classes:There seem014be a 4.

general consensus among special educators that a saccessifill,:reiding'
program far adolescent. slow leariners in the secondary school' de-
pendsiess on the ieachinof phonics, the broadening of sight vocabp- . '

larshlkand the refinement of word analysis skills than on the devel- .
opment of'proper attitudes toward reading (johAson, 1963, p. 209;
Tinsley, &,.Gulliford,21.965, 140-r41; Weber, 1974, pp.,80-81).

Atrategiestforchanging negative attitudes 'toward reading have been
"described by several educators. Welk'. .(19/,40 p. 83), for -example,-
suggested that slow learners' attitide toward 'reading changes when;'
the need to solve a probleen prdndes them with valicrpurposes for
reading. Williams (1920, p. 69) argued for the importance of provid-
ing slow-leirninz studetts with reltding materials that had "functional'
significance,"/ while Hawkins (1972) developed an indiyidualked
reading Program for an undereducated,black youth that combined the
use of interesting materials with the need to learn. Certainly the 'study
atcorite,mporary problems can furnish numerous opportunities for
encouraging students to -read, for increasing vocabulary, and for
teaching re#ding comprehension. ,

t

i
It difficult to suggest a minimum level below which the students

. ,
cannot handle the yeading_associated with _contemporary problems.
On the basis of experiences with such studies, I suggest that nitost
students whose reading ability falls somewhere, between themiddle
and top elementary grades will be able to read most newspapear land
magazine articles: It is interesting to note that an analysis of se feral
selections from the British Columbia Hansard (the Provincial foin of\

- the Cdnire'ssional" Record) revealed -reading levels that varied rom
grades seven through nine

The study of contemporary problems also
.
provides opportunities

to employ strategies designed to modify student attitudes. AtteMpting
o-chang4-attitudes thiough classriom instruction is, at best, # very

_difficult matter, %While a number of 'articles and books-have fused
.$The reading levels of these passages would liave.been rated even lower 'tad the

members giyen more attention to the lengtkof theirsentences as they spoke. /
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on the many valuables tha may affect one's 'sense of ssorthinesi of
degree of dosed-inindednes surprisingly feW.authors have reported
research completed in these 'helds.skthorough_reyiew of the litera-
turerelating to self-concept is \tot appropgiate here; however, several
comments that are germane to b discussion oet controversial problems
with slow learners bear mention. ;

Several authors have suggeited that presenting_a challenge to stu:
dents' acaderhic abilities is an effective strategy, for affecting self -ccfn.
c,ept. Coopersinith And Silverman (1969)` argued that the student
,must be "challenged" in order to help him gain self-confidence, a
sition -also .aken by Purkey (1970, p. 50). Investigating. community
problems, with particular attentio to the development of reading
and critical thinking skills, will present a challenge to most classes .

of slOw' ;learning students. An awareness that theie are increas-
ing, coupled With an understanding of the amount and difficulty of
the work being accomplished, might also positive affect student atti-
tudes toward.themselves, . >,--

Other factors associated with contemporary- problems that might
affect self-concept relate tote nature of such investigatiOns. By

' suidying community problems, the slow learner is removed from the.
simple studies too frequently offered him in th? secondary pl-ogram;
instead, the student enter? the "Veal" world and 4eals- with matters
commonly the domain of adults._It fi not unreasonable to anticipate'
that when interest is generated by an investigation of a particular
problem, students may find occasion to discUss the study with their
parents, and other adults. Should salt discussioritake place, it may _

serve to reinforce positive attitudes toward the study with a possible
",spin-off" effecr on student self-concept. Moreover, the interaction

'10 between students and adults that often maws duffing the collection of
dab, in .which students are usually not treated by the resource per-.
sons as slow learners, may alio positively affect self-concept.

There is some evidenCelhatittpports the contention that degree of
A closed-mindedness can be affected SYclassroorh instruction (Ehrlich, \

19%; Prumkin,1961; Pannes, I063)\Presently.there appears to be a
negative correlation between amount of schooling and degree ()Hog-
matism. Kemp (1963), Weir (1963), and Mouw (1969) concluded tha,t
open-mindedness was encouraged in classrooms where students were
allowed to express their opinions freely and where a-varietY of views
was tolerated. The study of contempoKary problems nf...c8sitates the
examination of divergent positions and should be conducted in a
clasirooin atmosphere,in which students feel free:to eitpress and ar-
gue their views. -If this atrnosphre can be maintained in' classes.of

, slow-learning students, it is feaspnableassume thbt degree of stu-
dent doirfnatism.wilt be affected.
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,-, :SlowtiLearning Students Examine a Contemporary Problem ....

Recently,' the,preeding strategies vkire emplOyed with classes of
siow-learning and.non-academic studenti in a number' of British Calimbian secondary schools (Curtis, 1977). These schools were, located .f.

iin a variety of environments ranging from the large metropolitan
Vancouver region. tcrsmalriural communities. In each class, students .

.utilized an inquiry approach to investigate housing gonditions.in (hal
t

:.* community. During the period of the.project, interest in, and knowl-_ -t
edge of, community problems increased (notecrearlier); self-c- onceptet.
critical thinking, and reading comprehension skills improved; while
the degree of closed-mindedness among the students decreased e-

Theevestigations, lastiiigin several classes for almog half a Corm,
were initiated with an exercise regd iring teams of students to go into

. the community and, with the assistaKe.of local realiors and newspa---
'per advertisements, totate and describe'housing facilities available for
particular income Jroups. As the investigations progressed, hypothe-
ses were formulated and examioed by the stucentsiithese.hypotheses
were concerned with the adequacy of existing facilities, the factors
'affecting the costs and availability of housing, and the actions that
might be taken - especially by the several' levels of government te-f
encourage the construction of additional housing and to Make exist=
iilg accommodations more acceSsible for low- and middle- income fam-
Hies. Among the many topics that were studied duringthe investiga-
tions we're: mortgages; lending rates; building regulations; building
materials and methods; the role of 'unions; property, imptrt, and ex-

' iise taxes; housing problems'of4rge families, families with children,
:,. and of people with divergent lifestyles; subsidized housing programs,

alternatives (e.g., mobile homes, condominiums) to traditional, hous-
ing,-renting, and rental legislation. '

Newspapers,,magazlnes, political brochures, goVernment nublica-
tions (including selections frorp the debates of the provincial Legisla-

jive Assegibly.), along with other Materials readily'available in most
communities, Provided SoUrces of data for the investigations, Critical
thinking lessons? based upon the skills described by Ennis (1964)- -

:were developed from tapes qf radio "hot- line" programs and the pub-
lications of various citizen and special interest groups.

", Bah field studies and interviews ividi resource persons played*n
.., , .

The assessment program consisted ot the pre- and post-test administrations of The
N spaper Itzadlitigs Test (see Oliver & Shaver, 1974, pp. 282704), the Crpersmith
S lf-Esteem Inventory, th<rornell Critical Thinking Test, the Dogmatistii Scale, the
Reading Comprehension Subtgst of the Gates-NacGinitie Reading Test, and the Free;

- Oms Scale (developed'by the author for the study).
/Copies of student worksheets forseveral lessons are available from the author upon

- ti-equest,- , 1,
- i *
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hiportant role in the housing inyestiga ions. got only were they addi-
tional sources of relevant-information, but thty served to make the.4

, studies ipbre concrete by furnisbing the stittlents with djrat, peirsonal
s contacts with persons:involved in specific aspects housing prob-

. .

lem in their community.Furthermore;tbese actistities often permitted ..-:
- -'

individuals and groups of students to he working ontheir 6wn away
from the direct supervisiimnfIlle teacher, providing the& with nu-
inerous..o.p.portunities to practice responsible behavior., ---------

While lack of suitable housing accommodations was determined to .
be a major social problem in each of the,communities studied, because
of differin0Conditions among the communities, the treatment of the
Niarious aspects of the protflem' varied with each class As a con-
sequence, although some field studies and interviews were common to
most' investigatiOns,all of thein depended to a great extent upon the
partfculat community in which they were conducted: Some of, the
field studiesin several instances actually planned by the students-
included surveys of apartment dwellers' opinions Of recent Keneal leg-
islation, visits..to factories and building, sites, and tours of housing
projectsJoi- low-income groups and nursing homes for the aged.
Some of the interviews conducted-by the students were with bank and
mortgage 'company managers, realtors; builders, developers, manu-
facturers of building materials, local and provincial politicians, trade
unionists', city Managers, operators of Mobile home parkg*nranagers.
of apartinent blocks, and workers in social welfare agencies. .

l' Surveys of student and parental attitudes toward the housingstudy
and toward including the examination of contemporary community

'problem in the social studies curricula were, conducted after corn-
.1

pletiOnpf,tlie studies. As noted earlier, students' responses favored :.

inCluding these studies in the social, studies program. Generally, the
studente argumbnrs centered around' the need to be informa. ika 0
democratic society. Responses.. from parents contairiett4 similar

ctheine: Additionally: some parents expressed approval fov the hous-
ing study by describing their involvemnt with it. The followinestate,
ments wer

\
selected from the comments of several parepts: , .

.7 , - , 1, ...,

I
, .The study\

.
this year.was of interest to the students and patents as well. '

ii Questions 4ked at bomewere in-depth, and a lot of research was done at t
, home as well as in\the school ,.

, .,*.
, .

.

.
. 1

My daughter`' the study interesting and relevant. We tlisbussed it at
o - -

length within he family, and all gained a little by it. -
,

. . ;
\\,, ,

. .

My son diutisse il. many aspects of the program with us. I think it made him
much more awa e of hid own future requirchiergs and :oncerned OVer,
what the housing proble will do to him' and others in his.agekgroup.

. ,
\, 6

.. 1.09(V- .4 \
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,
.Ths study Was not intended to- Provide ans ers to all the questions

.

previo posedinthe chapter, Itdid, however; support previbus
pkperie e that with adeostate teacher'and pupil planningand 'the'.6
support o ogle inlhe communityAlow<-Iearning students can in-

,

vesugate co mutiity_ 'problems., Furthermore; the%tudy_p*vided.
' support for-an, giber ofteaching strategies with potential for impact-

ing closed- mindedness, Critical thinfang,`4elf-concept, and reading...

-.Concludinu ComMents ,
this chaptr.several assumptions that seemed to be implicit,id

the lasts of liaracteristiof indicative of good citizenship for graduates
of slow-learner programs were examined: Criteria diat might be
ployed, tose ect experiences,content. and learning experiences for slow-leather
socialsuidies lasses were-,also discussed. 'the itudy of controversial
community p blemt- was' suggested :as one apprOach to citizenship
education that ight be suitable in social seticlies courses for these -
students in the Gondar- grades. Additionally, a recent study i r-
volving slow - learning and non-academic stuiAerits,in the investigation
of a Contemporary roblem was described.briefly. -r

,Much remains un id The investigation of contemporary prob-
lems is nourecomme ed as the total social studies program.in the
seqondary,"kchool. Instead, it seems More appropriate to integrate*
these tudies within the egular program and initiate the investiga-
/iont either as Ancient inte est suggests or as the teacher deems aces-

: saw. MoreoVer,,citiaroship. ducation cannot be the sole
domain of the social studies rogram. If we broaden out concept of, ,
good citizenship, it is probable at a program will be developed that
requires all the teachers of a spe 'al eckucatioti program in a particular.
school toplan their instruction c peratively.

The discussion of values his been stponed for another time. This
is not meant to imply that such di ssiQn is irrelevant to a
eration of citizenship educatidn or the tudy of community problems
by slow-learning pq ils. In fact, as the i vestigation of aproblem fo-
cuses on the cons' lion of what should done about it, it becomes
obvious that the values held by the studen assume a significant role
in the discussion Although more work with, low-learning students is
needed in 'this area, I suggest that during th discussions the stu-
dents be made aware of the values implicit in t it statements and of
any.inconsistencies.or value oinflices implied by eir arguments.

Public education in a democratic nation is com tted to preparing
all students with the skills necessary for accepting t responsibilities
of citizenship,. Slow learners, however, probably re uire a greater
amount of assistance than other students. Earlitr, refer : 'ce was made
'to opmritients over "hot-line" broadeists by persons who diction and
grammatical usage betrayed a general lkk, of education. It was, no-

,4
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iced, that when these people managed to inform themselvestabout aT .7
particular Oroblein, their opirtiohs seirednoless valid than those of
peritons who appeared to lie better educated. There is, unfortunately,
another iide to this coin. The same "hc-lines" haye also carriecicpm-
ments. by 'sinii14 13ersone whose ignetance. has resulted in "'miner-
ability. Too. ofien they seem to. be victims of Situations they do not
comprehendt and they p.pear not even ip know where they can go td
firid. assistance. The wide variety of experiences involved , the ex-
amination of contemporary problems may reduce the degree of,vul-
nerability'and increase a sense of where too to seek help. '
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Chipter Five
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'1 atioriale-builcling far
CItizenstiip Edikaticill

. ,,

A javmes Pi :Shaver
.. - . .....

I sit inm-y-o4Ce. Its a clear; warm February day: Unusual rot'
northern Utah. WKere,are the snow and, the cold? In fact, we are
Worried'about &ought; IA-Hethe Fast worries about too much snow
and cold.

But I am to be thinking,.not about the,weather; but about atulletin
on 'citizenship educationano about chapter Cor that bulletina bul-
letin which' is to speak primarily to elementary and secondary school
teachers andotupervisors,

Yel-,.--here sit: It is quid, very quiet. No youngiters shbuting,
laughing, screaming, running; arguing, giggling, teasing, bickering;
or making their presence felt through their silence. No need, to think
of meeting'thirty young, growing individuals for forty mi tes, to be
followed by thirty more, and then thirty. more, and thirty ore; and;
quay', thortft-until .the end of theSchonl'd y arrives. No feeling of
incredible challenge at 8:0 a.m.; and of nbelievable fatigue, o' f
being dr4ined emotionally by 3:30 p.m., wit tests and papers to be
corrected, tests and itisignments:to be const ted.

I miss*: Especially the triumphs of a st dent excited, an insight
glimpsed; a personal relationship sustained Despite the disasters of
boredom on faces, of disciplinary actions, misunderstandings and
failures to communicate.

Buti opted for the university role, and One set of pressures and
p.leastwes was exchanged foeanother. That, however, is not the point.
Itt that this chapter is' n attempt to conjoin the two expeilences in

.thinking about rationale-building. And it is meant to stimulite think-
- ing,.not to lay down prescriptions. For one of the great challenges of

American public schooling is how; given the c'Zmands on the time and

JAMES P. SHAV.tR is Professor and Coairperson of the Bureau af,Reseircl gerv-
ices,in the Collegs,oftaueation.at Utah State University ,tie has taught at'the junior
and senior high school levels.
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,,.'. ._energy of teachers, they can be engaged more deeply and .t ontin-
uously in 'the task of ratioriate-building.

"Rationale-building" is a process of making.clear ,and examining
the beliefs in one's frameof referencebeliefs about what the world
has lieen, is, will be,'can be, and should belikethat influence, con-
sciously or notl hii qr her behavior as a teacher (Beard, 1934; p. 182). ' -
The tendency,hot to examine those beliefs, to allow oftert'unexpli-
cated assumptions -to shape our teaching, has been referred to by crit- .

ics as a tnajir problem of American education (Silberman, -1979, pli44;
379-80); apd of socialstudies,eduoodon iii particular (Shaver, 1977a).

It is not thaelocial studies teachers, or other educators; are any less.
thoughtful l-aboilt their assuniximis-than are other people. But sack of

. -,----
..thoughtfulnesColitheic part is of particular consequence because so
mucli rests on their behavior: Citizenship education is'critical to.so-
ciety. Whether 'defined in terms apolitical activity,' or more broadly
in terms ofliving the "good," the moral life,2 citizenship must be a

.

central concern of' the schoolsthe lormal educatiOnal agent--Of a, '
democratic societyr And, while it appears that citizenship education in -

the schools may be.haling some iinpact'Oh attitudes (National Assess-
'e rent of Educational Progress, 1976), there is still much Tetion for

concern about theinadequacies,kespecially in terms of thetproblems
oibe faced (such asenkmerated by Newmann in Chapter One).

Probably no one Ls more aware of theihortcominge of citizenship ...
edutation than, sensitive social studies teachers-and supervisors who, .0

in illy experience, often wpnder what, lasting impact they are having ...

on their Students. That concern is often expressed through interest in -
new materials and programs to be used in social milks classes:.
7 Unfortunately, teacher education in this colintry, has tended to fo--

i cus on the ".doing," active part of teachingoh stating objechyet and
-' preparing lesson plans, on how to use text kscand conduct dis-

cussions, oril,.lie new ma rials and. programs airailable for use. These .

are imporla t aspects ofe ing; but they hanbeen.emphasiied to
the detriment of Philosophical concerns: Whatlare the assumptions
tinderlying the Use of be vidral objectives, of terb,00ks, ordiffering
discussion styles, of the ew progranis and materials that.orie might
choose fro* Irrshort, teachers have generally been shortchanged in- 1
the area of iationale-bhilding. i

Think bick.-Ho'w Much time and effort ca4 you recall being de-1
voted, by you or your ,profesiors, to,questions of Why? rather than to
questions of How? Even in your Foundations of Education courses,

1

,
'Newmann's use of the term "civic education" in Chapter One inylies that this is'

stance. ?
2CtInrad and Hedin (Chapter ``Three) opt4o a broader concerdivIth "decent behav-

', Torr." Note that a.basic consideration in rationale- building for citizensttip is your defini-
tion, and conceptualization, of the citizenship domain and the desi citizen.
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did youlocus on your frame of reference, yoirr assumptions in regard
tqathe elements in a rationale? Or, was the e phasis tin abstract de- ,

40-iptions of the social - cultural, histori psyc'taological contexts or
' eaucationr Or, on the study'bf standard ilosophical positions such

as idealisnr, realism, neo-Thomism, experun !ism, and,existential- -

ism? Was There focus on your beliefs andygu as philosopher in,regard .2_ 2;philosopher
to thepracticnities of building a viable cit nship education program
urider the trying conditions,ofpoblic schooliteaching?

As John Dewey (1933, p, 62) noted so well, 'when the faqirs is on
disciplinaryiituili0,-There is a danger that teacher and student will -':4

4 ': isolate their intelfectual activites from ihe "ord4ary Affairs -Qf life,"
.".. and "tend to seu'p a chasni between Ipsicallhought , .. and tilt spe-. . ,.... ...., . . ..

cific and concrete demands of everyday events." That is what fre-
---:-.4, .., cluenny haipens ingducation courses. Perhaps it is inevitable in those ..0. ...-.....4

*... preservice Programs that do not provide concrete experiencos-+tu-,,
. taring, teaching, caseisiudiest, and so ott prior to or during the foun-..

datiOns and methods courses. Foragain iting Dewey,f1935,1). 99),
,

44- thinking arises . °trio(' a directly experienced, 'situation." And, ,:

"probably the- most 'frequent cause of -failure . , . to secure genuine-..
thinking .../is the (failure o insure the existence of an experienced
situation of such a natureas to call out thinking in the wayithad ..'.0

out Of 'ichoOl situations do." Dewey was, 4 course,`speaking to tbe
schooling ayoungsters; but.his assumptions area's appropriate to the
schooling of teachers,,Itly ,experiencels that after a yeararlwo of ,

teaching,. \eachers are ready, if given the opportunity, to move ,from
thediscussion of "how toll? it" to ratiiniale-buifding, because they are.:
frustrated fromlrYingto build instructional programs that have the'
desired 'effects orb students. \c '

k .
I

.
...Teacher and §upervisonasPfiiiasopher . -

If y"Out teacher edusatir. n program, or'graduate'progra in super- '
'iLision, engaged you in the critical aralysis ofitizenship ed &don in a
democratic societrand of the relevant assumptions in your own frame
of refersnceaou were fortunate and probably unusual. That so Many
teachers and supervisdrs have been Ale, to ipitiraf, and continue such
inquirtii a tribute to their comrhitrhent and ability. Philosophical in-
qpiry is not easy to silstAln,.eten in the more tranqinruniversity 'set-

, ting; and rationale building -is philosophy in its truest sensethe
,study of ideas and their impliCations: This bulletin is reallyabout the
teacher (and supervisor)as pkiloiopher. If thatqounds pretentious; it
may be because teachers andrsieperv,isorsTong with those bin" most
other- vocations and professions in our` society -;are conditioned to
think of themielvei as doers rather than; philosophical thinkers. Al-
though decision-makingis emphasized,±it is :usaalk in the context of

'For confirmation of this criticisnVieeNasfi; Shiman:and Conrad (1977):,
1
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Olt ling' what tad° at various critical points in carrying out assumed
,, rale*s; rather than in terms of the basic assumptions underlying what is .

-;:being clone,2,.. ,' 1 -,
, . , - ... -,,

'Of course, philosophy us rationale-building dcuts on different lev-
,!, .. I l'

els. borne persons aremore inclined tobe deeply reflective and analyt-
. . ,, - .ic; others are wore action oriented. Some persons,.siich ayuniversity
:pitiless-ors; have roledefinitions and the suppotne time and re-

i'satirces to 'reflect and to build complex uni-
yo6iiy: proiesipl's -are -markedly unreflectiy.eA.Out such. matters }.
Complex statements of lationale (such as Oliver & Shaver, 1974;
Ouritk Meicalf1968) are-available. AnaSuch conceptualizations are
impOriarit, tiopectilly, as input for teacher'dcfucation programs, as.
stimulants to the thinking of teachers and supervisors,,and as bases.

,:for currictilairswlevelopthent .%,,, ., ,
- -But Csimplex published conce,ptualizatieins are no substitute for. ra:
oonale7hu!tchpgiby those in"the schools. The eduCationat moral that
Deliqr(iol, vo, 169-166) drew in regard to pupils also holds for ,.

. . ; , _..
teachers-4a* supervisors: : .. ,, .

. .

(1110 thought, no idea, can possibly be op' nveyed as an idea from one person
4; : to anodaet. When-it is told, it is, to the one to whom it 1,,told, another given

lact,,,i4n. 11 idea, The `cothmunication may stimulate the other person to
`realike the questions foi timielf.and to think out a like idea, or it may
smother his iniellectUal inwrest and suppress his dawning effort at thought.., , ,

4 . . ,1 J .. .

A thOugli resultse lts ay lie, less complex and sophisticated' in
i.

,

Many instances, th<e(pctive involyenientOf teachers and supervisors in
rationale- building lenecessary if the academician? dietary-building of- -,

IOrts.are, to imOaet, s'ocial studies teaching. Teacliers are the trans-
:itOrs, the link, between the academician:and student. And, the efforts
of .those in the field as they vrestle, with teaching prOblems at _first-.
hand,, seeking and exploring, their _sawn assumptions and relating

".tbem consciously, ttiiheircurriculardecisions, are critical because the
.results'atfectivhat happerts4. Students daily.

The. matter, of teachers and supervisors as rationale-builders, is,
then, not trivial. Nir is there_ undue presumptuousness on labeling
these efforts as philosophical, as John Dewey made clea Dewey' was a . .

pgosopher About that there can be little quarrel. And,laewas deep-
' ly involved in thinking about the premises that underlie American

public schdolint. tonywhile:Fnuch of his thinking .is sci
f , triu,SA part pr the American culture that we nolcinger even recog-,4,,t

niie its Deweyean roots, much 'of' Wbaitgoes, on- in the schools, that
turns off: yeungster§ and dei'eats the ems of citizenshipeducation
runs cbu tter to those sant beliefs, this suggests again that Dewey's
.adicioniti Ins in 'regard to students are applic:able to teachers: They -

"-x.
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must b*,involved in developing-their own conceptual situations, not7 .
t i -i .0 t" gi v e n ittiA,- results a the thinking otwhers.4)

bewey_tflohglit philosophy was fundirlental. And, he saw philoso-
- phy of eduCation not as a "poor relation" of general philosophy,s but

--- , as :"ultimately the 'tnost significant phase of philosophy" (Dewey,

)
1964d.,_ 0:16)4nd he W as t negative or condescending toward the

54 -,,,, ',. philosophical efforts of those in eeld who may have-lacked 'the
tinie,and resburcet, or even the intel:ecal acumen, to thatch his own
depttkand intilezicy of thought. Even as a, pliilosppher, he rejected the _ -
Idea of "any inherent, sacredness in what is called Philosophy." He -

. .., ...saici"-aii effort to clarify the ends t(* be attained is, as far as it goes, .
. .

- , phil6sOphical," and called on administrators and teachers to "test and
.r-

, develop [ideas] in their actual work io that, through union of theory
and practice, the hilosopq of educa- film will be a living,growing

-
- thine (1964d, pp. 1 18). - /

. -

- Ftati onale-building as Growth - ' ! /,' .
.

The emphasis on growth is critical, especially for thok for whom
rationale-building must be a part ofahectic and demanding teaching-
schedule. As Fred,Newmann's chapter makes obvious, developing a

i_ rationale is a _complex and demanding task. Not only is therea large
, -

number of variables involved,but each taps what often seems like (a
Myriad of beliefs, interrel tedwith one another. As one begins, for

,-- Ddwey postulated, students learn ,when they are dealing with prob-
lem

example. to explore h. er assumptions about learning (e.g.i that, as
,

lems, real to them, no/when they are given ready-made information)
. he/she is led LA° the question of the nature a knowledge (Is Inowl-

.

, edge an end in itself, or does it'have importanceohly as it is useful to
the individual in comprehending and coping with his/her life?), and
this may take him/her into the question of who, if anyone besides the
learner, has the right or competent to say what knowledge or think--
ing skills. are oftmost Worth to individual prospective citizens. This

-
may lead to questions about whether ',bung pe9ple have the experi-
ence and cognitive (abstract thinking) ability to anticipate what will be

4The implications of Dewey's thinking or rationale-building in social studies are dis-
cussed further in Shaver (1977b).

At one point, he even defined philosophy as "the general theory of education"
(Dewey, 1961, p. 328)..

" !Newmann (Chapter One) identifies seven "problem areas" or "elements" of a com-
prehensive rationale. In an earlier volume aimed at encouraging and engaging 'sociej
studies teachers in rationale-building. Shaver and Berlak (1968) focused on four areas
Co be considered in building a sound rationale. Their categoiization was not meant to
be exhaustive (see p. 6). COnceptual organization is vital to constructive thinking
(Deweys 1933, pp. 84-5), and an essential part of rationale-building is the id.einifid.ion
of problem areas to be dealt with. No one framestork is me right one. hmever; and
even Newinn's excellent schema should be used as a starting point for formulating a
structure meaningful to you, not as .tri inflexible template for titinking.

A
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- useful to them in the future (or whether anyone else does either),
which again brings one up against quAstions about how people learn,
about motivation, about theorole of concreteness in learning and the
implications for the absiractness of textbooks.

Clearly, the task is immense. It may seem so overwhelmipg that
people are discouraged from even beginning on it. But the unattaina-
bility-of a completed rationale? should not discourage teachers from
initiating the process of rationari-building. As Dewey was So aware,
the critical examination Of the frame of reference from which you
teach, no natter_ the level of sophistication, is better than 'allowing
unexamined beliefs to impact unconsciously your selections ofcon-
tent and technique. - -7- .

Ii-foreovet, to strive fora rationale as a finished product would be as
inappropriate as to strive for a completed education. -Learning-is a

alfair and a rationale should be continuously open' to and
impacted by-expert bnce. Dewey referred to philosophy of education
as a "living, growing thing" (1964d, p. 18), just as he made it clear that
the suspension of judgment and intellg.taal search are critical tb re-
flective thinking (Dewey, 1933; p. 16). alt is essential that, whenever
possible, inferences be tested; but recognizing the impossibility of fi-
nal proof fOr all of the beliefs underlying one's teaching, and stis-
cminating carefully bptween those beliefs that rest on adequate-evi-
de:ace and those that do not (Dewey, 1933, p.:97), are vital, too. -

The analogy between education and rationale-building is.a power-
ful point to be kept in mind. Educition is not only a product, but "a
process of development; of giowthAnd it is the process and not mere-1

-ly the result. that is important" (Dewey, 1964c, p. 4, italics his). 01, put
another way: "Education must be conceived as a continuing recon:
struction of experience; the process and the goal of education ale
one and the same thing" (Dewey, 1964b, p. 434).

A rationale, like an education, then; ought.never be considered fin-
ished. A rationale will hiiptfully Become-more comprehensiv'e, better
'substantiated; its parts more-clearly formulated and-the-logiaI .
lions among 'them more clearly perceiied; and its implictftioni for
teaching better understood; but it ought never be considered com-
plete, and final, Tor that would mean that the person has stopped

'Even -the more sophisticated rationales are not completely comprehensive. For ex-
arripte, the work that Oliver and Shaver ptiblished in 1966 (Oliver & Shaver. 1974)
focuses primarily on ratkmale-bitilding from the perspective or the citizen as political'
decision-maker; and the curricular materials that were developed from the rationale
(Oliver & Newmann, 1968-70;-Shaver & Lallans, 1973-4) have beeri concerned with
helping'students make more rational political-ethical decisions. That extensive ratio-
nalegoel not deal explicitly with some of the elements thac.Newmatlo (Chapter One) _

suggesu are essential to a rationale, or even that Shaver and Berlak(1968) suggested

-were relevant. Nesemann (1975) madc,a very natural extension of the rationale into
dtizen participation.

.
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thinking, stopped responding to and learning from experience. The
ikerable outcome of education is not a fixed and complete eerson,
aq -the desired outcome of rationale-building is ifot"a fixed andcoin:
plete philosophy:" .-

Why Do It? .

.,. The task of rationale-buKlingis, then, not only difficelt, but never- N, . , ,
ending. Moreovef, it can have serious implications for the tranquility .
.o rie's professional life, for the examination of the beliefs in one's

tosethoughtful)-to conclude that parts- of'what he or size is doing as a

tame of reference and- of the implications for teaching will frt-
. quently lead even die "most thoughtful (or, perhaps,,,especially the'

teacher cannot be justike, and so must be changed. It may be-the
textbook used, or the predojninant ute of any textbook"; it maybe the
types of discussion's in the classroom, the type of-homework assign-

.

ments or tests, the methods of i_paintainineorder, the tone of inter- .

actions with students in--th-e- hallway and the lunchroom, Some .,

ehgAi es may be relatively easy;.some may be diffitult, especially those
that call for reassessment of one's basic mode of interrelating with
young people. 'Some may require careful self-analysis; some maybe
dependent on acquiring, resources from the school administration; ..
some may necessitate professional. help, such apnay be 'available in ...-:.,
inservice courses dealing with different discussion techniques. But it is

tlikelx_that the genuine analyse involved in ratIonalc-building will
.2-leaire:Tour kofesskinal life untouched. One truism among ghiloso-.phers is that cite unexamined life is not worth living; but the exam-

ined life is usually neither peaceful.nor painless (Afexanster, 1976).
Whydo it then? I suppose that extensive justification- for thinking

carefully about the assumptions from which one teaches_is probably.,
not needed for the readers Of this bulletin. But some teachers may
have (Joules; and the role of,the supervisor often calli for bringing
individual- teachers to the :realization that such examination is neces-
sary

_.-
sary arid worthwhile. Fred Newmann (Chapter One) has emphasized
the intellectual and moral responsibilities of educators for developing .

- sound rationales. He also Mentioned the practical assistance a ratio-
hale can provide in making teaching decisions. There are other rea-- . sons that 1+,- it inentiOn, -

,
.. , , .. -.

One imps., tant consideration has already beenmentioned: Person-
al growth: RAtionale-bufiding is not just a process like education; it is
education. Growth is basic to our vitality, personally'and professional-

e . ly. Most of us would probably,agree with !Uwe); (1964c, p. 4) art "A
truly healihy person is not something fixed and completed." Econom-
ic zrowth for the society has, against the reZtieg of scarce resources
and quality of life, lost much of its appeal. iBut personal growth is still ,

a widely accepted valuer-as ' long, as the emphasis is on growth
I
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through th% person's own attempts to understand and evolve, and not
-on impositions from outside or the rejection of self.

Personal growth is intimately attached to professional growth. Pro-
fessionally, teachert who grapple with the tough problems involved in
'le rational justification of'what they do can gain satisfaction from the

knowledgethat their behaviors are more rationally based and more
likely to be productive, because they are less likely to be guided by ._

-- "shall, provincial, local, class, group, or persgnal prejudices" (Beard,
1934,p. 182) or"conduXed blindly, under thnontrol of customs and

. traditions that have not been examined or in response to immediate
social pressures "(Dewey, 1964d, p. 17). Rationale- building ivill help

... -to ensure that the school's role in preparing citizens wine more com- .. .1., petently handled. .. 4.4 s a.
Personal autonomy, often an adjunct of personal growth, is also

importain2Examination of one's frame of reference to-,make instruc-
' E tional choices more conscious and rational can help to liberate one not

only from bias and conventional wisdom, but from unthinking or ir- _

resoltite reliance oft the decisions-of textbook writers.and other cur-
riculuin developers and on the models rof teaching one has experi-

-I driced as a student: , .

Another bonus may come in the area of the "hidden.eurrieulurn"1-
' the unintended school experiences from which students learn, with. a I . ,
%the outcomes Often counter-prolucthe ,in ter s of he coinmonly.
stated, goals of citizenship education. Examini g, assumptions and -
Seeking insights into instruction are likely to i act the lvay one se-

ilates to students, in the classroom: As you become more reflective

teaching isioni are likely to be made in more open, thoughtfu--
1

a'

about wh your are doing, even the- minute-by-minute claisroom

manner. Studentszare more likely,, to learn from example what it
means tePbereflectiie aboUt what one does, as well as sense the feeling.
of. human dignity that conies from being accepted as a legitimate par-.*pant in art inquiry process. Both outcomes-are commonly stated as

..,;.4..important gals of citizenship education. .4,

Rationale-building can also be a very practical activity in building.
mmunity relations and program support. There are signs. (e:g.,

Medi-A igh1976, 1977a, 1977b) that parentsor, at least a vocal mi-
nority are demanding more information about the social studi6
curriculum and more influence over its content. Mx own opinion is
that their concern andtheir attempts to interject themselves into the

'curriculum deciiion-making process are legitimate. Parents have a le-
interestnterest in their children and in how school programs may .

influence their children's views of the world. Moreover, all taxpayers, .

parents or not have a right to know how their money isbeing spent
iiid to impact, decisions about expenditures at the various formal ,

(school board meetings, bond elections,' textbook selection corn-.

1.0113.
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. mittees) and informal (calls to principals, conversations with teachers

to raise questions anciregister protests about what is happening in the
Jschool) levels of decisionlnaking. In fact, what model of citizenship

education appropriate for a democracy could deny 'citizens the right
° 'to attempt to intervene in the decisions and practices of a public agen-

cy, the school? Clearly, the thrust by administrators anti- teachers
should, be <toward encouraging involvement,'evenor especially
among those who might object to school practices, rather than trying
to discourage or avoid such participation, or promoting it on a super-
ficial level among known schobl benefactors in order to generate a
facade of support.

Perhaps even moreimportant-than'the rights of parents to partici-
.: pate in their children's education and the rights of taxpayers to in -.

volvehnent in goiernmental.decision-making are the perspeCtives that
. parents bring to the proCess of rationale-building. Interactions with

parents about the ends andllie materials arid leaching techniques for
Citizenship education should not be viewed as the time..to convince
"outsiders."`that your curriculum is the only correct onealthough
one should bring to the interchangIthe professional expertise that
comes from thinking throUgh carefully the justifications for the cur!.

_ riculu parents have yaluable input because of their concerns for
and know ge of their children And because they, too, are experienc-
ing what it means to be .a citizen; and their inquiries can providean
excellent'opportunity to test the validity of your rationale -at-its-pres-', ,,
ent-state anand stiMUlate you to the rethinking, that is ,essential to.the_
natural gipwtirproces§: - ' : " t1/4 . '

. Interacts n with parents may be particulirly helpful also inkafing -
With that pa t of yodr rationale which Newmann (Chager dneydis-
cusseg under Basic Curriculurn_GoalsNature of Values. That is,
what is to be_yirar position on whether`the curriculum (or the teacher)
ought to try to influence students" To support or reject certain values ,
through Political action? Certainly, this question is baskto citizenship
educatior in a democratic society. (Note that it is a different question
froth whether one, as asocial studies teacher, ought to try to inculcate,
commitment to theibasic values orthe society. The sk)t tstiemheYe is .

whether-teachers or curricular materials ought to exPOs.s political
-viewsopinions as to what policiei and actions or political parties and

.. candidates are preferable because of the values they sliPport.) And it
suggests that an important aspect of rationalebuildingis being clear;
about your own political prefererices so that you do not unwittingly
allow them to influence 'your teaching. If you have not theirght
through both questions (the extent to which you should try to influ-
encestudents' political betiefi and your own. political stance), parents
may force you to do so. Having parents with a variety of political
Views, especially those that differ from yoursreview your curriculum,.
can be umettling an d initr uctive, 11 4
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Fred Newmann's categorization of elements in a rationale for chi-, `lenship education (Chapter One)-,contains a category, "Schools and
Other Social Agencies." He suggests that we should be careful to
consider the limits of the school for citizenship education, and take
MO. account io our rationale-building the extent to which out-of-
khool activities and donschool institutions and agencies, such as the
family, need to be relied on fOr authentic citizenship learning expefi-
ences. (Anti, orcourse, that is the topic of Chapter-Three, by Dr Con-
rad ind Diane Hedin, and less directly of Chapter Four, by Charles
Curtis.) Newmann does not, However, emphasize the point beinK mode
here: That involvement o£ parents in yOuryationale-buildingmay well,
be critical to the productiveness and/validity of the venture.

Also, it is obvious, but worth 4nentioriing, that a carefully thought
out and 'valid rationale can.help o bUild not only public but adminis,

Cation prograins. Sound rationale-
oughtfulness and professionalism
en you decide that adequate.citi-
re from the traditional routine

gain, too, the groundwork that

trative support for citizenship ed
building efforts build;?n image of t
that will stand you ingood; stead w
zenship education calls for depart
and structures of the typical school?.
goes into rationale-building,' and th Conceptualization ora rationale =

as an organisrhic, growing clusier o ideas, provide an ideal basis for
the interactions with adininistrato s, as, well as parents and other
teadiers, that will help you to analyze and revise the assuniptions
from, which you teach.

,

Finally, as you go through the analysis, defense and formulation of
ideas in blinding a rationale, you will become more aware of the lack
of rationale-building on the part of others. As a teacher, you may be t
able to encourage colleagues to examine their' frames of reference
although, of courte, if uninvited and/or/not handled ,discreetly, such
efforts may not make you the most popular personlin the teachers'
lounge. As a supervisor: your own rati 'male- building efforts willhelp
to prepare youespecially if you re, ernber'Dewey's caveats about

'the, importance ,of personally felt p oblems, and not imposing in-
tellectual structures on othersfor your most importunt task: Help-
ing teachers, w build rationales. An /,.both you and the teachers will
be more likely and to take, ill 'extremely important action of
challenging publishers to explain and defend the assumptions under-.
lying their materials and programs gainst carefully formulated ratio-
nales for citizenship .education. \ , ,

,
4:: -

. :
.. /s r Getting into It ,

t--,.,

-Some teachers and supervisOrs examine their:frames of reference
as the basis for cutriculadecisions as an ongoing, "natural" type of
activity. Some do so because they were introduced to "philosophical"
thinking in regard to instructional, decliT5ts part of.their university

z
,
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education. Many teachers are not,p' reflective, but continue to teach
lit ways that have become comfortable, using materials that have in-

' tuitive appeal. And; of those for whom rationale-building is a vital
paft of their day-by-day activities, many wish that their efforts could
be expanded and/or made more productive :Tor allsuch inquiry is an
extremety difficult and important task. .

.., .

What folloWs is not a coMprehensive set of guidelines to productive
rationale-Wilding. It is, rather, a brief list of suggestions, based on
personal experience in rationale-building and as a consultant working
with teachers and supervisors: In -that latter role, I freqnently find
that I ani aiked-t0 provide a 'group of teachers withmy "wisdorti" as to

= what social studie),or a social studies course should be. Instead, I usu
ally try to stimulate and guide, the group to become involved in the
inquiry that will allow them to make such decisions themselves; and !-
sessions then often develop into a Cooperative `evaluation of my pro-
posayfor appropriate citizenship education. The following, coin-.
meats ma_ y, be especially appropriate' for supervisors- because their

-usual. roleilefinition as stimulators and facilitators of rational curricu-
lum analysis and change should lead them inevitably into trying to
interest and involve teaclters in 'the explication and exaitfination,of .

' their frames of rearence, arformulation and validation Of explicit
. positions .021)significant issues underlying teaching behavior, and!

the search for consistency and coherence betweeri and among beliefs
.

_ and action. - , ,., ,,
, : .

..
Of course, an essential beginning point is the recognition that ratio:

nale-building cann,otte imposed j:)rodtictively. Given a mandate to .

develop a vkitionale, a group of teachers, may produce a document;
but it will most likelyfie superficial, have little impact ort their own
instructional decision-making, and be a termination of activity rather
than a step in an ongoing pr'ocess of intellectual inquiry. Although the
result can be disappointing, oikmust presume that the teacher& with
whom she/he is working desire'to do the best possible job of teaching
and are concerned with their omit intellectual integrity. This ?n-e-
sumption opens what is, in my experience, thehest route' to stimulat-
ing sincere involvement in rationale - building analytic probing to
create the cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957), the "felt need"

. (Archambault, 1964, p. xvi), the fefling_of a problem real to the per-
scin,8 that is the basic motivation for intellectual activity. Sever2l points
of analysis may serve the purpoie. -,- .i' .

Examiningthe-consistency, or lack of it, between commonly accept-
\
\ .,,i-*' , . .

*lite term "problem" is a much overused and not carefully thokightthroughW4:
t

educational jargon. For a discussion of the underlying concept from a Deweyeari-Ptit
\ of view, instructive'uoth for examining a common shallowness in prohldm-tenteridi.,

citizenship education curricula and for "problems" as the impetus for teachers' Ti#1 nr,citizenship
nale-building activities, seeShermis and Barth(1977). - v

I
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edbroadly and by thetteachers involvedgoals ofcitizenship educa-
tionnon and what is stated in the teachers: curriculum guide or what ap-
pears io lie happening in their classes is 'onelffective-starting point.
The probing must,' obviously, be, discreetly and humanely handled,
and the teachers must be tencouraged to do their own self-analysis to
the extent possible. ,

. ' *
,Another excellent point of departure is often the teachere;own ex-

pressions of frustration ordiscontent about what students a' pear not
to be learning, abOut the lack Of interest in assignment4 and. dis-
cussions, about aisruptions in the classroom:Citizenship education
should be a-vital, exciting subject for young people becanse.it so in-
timately invoWes their own liiies; and if students claim.,it is dull and
irrelevant,<And/or behave accordingly, productive avenues for analy-4
sis are opened up. AmOng the assumptions that will bear examination 44,,
are those about how people learn. For example, If e the students' .
being involved in thinking as abasis for learning, ores the knowledge
of the experts being imposed on them "so that they' will be able to
think about problems later? Does ,the "tirn" concept of education (fill
up the urns,, thekitudents' heads, with inforrnatiOnto be usealater),
one of the.moSt mvalent dySfunctionalities in citizenship-education,
dominate instruction? (Isn't learning without Ineaningful thoufhta
"turn onfor moat pee ple, adults as well as youngsters? How much,
do we retain of what itleafried using he usiiial rote methods to pass
tests?Most seribuslmhow frequently, n persons recognize die rele- .

, vane oflin'owledke and call it forth fO uswwhen "real". problems are. e---, encountered -late?) Raising and probi ,is eh assumptions, even in
. terms of how the teachers themselves lea ,9 And their implications

for the students' nterest or lack of it, is tota matter for a few minutes
Of discussion. It is not only a starting point, but an essential aspect of ,. ,

rationale-building: - - / ,

' Another excellent starting plied, cause e common academic
0 --..,

liaikgrounds and commiknrnts social is dies teachers, is with
Charles Beard's discussion; in Th aturc.#,the Social k*tices (1934,
.pp. 178-84), of the impact of ones f4e,of social knowledge on the.A /
',selection and, organizationof con,tentAere, ,,Beard applied to the
iiroblems of social studies curriculum development the concept*

proach he lased in analyzing the influence.of the framers' interests
the United States Constitttion (presented iit the book he and Maryir e '...,' . / 'pf course; a basic caution must be kept in mind: That is,"there is a tendency for

). teadiers to think on an abstract, formal operations level that allows theni to appreciate
and value the problems and conceptualizations of the academiciins; and they often

k forget that students are likely to be at a concrete, practical level of thought that makes.
those' s2me problems arid conceptualizations meaningless; That is another area 'that
bears probing.(see Dewey, 1938,1961; Newmann, 1967; Shaver & Oliver, 1968; Shay-

< er,s1977a, 1977b). r ..
%
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co-authored, An Econbrnic tnte,pretthion of the Ccnst itut ion, which
aroused The ire of "patriotic" historians when pubshed). .Eeard's au-
thenticity as a scholar, along with lii application of toncepts from
historical a,nalysis to the analysis of teaching behavior often serve to
engage ocial studies teachers. And, his emphasis on the inevitability
of aframe of reference ("Evey humaq, being brought up in' society
inevitably has in miud a frame of social knowledge, ideas, and ideals

." alicsmh'ie) and its impact (". . . to this frame ot' pattern, his
thought. and action will- be more or lessosdpusly rel!rred.") is a
evelingnotion. The m.elaageis not that "You are inadequate, so you

-. shotild engage in rationale-building," but that everyone who teaches
should be aware of the inevitability of thesubtle as well as open influ-
enceof their beliefs on' their teachinglind attempt to make.the in-

' pact more rational. . .
Beard's claration that "no one can professto 'ndw everything or

to believe nothing, to ossess the whole truth or to e'rcise no prefer-
ences in the selections arrangement, and presentation of matei1Js for

* . thought and instructioh .- . .'squres with th coiceptualization of a
rattonale as c'nstantly developing, never cpmplete. It. aLso suggests
another tactic. for thosein supervisory (or consultant) roles who ish
to invove teachers in the analytkbebavor of-rationale-building: Lay-
ing out the elemets4n your ownresent-rationale as n example,
as an object for critiq9ing, and even as a potential pcint f departure
for the ,formulation of othçr rationales. This tactielaya heavy load
on supervisors, but it Is one they should be prepared jo carry.

L

If indiidual or group raticnale.building efforts are to be produc-
tive; the matters under. considration must be kept toa rnanageabl'e

-scope When too maffy problem areas are considered at oite,, it is easy
jo become overwhelmed and overly frthtratd. Workin.on jhe 4-
sumption's underlying one course at time, or.e*n a pnit, je!ps to
limit the task to a manageable magnitude. AnaIzing a set of sample
materials. assignments, or tests of your own or of teachers in -th
group fot the assumptions_that are implied, includjng the assumeiI
goals, can also be a manajeablé,.prOductive tactic.

-
Or, the'f&usmight bon one important goal, suclf as to help stu-4 ,

dents becqme bettet dision-iflakers as adult citizens. The thorough
explorationpf the amptions unaeriying one such goal e.g., s citi-
zen decis6nmaking t6 be cqnsidered in a largely political context?
What type or typçs of problems are central to citizen decision-making
in the agree1-upon context? What thinkingskills and .ptsi-from
the social sciences and from oder lsare relevaiTow do yalues
relate to cidzeidecision-inaking? What role -does and ouglt erlotive
comiunept'play?) an.I the impikatOtis,for class'roorn materials,, dis-
cussions,-assignmtnts, and tests is not likely tbe'accomplished inan
ipur-long meeting. of course. But the focus on onegoal rather than -

- .-'iO8 .118
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the totality of purposes in social studies education begins to limit the
task to manageable proportions. And the fonsideration of a fries of
goals can provide an excellent structure for continiting dialogue
about rationales; especially if the interrelations among the goals and
their implicatiOns are exploredlong the way..

It should, be clear, too, that rationale-building is not essentially a
solitary pursuit, While individual contemplation is vital, feedback
from others is ago essential. New itkaifor consideration, the critiqun.....,
ing,of one's own formulations and those of others, the queriespthers

.. ..; ask that,give one insights-into his/her own assumptions, the casual
exchanges of views that, aespite the appearance of empty bull ses- ;`"
sions, allow one to think things through without Undue pressure
these and Other, benefits come f m working). with others, when
coupled with time aloneio read an think.

But the.social context for rations e-building is.important from oth-
er thah an intellectual, stimulative vrew; a "'community," even if con-
tains only two people, is necessary t? proVide the support that most of
us need to engage in the exhikating but often excruciating process
of self-analysis and developmnt. Shared commitments, the coni fort
from knowing that others are laving the-same difficulties as you in,
grappling withSaindamental questions, the mutual reinforcement for
rationale-building behavior are imppritant community functions. k

1`.
, Teachers will gpmetimes be.able to form and sustain the necessary

provocative and supportive grbuOthemtelves. But oftn. they lack
the contacts and resources to do so. And, again, supervisors can make
significant contributions: ,Stimulating individual teachers to be t'on-
cemca about ra* tionales; bringing them into confact with one another, -
organizing working groups .and providing intellectual leadership;
providing resburAs such as bbqks, consultants, secretarial assistance;
arranginglor"facilitating conakons such as involving two or more
teachers from a school so thal they can interact and reinforce one
another duling theschool day, obtaining substitutes so that meetings
can be held during the school day, arranging for extra reimburse-
ment for on late afternoons and Saturdays and for teachers
to be paid to 'work oNturricultyn development during the summer
Months; and securing other reinforcers such as salary lane, recertifi-
cation, and university course credit for participating teachers.

The superviio' r's role is critical, but not easy. Other administrative
functions also must be attended to. The supervisor is often in a vague-

, ly defined staff, rather than line, position, and so must go through an
intense political,proceli to convince others to proVde the resources to
support teacher rationale-building activities. Stimulating, organizing,

and maintaining the philosophical efforts of teachers also faced with
many demands, professionatWid persona!, on their limited time and
energy is trying and fatiguing. But the stakes, and the potential satis-
factions, are high.

409 ' 1. 1 9
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Some Central Value-related Issues

It would make sense to try to duplkate Fred Newmann' excel-
, lent enumeration of rationale-building issues in Chapter One. But
values and ethical are so central to citizenship educa-
tion, and of 'so great concern currently, that-sc,mecomments to high-
light a few relevant concerns seem an appropriate way to end this
chapter,-and the bulletin. An appropriate place to begin is with the
classroom and the school'as a context for citizenship education., Con-
rad and Hedin (Chapter Three) and Curti' .(Chapter Four) have
made the pohit well that citizenship leducatiod must extend beyond
the school." But-a-related-query is -also-crtIcial: What ithicarthodel
'should the classroom and thschool xhibit?

Dewey (1964a, pp. 108, 116) point4d out years ago that. the school
must itself he a vital social institution if it is to perform its central role
of citizenship-elucation. Otherwise, attempts to tea& citizenship .in
some meaningful sense as preparadbn for participation in the politi-
cal-social,life of the society will be like attempts to teach students to
swim without water: Doomed to little success. Students mpg be in-
volved in the school as a sciciety,',: and the ethical principles of the
school ought not be different from the ethical-legal principles of our
democratic society." A dictum of the U.S. Sufireme. Court in` West
Virginia Board of Education v. Barnette (1934) suggeststhe importance
of this proposition: i

-04
That [the schoolsLare educating the young for citizenship i% reason for
scrupulous protection of Constitutional freedoms of the individual, if we
are not to strangle the free mind at its source and teach youth.to discount
important principles of our government as mere platitudes.

The CoUrt's declration brings us CO another critical issue: That A,
whatis:the school's role in regard to the basic values of the society?
Consideration. of the nature of the society and the role of the *school
vis-à-vis the society raises basic questions of rationale. For example, if
you concur with Yudof (1976) that large complex societies must for-
malize the cultural initiation process by creating specialized institu-
tions, especially schools, for "bringing masses of children into the larger

"Has the potential role of parents in extending citizenship education beyond the '
school been considered adequately? Special educators (e.g., Kelly, 1973; Hofmeister &
Reavis. 1974) have come to understand that parents must and can be utilized in the
education of handicapped children. If citizenship efforts are to be efftive, may we not
have todiscover wayrto itixolve thc ome as part or the educationgenvironment?

"The "Just Community School" w which Lawrence Kohlbereand associates'are
experimentiqg (Wasserman. 1976) is outgrowth of Kphlberiss (e.g., 1970) restate-
ment of Dewey's concern with the narrow concept of morality int e schools; Students
can be helped to apply democratic principles to their concerns f r their rights in the
school setting (see, e.g.. Knight, 1974).
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culture," including "socializatidn to,particular values," what are the im-
plicatians?" .

What are the "particular i lues II that are to be part of the, hool's
legitimate attempts at cultural transmission2 Are there, for e mple,
as the Supreme Court's statement in the Barnette Case inWlles, basic

,:principles of a democratic gove'rnment which it is the,school's obliga-
tion to convey?" Should one distinguish between basic democratic
values, such as equality 'of opportunity, and more personal values,
such as cleanliness or honesty? (See, e.g., Shaver & Strong, 1976,
Chapter Two.) can conveying values be kept separate fromimposiq a e

'udgments based on those values? Canilie_enhancemeni_(irircnkarion,
, if yOu.will) of emotive commitment to the values in order.to maintain
societal cohesion and provide an emotive context for argumentation
abbut appropriate 'public policy (Shaver, 1976) be carried ou't without
subtly imposing cognitive \tlefinitions for the v.aluesv over which there .
is; and should be, cohiiiinous.public. debate? Is cultural transmission
that makes the values "available" to the students sufficient, or must

. teacherl attempt sclCconsciolislyito instill commitment? And, if the
latter is 'true,...ho'iv .cin this belsquared -with the democratic com,7,
mitment to human tgnity and intelligence? Does, or can, values.
transmission providl e contexifor critical thinking, or must it inter -.
tee with criticalcreative thought? Can we, in Yudof's words; "ar-
range the communicative process.; '[so) that we transmit the basic
culture, essential to growth but not press our views so forcefully that

`) individual judgment and growth become impossible" (1976, p. 496)?
,Beard's. (1934, p. 182 -caution about the potential impact of the

"small,. provincial, local, class,grpup, or personal prejudicls" froM
one's ,unexamined frame of reference is particularly apprdpriate to
the teacher's considefation of her/his role in cultural transmission. It
is probably unrealistic for a teacher to eschew completely any role in
value transmission; but there are particular dangers if no distinction
is'inade betweevhose values that are basic to-the culture and those
thatate it to you primarily because of the particular subcul-
ture or subctiltfires to which you belong. Transmitting the general
cultural values while supporting the legitimate subcultural variations
that are also valued in our pluralistic society is no easy task,(see Banks,
1973; NCSS, 1976). 4t d, if we heed anYleminder about the potential
ill effects of unexamined cultural transmission, recent criticism of the

c.
41:Lerner (1976, p. 78) clai s that "I America educatkin has, hot cast Itself in the

role of a tool of the state, nlr has the to asserted its rights Fo use such a. tool." The
distinction betweeti the state and the society, and the legitimate expectations of each, is
important in formulating educational aims and practices. BeriakiChapter Two) raises
questions about the "society" to whose wishes the school's citizrship edtkation efforts
should be addressed.

"Oliver and Shaver (1974), forexampk,argtie that there are.
t,
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'stool's reflec'tio'n of society's -St xismi (Chapin & Branson,. 1973;
Hahn, 1975; Grambs, 1976) should serve that purpose.

Discussion ofithe cultural transmission function,of the kcgool vii.ja-
,-vis values begins to touch on another important issuethe rile tif
;Ialuessin decision-making.if, for example, the central pioblems 'lac-
ing the citizen .are conSidered, to be ethical in nature, whavare the
implications for going byond the?empirically oriented methbds df ;

..-- i. the social sciences to include valuing as part of decisiongena t (Olt-
,

,
.., -ver & Shaver, 1974;, Newmann, 1967; Shaver, 1967)? A4P, qu eons

about the relation of personalNalues to pu'blic issues, s9ch as wh o
1 do.abOnt drug use and whether to allow nontheraNutic abortion , - .-

and the implications for classroom teaching needifo be explored ..

(Shaver, 1976), as clOituestiOns about the natuie ogvalues and their*
use in justifying ethical decisions (Newmann, ChaptgrOne)'

... . ,
, Rationale-building should-provide cushioning against the fads that

.periodically hit social studies education (Shaver, 1977a), and yalues!
ethical education is at present a faddism area. The Values Clarifica- --
tion Approach (Raths, Harmin, & Simon, 1966; Sidon, Howe, & Kirsch:*
enbaum, 1972) is a current fad woe stated and unexplicated A-

1-arirptions.bear examination. Is the Conception of values adequate? Is
the orientation of Values Clarification basically therapeutic?, Does
Values Clarification present undue threats to the privacy of students
and others? Is ethical relativism the domiriant moralpoint of View of
Values Clarifitation, and is: that a justifiable stahce? (See Lockwood, `,'

1975, 1977; Shaver & Strong, 1976, pp. 1.47e-122,'133-5.) What'are.,:
the implications of the answers to such questions for the use,of\raluf ,
Clarification 4,s, part of citizenship education?' .

By the same token, the CogrAtive Moral Development Apptpach of .
Lawrence Kohlberg (see, e.g.; Kohlberg, 1970; Fenton, 1976a) has
had a bandwagon effect that bears scrutiny. There are serious qUes... -;::.'"

tions about the philosophical and reiearcfrbases for the approach and '
about its applicability to till, classroom (Fraenkel, 197%, 1977; Shaver' .,
Sc Strong, 1976, pp. 122-33), but strong counter-arguinents are being
made, for its acceptability -(Fenton; nal., 1976a, 977). One setiour:1 '.' a.,
griticism is that the'emplcasis of the cognitive Moral. beyclopniehi
Approach on moral dilemma discussions as a means of raising-stn: ,-17.

dents' cogniti4 Itvels'of moral reasoning may lead teachers to over-
,. look the important task,of helPing, students to develOp specific skills'

and concepts for ethical decisiott-making (Shaver:1917a). Kohlberg, :
(Kohlberg & Kuhmerker, 1976) is aware of the problem, *and Fenton-, '.
(n.d.) is attacking the 'need for intellepjal skills in his curriCulutn i

. 4 work; but the issues are still very Ouch alive for teachers and,supervi-
-sors whp must decide v1hat 'folk the MorafCognitive Development
Approach should play in their curricula. - - :..k

, i' AcrCritical analysis of the assumptions and implicationstlons o propoge ,
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,values or ethical edticational 'RrOgi3 s is essential part of ratio- t' ..

:nale,,-building for citizenship educauo t4tit is important to reinem- 4'
ber that; gyndiesis is valuable, too. As Fent has suggested (e.g., 1977,

- p. 60),,yiewingicurricidar programs only as ubjects for analysis and asf ""
rivals with one another can be .dysfunction . We must.ilso ask wbeth-,

':ier.different,ipplpachei might afinplerrient one another in compret . ,
,bei)sive ciiiienshipillucation pr,Ograms based on thoughtful ration- '
ales. '6Uggestions along those lines have been made by Figuton (1976b, 1 '''- , , , ,. .
n.d.); New arm "(ph: One), and Sitaver.(1926). ...: '.

,
o

Of 'cotirse, if social studies iiragrams are to, Be responsive to the
nee s of citizenship education in a deino4tatic society, underlying as=" ;,

mptions about values and etbiCal decision- making are notthe only
ooties that 'need to be'explicated and 'examined' By thersame token,.
considerations of tile role- of-social studies in encouraging social criti-
cism, (Berlaii, Chapter Two}, the potential impact of community par -'
licipatioln (Conrad Sc. Hed,in, Chaptei Three), 4141 the study of con-
trovefsial,,,,c4rimunity' problems by slow learners (Curtis,. Chapter ..

'''Fotir). do not encompass the mtiltittide of decisions that must be.
mane, extACitly:or by default, by those who wish' to build effective

..citizenship education programs. Newmann'sAiscussion of rationale-.

building issues: iii Chapiter One is an excellent illustration df that
poirie ,

One. reYiewer of the manuscript for this bulletin commented that
.. .

sheltie was left Oh "the impreskion-that the manuscript is comprised.,
of vaguely related essays and [igl'ilot a tightly conceptualized,bulletin

4
, ' which addresse. 's the status of citizenship. education.",/That ch;racter-

ization, as you know ly now f£ you haye read the pyeceding pages, is
aptalthough we Hope that the connection among the chapters, in

p enbs of theineed to reconceptualize citizenshipiCdueation is not so
ivag-ue as to be unperceivable. The structure, or. lack of it, "did not
occur ,by'cliattce or oversight; it'is believed to reflect thelack of any
eitisting definitive conceptualizttionpf citizenship education. The in-
tent was to itig5est the need or confronting the tough, continual
process of 13uilding ratibnalei (Shaver, Chapter Ave) ibr;the citizen-
`ship education-related experiences tgat /students have under the aus-

,

pices of theschoci and through the school's impacts on other agencies
and institutions, and to suggest the vast array of issues that have not
been addressed adeguately io date. This is not to say that much goode(
conceptual and program implementatioh work has not gone on, but
0, suggest that ,major efforts still lie ahead.
Abat the involvement-of .ci4ssroom teachers, as well 'as supervisors

and university professors, in rationale-bhilding effOrts have sig-.
nificant positive. impacts on citizenship education is the faith under-

23
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lying thii btep:n. TheasiuMption that those of us involved in the
effort can toter* the continuously unfinished nature of the business
and continue in our efforts to work on chunks of the total while strug-
gling to keep the total-in-mind maybe -of dubious validity. Ifso, th-e-
prcispects for increasiagly rational and effective citizenship education
p-agrams in our schools are not bright.

4-
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